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Downtown Residence  
Hall Opens

M
edical students and 
residents had a 
swanky new housing 

option this fall with the 
opening of Geneva Tower, 
Upstate Medical Univer
sity’s new residence hall.

In a $28 million  
renovation, Upstate trans
formed a downtown Syra
cuse highrise apartment 
building to provide much
needed space for students.

The tower features 
139 spacious furnished 
apartments, including 
onebedroom, twobed
room and fourbedroom 
units. Amenities include 
wireless Internet access, 
air conditioning, laundry, 
and a fitness room. The 
building also features 
several conference rooms 
for group study.

Firstyear medical 
student Melissa Gadsden 

chose to live in Geneva 
Tower for its close prox
imity to campus. “It has 
the added perk of being 
full of Upstate students,” 
she says. “If I ever have  
a question about test  
material, it’s easy to find 
people who might be able 
to help out.”

Formerly known as 
Townsend Tower, Upstate 
acquired the building two 
years ago. A significant 
portion of the renovation 
includes upgrades to the 
building’s windows, 
lighting, and insulation, as 
well as heating, air condi
tioning, and ventilation 
systems. Upstate officials 
expect the building to 
receive leeD certification 
at the silver level, recog
nition of the “green” 
building practices used.

Geneva tower interior

Geneva tower opened as a new residence hall option this fall.

New Anesthesiology 
Chair

J
ames Foster, MBBS, 
MBA, has been 
appointed chair of the 

Department of Anesthesi
ology. Foster previously 
served as the chief of 
anesthesiology in the 
Kaleida Health System in 
Buffalo since 2003, where 
he has also held appoint
ments as clinical associate 
professor of anesthesi
ology at the University at 
Buffalo and attending 
anesthesiologist at the 
Children’s Hospital of 
Buffalo.

Dr. Foster is a grad
uate of the london Hos
pital Medical College, and 
received his master of 
business administration 
degree from the Richard J. 

Wehle School of Business 
at Canisius College. He 
completed his training in 
anesthesiology and 
internal medicine at 
Queens University, 
Kingston, ontario, and 
subsequently served as a 
clinical and research 
fellow at the Hospital for 
Sick Children in Toronto.
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upstate announces $510-Million  
initiative to expand Mission
CITINg a REgIoNal REspoNsIbIlITy  for the 
well-being of Central New York, Upstate Medical 
University President David R. Smith, MD, 
unveiled a $510 million capital project plan that 
will expand and enhance the university’s core 
missions of research, education, and patient care, 
as well as address key issues in healthcare today, 
such as shortages in the health professions and 
access to care.

Known as the SUNY Upstate Initiative, the 
five- to seven-year capital project plan represents 
the most comprehensive blueprint for growth 
since the university’s association with the State 
University system more than 50 years ago.

“As the only academic medical center in this 
region—and in partnership with New York state—
we bear a responsibility to the 1.8 million New 
Yorkers from Canada to the Pennsylvania border 
to develop a bold and passionate strategy for 
growth that advances the power, practice and 
promise of medicine,” Smith said in announcing 
the plan in September.

Already the largest employer in the region, the 
SUNY Upstate Initiative is anticipated to dramati-
cally increase the university’s economic impact 
on the region, now estimated at $1.67 billion. “The 
SUNY Upstate Initiative will provide an excellent 
return on investment to our region by infusing 
new jobs into the area, new construction, and 
new opportunities for local businesses and others 
to partner with us on this agenda for growth,” 
Smith says.

A majority of the SUNY Upstate Initiative will 
be self-funded, through bonding and other 
funding strategies. Highlights include:

REsEaRCh ExpaNsIoN— $58.7 million. Plan 
calls for expansion of the Institute for Human 
Performance and further improvements to 
existing space to accommodate new office and 
laboratory space. Research expansion also will 
enable the university to enhance recruitment of 
biomedical students. “Research represents the 
promise of medicine,” Smith said. “This upgrade 
in our research infrastructure will further our 
success in this area and allow us to continue to 
attract top-level scientists to our area.”

sTudENT lIfE, EduCaTIoNal ENhaNCE-
mENTs, ExpaNsIoN— $74.3 million. Plan 
includes 50 new student housing units, new 
academic building, campus life center, upgrades 
to Silverman Hall (home of the College of Health 
Professions), and land and building purchases. 
These projects are aimed at the need to grow 
student enrollment by more than 30 percent, a 
figure that has been cited by the Association of 
American Medical Centers as necessary for curbing 
the shortage of healthcare professionals. 

paTIENT CaRE INITIaTIvEs— $346.2 million. 
Plan calls for construction of ambulatory care and 
teaching facility to bring eight outpatient sites 
under one roof in a location convenient to 
hospital; a heart center within the hospital to 
consolidate all heart-related activities; a cancer 
center, which will create a state-of-the-art 
setting for a multidisciplinary approach to cancer 
treatment; single patient rooms in University 
Hospital to reflect the upgrades in patient accom-
modations being built in the Vertical Expansion; 
renovation of critical hospital operations (radi-

a former state asylum building in binghamton will become home to upstate’s binghamton  
campus and clinical skills assessment center.
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WhITE CoaT CEREmoNy
Members of the class of 2016 
marked the beginning of their 
medical journeys by receiv-
ing the traditional white 
coat in a ceremony at the 
oncenter on august 8. For 
the third straight year, the 
onondaga county Medical 
society sponsored a recep-
tion for medical students and 
their families. Pictured from 
left to right: david Page, Md, 
medical society president, 
Maria nicolais ’16, sharon 
brangman, Md ’81, anup 
shah ’16, and david duggan, 
Md ’79, interim dean of the 
college of Medicine. 

ology, operating suite for minimally invasive 
surgery, emergency room and clinical pathology); 
a connector bridge to Crouse Hospital; and devel-
opment of electronic medical record 
infrastructure.

bINghamToN ClINICal Campus 
upgRadEs— $21.5 million. Plan includes renova-
tion of the historic “Castle on the Hill,” a former 
state asylum, to serve as home of SUNY Upstate’s 
Binghamton campus and a clinical skills assess-
ment center. “Our Binghamton campus plays a 
significant role in introducing our students to 
other parts of our region as they make a commit-
ment to completing their medical education in the 
Southern Tier,” says Smith. 

ChIld CaRE CENTER— $5 million. Plan would 
increase day care opportunities for employees and 
students and provide extended hours and sick 
childcare.

Psychiatry Bestsellers  
Hail from Upstate

T
wo books by Upstate 
Medical University 
professors have made 

the bestseller list of one 
of the world’s premier 
publishers of mental 
health books and journals. 
American Psychiatric 
Publishing, Inc. listed the 
books this summer on its 
list of bestselling psychi
atry titles in 2012. 

The bestselling books 
are part of a series called 
Core Competencies in 
Psychotherapy. They are:

• The Art and Science 
of Brief Psychotherapies-
An Illustrated Guide (2nd 
edition), 2012, by 

Mantosh Dewan, 
MD, HS ’79, Distin
guished Service 
Professor of Psychi
atry and Behavioral 
Sciences; Brett n. 
Steenbarger, PhD, a 
voluntary faculty 
member who serves 
as clinical associate 
professor of psychi
atry and behavioral 
sciences; and Roger 
P. Greenberg, PhD, 
Distinguished Teaching 
Professor of Psychiatry 
and Behavioral Sciences. 

• Long-Term Psycho-
dynamic Psychotherapy: A 
Basic Text, Second edition 

by Glen o. Gabbard, MD, 
professor of psychiatry 
and behavioral sciences, 
who also serves as the 
series editor. 
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upstate breaks Ground for  
umbilical cord blood bank

upsTaTE mEdICal 
uNIvERsITy  will begin 
construction on a 
$15-million cord blood 
bank that will collect, 
process, and store umbil-
ical cord blood donated by 
families throughout 
Central and northern New 
York to be used by those in 
need of life-saving medical 

treatments and for medical research. The facility 
will be one of 27 public cord blood banks in the 
country, and one of only two in New York State.

 “The opportunity to bring a public cord blood 
bank to Upstate New York is significant in so 
many ways,” says Upstate President David R. 
Smith, MD. “Through the donations of cord blood 
from families all across our region, we have the 
ability to save lives through transplantation and 

further fuel biomedical research that may move us 
closer to finding breakthroughs for dozens of 
diseases. Being able to develop this cord blood 
bank and make it a resource for our greater 
community speaks to the very core of the mission 
of Upstate Medical University.”

Umbilical cord blood is blood that remains in 
the placenta and umbilical cord after childbirth. It 
is a rich source of hematopoietic stem cells that 
have the potential of being used in the treatment 
of dozens of diseases, like cancer and sickle cell.

The two-story building will be between 
10,000 and 15,000 square feet and located on 
Upstate’s Community Campus. Upstate provides 
obstetric services on the Community Campus and 
also is home to the Regional Perinatal Center, 
which offers advance perinatal care to patients 
throughout Upstate New York.

upstate held a ground-breaking ceremony for a new umbilical cord blood bank on september 17.

“Through the donations of 
cord blood from families all 
across our region, we have the 
ability to save lives through 
transplantation and further 
fuel biomedical research.”
— David R. Smith, MD
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fIshER golf 
TouRNamENT
the annual Joseph c. Fischer, 
Md ‘79 Memorial scholarship 
Golf tournament was held in 
July at the timber banks Golf 
course. Golfers enjoyed the 
beautiful nicklaus designed 
course while volunteers 
participated in an “opportu-
nity of service” at the sarah 
house, a hospital hospitality 
house. at the conclusion of 
the fun-filled day, a celebra-
tory dinner was held where 
memories of dr. Fischer were 
shared and the Memorial 
scholarship and golf prizes 
were awarded. all proceeds 
from this annual tourna-
ment benefit the Joseph c. 
Fischer, Md ‘79 Memorial 
scholarship. 

New Pediatric  
Surgery Chief

aNdREas h. mEIER, 
md, m.Ed,  a pediatric 
surgeon with special 
interest in minimally 
invasive pediatric 
surgery, joined Upstate 
Golisano Children’s 
Hospital as division 
chief of pediatric 
surgery and director of 
the Olivia Louise 
Pietrafesa Center for 

Children’s Surgery. He also serves as an associate 
professor of surgery and pediatrics at Upstate 
Medical University.

Dr. Meier’s academic interests focus on novel 
approaches to surgical education, including the 
use of simulation in surgical curricula and team 
training. He succeeds Michael Ratner, MD ‘68, 
who retired from clinical practice this summer.

Meier comes to Upstate from Southern Illinois 
University School of Medicine, where he was an 
associate professor of surgery and pediatrics, chair 
of the division of pediatric surgery, and medi-
cal director of the Surgical Skills and Research 
Laboratory. He earned his medical degree from 
Ludwig Maximilian University School of Medicine 
in Munich, Germany, a doctoral degree in med-
icine from Technical University School of Med-
icine in Munich, and a master’s degree from the 
University of Illinois Urbana/Champaign. His res-
idency in general surgery was completed at Stan-
ford University, where he served as chief resident. 
He completed a fellowship in pediatric surgery at 
Emory University in Atlanta. He also completed 
two research fellowships in surgical oncology and 
advanced technology in surgery at Stanford Uni-
versity.

Watson to Lead Biotech Accelerator

J
ames “Hank” Watson 
has been named the 
executive director of 

the Central new york 
Biotech Accelerator. In 
this role, Watson will 
develop programs for 
early stage companies 
focused on driving tech
nology to the commercial 
arena.

As an entrepreneur, 
executive, and former 
Ceo, Watson has experi
ence in building tech 
companies from concept 
stage through technology 
and product develop
ment, market introduc
tion and production 

ramp–up. The company 
he founded, Pathlight 
Technology, Inc., was sold 
to ADIC for $265 million 
in 2001.

The Biotech Acceler
ator is a joint project of 
SUny Upstate Medical 

University and the SUny 
College of environmental 
Science and Forestry 
(eSF), two highly special
ized institutions that 
provide a unique platform 
for the program. Acceler
ator clients will be drawn 
from growthorientated 
companies that are devel
oping biotechnologies—in 
environmental, industrial, 
and medical fields.
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the college of Medicine welcomed back  
members of classes ending in 2 and 7.

U
pstate College of Medicine alumni returned to 
campus to celebrate the 137th Reunion weekend, 
held September 2122. The annual event brought 
close to 300 alumni and their guests to campus 
to witness the university’s impressive growth in 
facilities, patientcare, educational programs, and 

outreach initiatives.

Although alumni stay connected to the College of 
Medicine in many ways, “Reunion Weekend offers the 
familiar landscape of Upstate, and—something that 
social media sites like Facebook cannot do—the oppor
tunity to socialize and reminisce with their classmates in 
a traditional fashion,” says Vincent Kuss, executive 
director of the Upstate Medical Alumni Association.

Reunion Weekend began on Friday, with tours of  
the library, historical exhibits, and Geneva Towers, as 

well as lectures from alumni Martha Reitman, MD ’82, 
and Joseph M. Dervay, MD ’84. Dr. Reitman is a con
sulting associate professor at the Stanford School of 
Medicine and president and Ceo of Reitman Corpora
tion. Her Conversations in entrepreneurship lecture, 
“Innovation From Within,” discussed aspects of orga
nizing a biomedical startup company, including funding, 
support, direction and outcomes.

Dr. Dervay, a nASA flight surgeon, delivered the 
Weiskotten lecture on Space Medicine, sharing safety 
challenges of moon and exploration class missions he 
faced as medical director of the Space Shuttle and Inter
national Space Station. 

An awards ceremony honored outstanding alumni, 
class giving and participation, and student scholarship 
winners, and was followed by a wine and hors d’oeuvres 
reception and an allclass dinner party.

on Saturday, alumni enjoyed the Dean’s Breakfast 
and Alumni Association Annual Meeting, a family  
luncheon at the Rosamond Gifford Zoo, and individual 
class dinners on Saturday evening. 

If you graduated in a class ending in 3 or 8, we invite 
you to mark your calendars now and plan to join us for 
our 138th Reunion Weekend, to be held September 
2728, 2013. We hope to see you there!

ReunionReunion 20122012
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“Reunion Weekend offers the familiar landscape 
of Upstate, and—something that social media  
sites like Facebook cannot do—the opportunity  
to socialize and reminisce with their classmates  
in a traditional fashion.”

—VInCe KUSS, UPSTATe MeDICAl AlUMnI ASSoCIATIon
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Martha Reitman, Md ’82, greets medical students after  

her entrepreneurship lecture.

Members of the class of 1962 celebrate  
their 50th year reunion.

Paula trief, 
Phd, with 
scholarship 
recipient, 
stacey lin ’14

Jenna Weinberg with scholarship recipient, omosede ighile ’13

Joe dervay, Md ’84, speaking with  
christopher Martin ’13

Members from the class of 1982: drs. Ralph Weinstein, 
Jeffrey Verzella, Frank Rhode, lawrence stewart, dennis Poe 
and stephen Kinney
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named scholarship Recipients
a. geno andreatta 
scholarship fund
Rachelle Nelson

benjamin N. and mollie 
p. aronovitz memorial 
scholarship
Richard m. france and Justin 

meyer

The ayanian family 
scholarship (endowed by 
Zaven s. ayanian, md ’59)
Rachelle Nelson

bernard J. burke, md ’43 
scholarship
John T. Quaresima

leonard d. Carpenter, md 
’33 and Ruth E. Carpenter 
memorial scholarship
Christopher W. mcQuinn

Edwin T. dailey, md ’68 
memorial scholarship in 
Radiology
samir dilip mehta

dracker family scholarship
Charles d. hannum and  

Julia lustick

Robert Eitches, md ’78 
scholarship in honor of 
shirley and Irving Eitches
anthony s. Rossettie

alfred f. and shirley 
d. Enwright Endowed 
scholarship
Christina fiorenza and 

daniel p. harris

Joseph C. fischer, md ’79 
memorial scholarship
adeepa d. singh

sarah loguen fraser, md, 
Class of 1876, scholarship
Claudy Zulme

dr. Joseph’43 and ann 
gadbaw scholarship
samuel a. schueler

max gara and Robert h. 
gara, md ’56 scholarship
omosede o. Ighile

samuel gersten, md ’39 and 
martha gersten Endowed 
scholarship fund
Kristan Joubert, megan 

pope, Kortney 
Robinson, and Zachary 
vredenburgh
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lori Mosca, Md ’84, and Ralph 
Mosca, Md ’85, with scholarship 
recipient, daniella deJesus ’14

bruce simmons, Md ’79, present-
ing the sarah loguen Fraser schol-
arship to claudy Zulme ’13

eleanor Williams, Md ’68, 
awarding the Reiss scholarship 
to sephora Germain ’13

david Page, Md, presenting the onondaga county  
Medical society scholarships to Melissa Gadsen ’16 and  
adwoa boahene ’16
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Jerome C. goldstein md 
’63 and Rochelle goldstein 
scholarship
Katharine hinchcliff

frances hamatuk, md ’41 
geriatric scholarship
Rachelle Nelson

grant h. hobika, md ’52 
scholarship fund
daniel p. harris

Robert v.p. huttar, md 
’54 and Ruth l. huttar 
scholarship
mark breazzano

The sonya a. labella 
memorial scholarhship
daniella de Jesus

stanley d. leslie, md ’51 
memorial scholarship
Jessica sassani

The lynch family 
scholarship
John T. Quaresima

alphonse a. maffeo, md ’72 
scholarship
biribwa arinaitwe

b. dale magee, md ’75 
scholarship
Corey R. vasisko

The patrick T. mathews, md 
’03 memorial scholarship
Richard m. france

James l. mcgraw, md ’41 
scholarship
Richard m. france

dr. gustave p. ’43 and Janet 
b. milkey merit scholarship
Elias a. awad

peggy and adolph morlang, 
md ’66 scholarship
gregory mak

Rudolph J. Napodano, md 
’59 scholarship
michael salama

sam and Carol Nappi 
scholarship
anthony s. Rossettie

onondaga County medical 
society (oCms) medical 
student scholarship fund
adwoa boahene and melissa 

gadsden

betty Reiss, md ’68 and 
Jacob Reiss, md ’68 family 
Endowed scholarship
sephora m. germain

monroe Richman, md 
’55 and Esther Richman 
scholarship
Jeremy ganeles

samuel g. Rosenthal, md 
’64 scholarship
samuel a. schueler

sanders/Kilkelly scholarship
daniella deJesus

schein family scholarship
Nikolai v. Kolotiniuk

Jack J. schneider, md ’66 
scholarship
michael Cummings

Julius schwartz, md ’33 
scholarship
daniel Kaufman

John b. and henriette E. 
simeone scholarship in 
memory of fiorindo a. 
simeone, md
Catherine dickinson

frederick W. sloan, md ’74 
scholarship
miruna Carnaru

susan b. stearns, phd 
scholarship for Community 
Engagement
Cici Carter and matthew 

valente

susan b. stearns, 
phd scholarship for 
International Travel
alexandra aarons and Ryan 

van Nostrand

stevens madison oneida 
Counties scholarship
butros Toro and andrew 

Wight

subik family scholarship
matthew valente

dr. oscar and mrs. luba Trief 
memorial scholarship
stacey lin

upstate medical alumni 
association founders 
scholarship
samuel a. schueler

harold h. Wanamaker, md 
’56 and barbara Wanamaker 
scholarship
sarah Evans

andrew d. Weinberg, md 
’78 memorial geriatric 
scholarship
omosede o. Ighile

herbert m. Weinman, md 
’65 and suzy Weinman 
scholarship award
vanessa desmarais

susan and Jack yoffa, md 
’69 scholarship, in memory 
of Elaine yoffa hornung
sarah fryc

frank E. young, md ’56 and 
leanne  young Endowed 
scholarship
Katharine hinchcliff,  

Kortney Robinson, and 
yevgeniy freyvert

Class of 1966 scholarship 
fund
maryalice mcNamara

Carol Kavanagh and Class of 
1973 scholarship
susana agudelo-uribe

sue stearns, Phd, awarding her international 
travel scholarships to alexandra aarons ’15  
and Ryan Van nostrand ’15

Mark erlebacher, Md ’79, presenting the  
nappi scholarship to anthony Rossettie ’13

drs. buchan, duggan, and smith with scholarship recipients, 
corey Vasisko ’13 (Magee recipient) and samuel schueler ’13 
(Rosenthal recipient)

Mark Persky, Md ’72, awarding the andreatta  
scholarship to Rachelle nelson ’13



DIstINgUIsHeD aLUMNUs: 

Hugh D. Curtin, MD ’72

H
ugh D. Curtin, MD, class of 1972, 
received the Distinguished Alumnus 
Award. Dr. Curtin is an internation-
ally known radiologist specializing in 
imaging of the head and neck. He is 
chair of radiology at the Massachu-

setts Eye and Ear Infirmary and professor of radiol-
ogy at the Harvard Medical School. 

Curtin’s academic work deals with imaging of 
head and neck tumors and diseases of the temporal 
bone, including the development of applications 
of computed tomography and magnetic resonance 
imaging to the temporal bone region. Currently, 
most of his time is spent in patient care with a 
major commitment to teaching. 

Curtin began his work at Eye and Ear at the 
same time sectional imaging  (first with computed 
tomography and then magnetic resonance imag-
ing) was transforming the evaluation of patients 
and disease. Curtin participated in the develop-
ment and application of these new techniques to 
the head and neck and skull-base region, working 
closely with otolaryngologists to identify vari-
ous anatomic landmarks and better delineate the 
spread of disease. The ability to visualize tumor 
margins and define how a tumor moves through 
tissues along previously invisible pathways 
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changed how surgery was planned and performed, 
leading to rapid progression in the field of skull-
base surgery.

Curtin has held the position of head and neck 
editor for the American Journal of Neuroradiology 
and associate editor of the journal Radiology, the 
leading journals in his field. He has authored or 
co-authored more than 150 peer-reviewed papers 
and co-edited the textbook Head and Neck Imaging 
with Dr. Peter Som, currently in its fifth edition. 
He has lectured extensively in the United States 
and around the world. 

In recognition of his contributions to the field 
of head and neck imaging, Dr. Curtin received 
the Gold Medal of the American Society of Head 
and Neck Radiology (ASHNR) and the Presidential 
Citation of the American Academy of Otolaryn-
gology-Head and Neck Surgery. He has served as 
president of the ASHNR and president of the North 
American Skull Base Society.
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HUMaNItaRIaN aWaRD: 

Mel “Yogi” Berg, MD ’67

M
elvyn D. Bert, MD, class of 1967, 
received the Humanitarian award. 
He is clinical professor of oph-
thalmology at the University of 
California, San Francisco, where 
he teaches medical students and 

residents in ophthalmology. 
After graduating from Upstate and interning 

at San Francisco General Hospital, Dr. Bert served 
two years in the U.S. Air Force during the Vietnam 
War. During the 70s, he did his ophthalmology resi-
dency at the world-renowned New York Eye and 
Ear Infirmary and went on to become the chief of 
Ophthalmology at Marshal Hale Memorial Hospital, 
now a part of the California Pacific Medical Center.  
He is board certified by the American Board of 
Ophthalmology, a Fellow of the American College 
of Surgeons, and a Fellow of the American Academy 
of Ophthalmology.

Bert is founder of the Visioning Tibet project, 
which is working to end cataract blindness. He was 
a founder of the project, and for the past 17 years, 
has traveled to Tibet to train local Tibetans and Chi-
nese physicians how to perform cataract surgery in 
an attempt to eradicate the country’s leading cause 
of blindness. The organization is working to transfer 
the technology and skills of modern eye care to the 
poorest populations of Tibet at an affordable cost 
and establish Tibetan self-sufficiency in providing 
eye care to their own people. The goal is to elimi-
nate preventable blindness throughout Tibet, with 
local resources only, by the year 2020. Since 1995, 
these eye camps have helped tens of thousands of 
Tibetans regain their sight at no cost. The Project 
is funded entirely by private donations. An award-
winning documentary about his work, “Visioning 
Tibet,” has been shown on PBS.
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oUtstaNDINg yoUNg  
aLUMNUs: 

Jeffrey Gelfand, MD ’92

Jeffrey Gelfand, MD, class of 1992, received the Outstanding Young 
Alumnus award. Dr. Gelfand is board certified by the American Board 
of Orthopaedic Surgeons and received a Certificate of Added Qualifica-
tions in Hand Surgery. He currently practices at the Orthopaedic and 
Sports Medicine Center in Annapolis, Maryland, focusing on all aspects 
of care for the shoulder, elbow, and hand, including joint replacement, 
arthroscopy, fracture care, and microvascular procedures. 

Gelfand is also the president and founder of Suspension Orthopaedic 
Solutions, a medical device company that was 
started in 2008 to introduce innovative devices 
and methods for treating traumatic injuries of 
the shoulder. The company has subsequently 
received outside funding, which has allowed 
the commercialization of its first three prod-
ucts, designed by Gelfand and currently in use 
throughout the U.S. 

Suspension’s first product is one of only  
two products approved by the FDA for the 
treatment of unstable distal clavicle fractures, 
and the only one that does not require a second 
surgery. Gelfand currently holds nine pat-
ents and his fourth product, designed to treat 
injuries about the elbow, was expected to be 
available for use in late 2012.

In addition, Gelfand is founder and chair-
man of the Helping Hands Foundation, a tax-
exempt organization that delivers international 
humanitarian relief through overseas surgical 
and educational missions. The foundation, 
created in 2005, also collaborates with Anne 
Arundel Medical Center to bring patients in 
need from developing countries to Annapolis 
for reconstructive procedures not available in 
their native lands.
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student citizen awards
These awards recognize those medical stu-
dents who have distinguished themselves as 
leaders and volunteers in the life of our cam-
pus and the greater Syracuse community.

C l a s s  o f  2 0 1 3

Kristan Joubert
shrey patel

C l a s s  o f  2 0 1 4

andrew handel
Elisabeth losito
matthew valente

C l a s s  o f  2 0 1 5

sharifa avery
marika Toscano
lauren Zagieboylo

alumni scholars
The Medical Alumni Foundation supports  
full or partial tuition payments for outstand-
ing medical students identified by the  
Admissions Committee.
danso ako-adjei 
Kyle armstrong
Kevin bampoe
Carlos E. brown, Jr 
Naomie delone 
lingyun du
Keisha french
Rachel Kopicki 
lambert lewis

Joanne abby m. marasigan 
leonardo meehan 
beth-ann ollivierre 
Nadia J. orosz
marsha peart 
michael Rivara 
allan so 
felix Tavernier 
Justin Zelenka

Presidential awards
The President’s Office supports full or partial 
tuition payments for outstanding medical 
students identified by the Admissions  
Committee.
matthew basciotta 
darik benson
solomon bisangwa
oluwadamilola oluyede
lisa m. Ryder
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“I am both 
honored and 
humbled by 

your generosity 
in supporting 
my academic 

and civic 
pursuits as I 

forge my way 
toward a career 

in medicine.” 
—MATTHeW VAlenTe ’14

presidential and alumni scholars

college of Medicine students biribwa arinaitwe ’16 
(right) and adwoa boahene ’16 (second from right) 
with family members
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Reunion 2012

above: alumni participating 
in the tour of the anatomy 
lab. left: dr. dierdre neilen 
presenting at the Medical 
alumni Writing seminar

drs. Kirsten Magowan, stafford henry and barbara 
stouter, all from the class of 1987

Members of the class of 1972 celebrating 40 years

Gregory 
threatte, Md 
’73, celebrating 
with members 
of the class of 
1962

the ligonde and Mukherjee families

alexandra and andrew Pellecchia,  
both of the class of 2002
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T
he third-year Upstate 
medical student is assist-
ing a primary care doctor 
take a patient history in 
the clinic. His professor is 
also observing to evaluate 
his communication skills 

and thoroughness. But they’re not in the 
same room.

With the patient’s permission, the 
student has enabled FaceTime on an 
iPad in the exam room while the faculty 
member is watching remotely from her 
own iPad.

The technology allows faculty to 
observe students as they did practice 
interactions in the clinical skills center, 
only now the patients and clinical set-
tings are real and the faculty member 
doesn’t have to be in an adjacent space.

“Medical schools across the country 
are using iPads for learning, record keep-
ing, and information gathering, but we’re 

the only place I’m aware of that’s using 
them for student observation,” says Ann 
Botash, MD ’85, an Upstate pediatrician, 
and since October, associate dean for 
education in the College of Medicine. 

The use of iPads in both the pediat-
rics and family practice clerkships began 
this fall, and is one of several innovations 
reshaping medical education at Upstate.

Bringing the idea to practice was a 
grass-roots effort of a group of faculty 
and staff, who secured funding through 
a SUNY Innovative Instruction Tech-
nology Grants initiative. The grant was 
spearheaded by Dr. Botash, who now 
chairs the New Directions Task Force, 
a committee of faculty, administrators 
and students charged with rethinking 
the curriculum in terms of innovation, 
patient centeredness, and student cen-
teredness. Think of it as R&D for medical 
education. 

Proposed curricular changes end 

empowered and engaged
Upstate’s  

curriculum 
review opens 
doors to new 
directions in 

medical 
education.

brandon clair ‘15 takes a patient history 
while his professor watches remotely, 
via iPad.



up before the Curriculum Committee, a 
new governance body responsible for the 
medical school curriculum led by Jenni-
fer Christner, MD, who joined Upstate in 
August from the University of Michigan 
as associate dean for undergraduate med-
ical education. 

The creation of Botash and Christ-
ner’s positions underscores an unprece-
dented level of institutional commitment 
to enhancing quality and excellence in 
medical education, says Lynn Cleary, 
MD, vice president for academic affairs 
and senior associate dean for education. 
“We’ve always had a tradition of teach-
ing excellence and staying ahead of the 
curve, but creating a larger, more formal 
administrative structure devoted to qual-
ity medical education is a new vision for 
Upstate,” she says. 

It’s a clear response to Upstate’s 
LCME probation, specifically, the orga-
nization’s criticism of Upstate’s admin-
istrative oversight over curriculum and 
courses. But that’s just the beginning. 

Botash, Christner, and Cleary, along 
with William Grant, MD, associate dean 
of graduate medical education, and Paul 
Grover, PhD, associate dean of continuing 
medical education, comprise the Educa-
tion Leadership Team, charged with eval-
uating the Upstate experience across the 
education spectrum. “Our commitment 
to educating the profession doesn’t end 
with medical school,” says Dr. Cleary.

More than just new committees and 
personnel, Botash believes the institution 
is undergoing a culture change. “The dif-
ference is that there is much more oppor-
tunity for engagement and empowerment 
on the part of faculty and students to ini-
tiate innovations in education. This has 
resulted in a shift to an exciting culture of 
change,” she says. 

Dr. Cleary says Upstate’s LCME pro-
bation provided the catalyst for institu-
tional re-examination, resulting in a new 
vision and commitment on the part of 
administrators and greater involvement 
and empowerment of faculty.

Curriculum reform is nothing new. 
In the last 30 years, medical education 
has undergone profound change, tran-
sitioning from large lecture courses and 
rote memorization to small group teach-

ing and improved emphasis on clinical 
skills. Technological advances continue 
to provide both new opportunities and 
challenges (think electronic medical 
records) and forthcoming MCAT changes 
are prompting additional medical school 
curriculum changes. 

Upstate’s New Directions Task Force 
was formed in July 2011 (before the pro-
bation) with the intent to examine the 
curriculum for areas of improvement, and 
identify possibilities for integrating the 
curriculum across the basic and clinical 
sciences. Over the last 18 months, under 
the prior leadership of Michael Iannuzzi, 
MD, they’ve developed a template for a 
block schedule that rethinks the standard 
two-by-two model (two years of basic 
sciences, followed by 
two years of clin-
ical training), 
which could 
be imple-
mented as 
early as fall 
2014. 

“We want 
students to 
become life-
long learners 

empowered and engaged
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“There is much more 
opportunity for engage-
ment and empowerment 
on the part of faculty and 
students to initiate inno-
vations in education. 
This has resulted in a 
shift to an exciting 
culture of change.”

— Ann BoTASH, MD ’85,  

ASSoCIATe DeAn FoR eDUCATIon



and anticipate the new curricu-
lum will create a culture of learning 
that will improve our ability to pro-
mote and encourage these skills,” 
explains Botash. “We expect to 
develop teams of basic scientists and 
clinicians teaching together. Courses 
are anticipated to be based on organ 
systems; clinical clerkships will 
incorporate basic science concepts. 
And themes related to student learn-
ing, patient, and community needs 
will tie the curriculum together. “

Any such curricular change 
would require the approval of  
the Curriculum Committee, 

which was created as a direct result of 
Upstate’s LCME probation. “We’re insti-
tuting more rigor and structure to how 
we do programmatic evaluation and to 
how we implement new curriculum, 
which will also allow us to make change 
in a more expedient manner,” says Dr. 
Christner, who has been meeting with 
the faculty and course directors involved 
in the first two years of the current cur-
riculum, both individually and through 
faculty retreats. 

Student feedback is also integral and 
there are several student members on  
the Curriculum Committee. “More than 
ever before, the dean, administration, 

“What we’ve always tried to  
do is create the best possible 
experience for our students to 
learn medicine and become  
good doctors. We have some 
great new opportunities to do 
that because of the freedom  
the accreditation review gives  
us to make change.”

—DAVID DUGGAn, MD ’79

Jenny christner, Md, 
lynn cleary, Md, 
david duggan, 
Md ’79 and 
ann botash, 
Md ’85
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aDMIssIoNs UpDate

It’s not just the medical school curriculum 
that’s undergone review at Upstate, but the 
selection of medical students as well.

This fall, the College of Medicine insti
tuted a new interview process from Canada 
called the MultiMini Interview, or MMI. 
Instead of a traditional hourlong interview 
with a faculty member and medical student, 
applicants rotate through seven stations for 
five minutes each, answering a mix of “tradi
tional” and scenariobased questions, sort of 
the interview equivalent of speed dating. The 
process is designed to measure communica
tion and criticalthinking skills from a variety 
of vantage points.

According to Jennifer Welch, Upstate 
director of admissions, the change was made 
in an effort to “standardize” the interview. The 
multiple assessment technique dilutes the 
effect of a single bad interview while the use 
of multiple interviewers minimizes the impact 
of any biases an individual interviewer may 
have. “With the old process, an applicant only 
spoke with two interviewers, so there were a 
lot of variables based on who those two 
people were,” she says. Having seven inter
viewers—and seven opinions—provides more 
reliability to the assessment. 

“We’re finding there are some students 
that everyone agrees are wonderful and 
others that everyone agrees may not have the 

communication skills 
necessary to be a good 
physician,” she says.

Upstate is an early 
adopter of the MMI in 
the U.S., one of 19 
medical schools to have 
converted to the process 
nationwide, which is used 
by most medical schools 
in Canada and similar to 
the interviews conducted 
by many residency 
programs. 

It was a busy fall. 
Applications were up slightly over 2011, with 
more than 4,900 applicants vying for the 160 
positions in 2013 entering class. “We’ve 
gotten great feedback from faculty and appli
cants on the interview process and I’m confi
dent we’ll be bringing in an excellent class 
next fall,” Welch says.

In addition to the switch in interview pro
cedure, there are also changes in academic 
requirements on the horizon. Beginning with 
the class entering in fall 2014, the entry 
requirement has changed from a twocourse 
organic chemistry sequence to an organic 
chemistry/biochemistry sequence. 

The change is both a reflection of the 
skills students actually need to be successful 

in medical school as well as an anticipation of 
the new MCAT in 2015, which expands the 
sciences covered to include the social 
sciences.

“For a long time, the MCAT has very much 
been focused on organic chemistry and the 
hard sciences and its probably a good thing 
that it’s branching out into the social sci
ences,” says Welch. “We will see a different 
kind of applicant coming through.”

and faculty members are making changes 
in the curriculum and in methods of 
teaching and learning based on real- 
time and creative feedback from stu-
dents,” says Cleary.

One change already implemented is 
the transition to computer-based test-
ing throughout the medical school expe-
rience, providing faster feedback to both 
students and faculty. Currently, second- 
year students are taking all tests online; 
next year that will expand to first-year 
students as well. “Third- and fourth-year 
students already take all of the national 
board exams online—the paper tests 
aren’t even going to exist any more—so 

we want to get everyone onboard and 
comfortable with computer-based test-
ing,” she says.

According to Christner, the Col-
lege of Medicine is ahead of schedule in 
responding to LCME concerns and is pre-
paring for a site visit in March. If suc-
cessful, Upstate’s probation could end as 
early as June 2013.  

Administrators are not only optimis-
tic about a positive outcome, but point 
to the silver lining of the experience. 
“What we’ve always tried to do is create 
the best possible experience for our stu-
dents to learn medicine and become 
good doctors,” says David Duggan, MD 

’79, interim dean of the College of Medi-
cine. “We have some great new opportu-
nities to do that because of the freedom 
the accreditation review gives us to make 
change. There’s been terrific cooperation 
between the faculty and the administra-
tion to make these things happen, and we 
want to sustain and grow this innovative 
and exciting approach to improving our 
medical education program.”

ann botash, Md ’85, and  Marisa Riverso ’14 discuss a prospective student 
they’ve interviewed in an MMi scenario.
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Vascular surgeon Rodney White, Md ’74, receives  
an inaugural Golden Goose award for his research  
developing a bone graft material from tropical coral.

By Renée GeaRHaRT Levy

IN sUppoRt of
THe “nexT BIG THInG”



R
odney White, MD ’74, has earned an international  
reputation for his research in endovascular surgery.  
A pioneer in the use of endovascular stent grafts as an 
alternative to traditional surgery for aortic aneurysms, 
Dr. White spearheaded the animal trials that resulted  
in the first Aneurx aortic stent graft, which he per-
formed in 1996.

But it’s earlier research that earned White his  
most recent accolade; in September, he became one  

of the inaugural recipients of the Golden Goose Award for his role in coral bone  
graft research he began as a medical student at Upstate Medical University.

For years, obscure-sounding research projects supported by federal funds 
were lambasted as wasteful spending and ridiculed with Senator William 
Proxmire’s Golden Fleece Award.

But in an era of budget cuts and diminished research funding, scientists 
understand that the best discoveries sometimes come from offbeat inquiry, 
research that is often conducted under government support. This fall, with  
the bipartisan support of six congressmen, several universities and science 
organizations introduced the Golden Goose Awards to honor federally funded 

studies — including those that “may have 
appeared unusual or obscure” that led to signifi-
cant scientific discovery and societal benefit.

Eight researchers working on three different 
research projects were honored on Capitol Hill, 
highlighting research now recognized as highly 
significant. It’s an esteemed group. Researchers 
on two of the projects—the invention of  
laser technology and the identification of green  

fluorescent protein from jellyfish (which has been widely adapted to cell  
biology)—were previously honored with the Nobel Prize.

The third breakthrough honored was the development of an artificial  
bone graft material from the study of tropical coral, a material now used to 
treat bone injury and deformity with no negative immune reaction. White  
was one of four honored for the discovery, a group that also included two 
materials scientists and a marine geologist, illustrating, as the committee  
said, “the often serendipitous nature of science and the nonlinear nature  
of creativity and innovation.”

Says White, “It was basic research that started out one direction and 
turned into something that became medically applicable and widely used.”

accidental discoVeRies
Dr. White was a scholarship football player at Syracuse University when  
an injury during his sophomore season ended his playing career. His coach, 
the legendary Ben Schwartzwalder, provided a new direction when he told his 
4.0 student that he’d never had a player attend medical school. White applied 
to Upstate after earning 90 credit hours, and upon acceptance, began medical 
school early.

In 1970, White was facing another summer working on a loading dock, 
when his uncle, who ran the scanning electron microscope (SEM) lab at Penn 
State University, offered him a job as a lab technician between his first and 
second years of medical school. It would not be just another summer job. A 
unique convergence of interests would lead to unforseen results.

A Penn State marine geologist who was studying the chemical composition 

THe “nexT BIG THInG”
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of coral he had  
collected in the South 
Pacific asked if he could 
examine the marine  
animals’ skeletons using 
the microscope. 

Eugene White, 
PhD, Rodney White’s 
uncle, was an expert in 
solid state technology 
but also a scuba diver 
who had become inter-
ested in coral while diving. Having already exam-
ined nearly every man-made material using SEM, 
he was excited himself to view micrographs of 
the coral samples and found a whole new range of 
three-dimensional architecture in the coral skel-
etons. The pores of the coral were uniform and 
interconnected. Without any particular appli-
cation in mind, he made molds of the coral in 
ceramic, polymers, and metals.

Rodney White could see potential medical 
applications and spent his summer comparing the 
structure of the coral to the porous ceramics and 
metals that were being developed for bone grafts 
and impregnating three-dimensional models of 
coral structures with silicone and polyurethane  
in an attempt to develop a material that might  
have a practical use.  

“If you think about a solid cube and you were 
going to make half of that structure open space, 
there is really no way, artificially, to do that. But 
the coral, that’s what their basic structure is. It 
looks like human bone,” Dr. White says.

When he returned to Upstate for his second 
year, White discussed the research with ortho-
pedic surgeon Richard Chiroff, MD, who assisted 
White with lab work that contributed to the bone 
graft research. But White’s own professional inter-

ests ultimately were vascular and cardiovascular. 
“Even artificial implants for blood vessels have 

to have holes in them or they don’t get incorpo-
rated by the tissues,” he says. “At that stage in the 
biomaterials world, people were trying to figure 
out how to make artificial implants that would 
remain stable so the whole issue of the pore size 
was applicable. You could duplicate this in other 
materials, because if you take that basic calcium 
carbonate structure, fill the holes with almost any 
material, and then dissolve the calcium carbonate 
away, you end up with the same structure made 
out of synthetic material.”

He approached Watts Webb, MD, chair of the 
Department of Surgery, and with assistance from 
Dr. Webb and Robert Rohner, MD ’52, chair of the 
Department of Pathology, White began working 
with the surgical lab testing the material in ani-
mals as artificial blood vessels, and publishing 
numerous papers.

“Upstate was a great place to be at that time 
because the faculty was very receptive to this 
crazy idea and got me into the lab and supported 
me with seed money. Dr. Rohner would sit around 
for hours looking at samples,” White recalls. 

In 1973, White published his findings in Science 
magazine, resulting in an NIH grant to further the 
research with bone grafting.

Although the coral’s structure was ideal for 
allowing blood vessels to grow into an implant 
made with the coral, the coral itself could not 
be used as the bone graft material because it was 
made of calcium carbonate, which broke down in 
the body before new bone could grow on it.

At the same time Rodney White was conduct-
ing his animal studies, Eugene White was con-
ducting research to convert coral to bone mineral. 
Another Penn State scientist, Della Roy, ultimately 
solved the problem by developing a method to 
substitute for the calcium carbonate while retain-

Dr. White reviews patient studies with clinical staff in his office at HarborUClA

“Upstate was a great place to be at that time 
because the faculty was very receptive to this 
crazy idea and got me into the lab and supported 
me with seed money. Dr. Rohner would sit 
around for hours looking at samples.” 

—RoDney WHITe, MD ’74
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Scanning electron photo of the 
uniform microporous structure 
of coral
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ing the coral’s microstructure, using hydroxyapa-
tite, a mineral complex in bones and teeth.

White graduated from Upstate and began a 
residency in vascular surgery at UCLA, taking his 
NIH funding with him. “It was a bit of an issue 
because residents don’t usually have hospital priv-
ileges, but because of the NIH money, I was given 
privileges to continue the work,” he says.

The researchers were granted a patent on their 
findings in 1975, and because neither Penn State or 
Upstate was interested in developing the technol-
ogy further, formed their own company, securing 
investment capital from Johnson & Johnson. 

It took nearly 20 years and the support of ven-
ture capital funding to complete animal implant 
studies before the coralline graft material hit the 
market as a bio-medical product. Today, coralline 
ceramics are used in many of the approximately 
500,000 bone grafting procedures performed each 
year in the United States.

neW diRections
Although residents are not typically affiliated with 
the Los Angeles Biomedical Research Institute at 
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center (otherwise known 
as LA BioMed), White was an exception because 
he brought NIH funded research with him. Thirty-
eight years later, White is a leading investigator at 
LA BioMed—he currently 
has over a dozen research 
grants and is the princi-
pal investigator for sev-
eral national endovascular 
studies—as well as chief of 
vascular surgery at UCLA 
and the author of 12 surgi-
cal textbooks. 

His early work on 
stent grafts was an exten-
sion of the coral bone graft 
research. “Because of the 
bone graft research, I had 
a lot of experience in eval-
uating new devices. There 
was enough lab data gen-
erated using micro-porous 
plastics from the other 
NIH grants to launch a 
small-scale clinical study 
of other applications,” he 
says. “There were patients 
who got stents made out of 
plastic in that same porous 

structure, but they ultimately, weren’t commer-
cially viable because of cost.”

White’s current work focuses on endovascu-
lar applications for abdominal and thoracic aneu-
rysms and other new catheter-based technology. 
(The catheter-technology wave of the early 1990s 
led to research combining stent and graft work, 
which led to the first FDA-approved hand-made 
device.)

“We now treat aneurysms, the abdominal 
aorta, thoracic aorta and other places with stent 
grafts, and that remains the focus of our research,” 
says White, who splits his time between vascu-
lar surgery and work related to regulatory issues 
and clinical trials on new devices and procedures. 
“We’re always looking at what’s new and how 
that translates to what we’re doing clinically with 
patients,” he says. 

Ultimately those new devices and procedures 
have commercial applications. White says the 
Golden Goose Awards highlight the importance 
of investing in science in the United States. “This 
stuff ought to be done here,” he says. “If all the 
new technologies are going off shore then we’re in 
big trouble. The United States is fighting to keep 
up and we need to keep our basic research here, 
along with the start ups and money they generate. 
It’s vital to our economic growth.”
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Dr. White with U.S. Senator 
Diane Feinstein
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MaRRyinG anotheR  
Physician MiGht  

Just be the PRescRiPtion  
FoR a haPPy liFe.

B y  R e n é e  G e a R H a R T  L e v y

Dr. & Dr.
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Dr. & Dr.
ITH U.S. DIVORCE 
RATES hovering at 50 
percent for more than 
20 years, it’s no secret 
that marriage is a chal-
lenge. Medicine is often 
cited as a profession 
fatal to married life, due 
principally to the long 

hours, emotional demands, and singular  
focus required. 

But that’s not entirely accurate. One growing 
group of physicians boasts an 11-percent divorce 
rate that defies the norm—those married to other 
physicians.

Although once a rarity, dual-physician couples 
are increasingly common, reflecting the growing 
number of women in the profession. The number of 
female physicians has increased by more than 400 
percent since 1981, with nearly half of all new phy-
sicians women. And traditionally, half of women 
doctors have married other doctors. 

It’s not surprising. Medical students and  
residents have little time outside their study and 
training to meet and socialize with others beyond 
school and the hospital. While male physicians used 
to marry nurses, they’re now increasingly marry-
ing other physicians as well. If these patterns con-
tinue, at least half of all newly married physicians 
will marry other physicians. 

Whether they begin due to convenience, shared 
interests, or natural attraction, these partnerships 
seem to work. After all, who’s better at understand-

ing the stresses and strains of a physician’s life than 
another physician?

Or it might just be that some of the benefits of 
medicine—a typically higher than average income 
and control over one’s own schedule—provide more 
flexibility for physician families to manage those 
demands. 

A 1999 landmark study found that dual- 
physician couples report greater satisfaction 
because both doctors tend to work fewer hours, 
have a greater role in child-rearing, and are happier 
about their shared professional experiences. 

Our alumni corroborate those findings. We 
checked in with six Upstate couples who represent 
seven decades of marriage and medical practice. 
Despite profound changes in cultural norms and 
in medicine, they share common stories of busy, 
rewarding lives with partners they admire and love. 

aRThuR vERCIllo, md ’47 aNd  
maRgaRET vERCIllo, md ’49

HoW tHey Met: Arthur was an intern at St. Joe’s 
when Margaret came over on the surgical service as 
a fourth-year student. “He thought she was attrac-
tive and energetic. Her interest wasn’t piqued until 
she was finishing up the rotation, and she invited 
him to a “beer party” she and her roommates were 
having. 

tHeIR CoURtsHIp: Margaret took an internship in 
New York City, while Arthur was a surgical resi-

W
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dent in Syracuse. She had off 
Saturday and part of Sunday. 
He worked 36 hours on and 
12 hours off. In order to get a 
weekend off, he had to work 
Monday through Thursday 
straight through. “I would 
drive to Manhattan in my 
dilapidated automobile, 

which took about seven hours because there was 
no thruway, and I would be falling asleep at the 
wheel. I figured if I was risking my life, then she 
was the one for me.”

WHeN tHey MaRRIeD: They married at the end 
of Margaret’s intern year, and she continued her 
anesthesiology residency at Upstate.  

tHe eaRLy yeaRs: Arthur had deferred his military 
commitment while in training and when he fin-
ished his residency was given a two-year stint in 
the Public Health Service, assigned to the Indian 
Health Service in Fort Defiance, Arizona, treating  
Navajo and Hopi patients. Margaret served as the 
anesthesiologist when Arthur performed surgery. 
“The patients’ family members would be masked 
and gowned in the room watching every surgery 
because they were afraid we were going to insert 
spirits into the body,” Margaret recalls.  

tHe WoRk/LIfe BaLaNCe:  The Vercillos have five 
children; their oldest was born just after Margaret 
finished her residency and the next on the Indian 
reservation. Margaret was pregnant with their 
third when they returned to Syracuse, both work-
ing at St. Joseph’s Hospital. She took little time off 
after the births of the next three children, thanks 
to the assistance of both their families (who lived 
in Syracuse) and “good live-in help.” Both their 
specialties required early mornings, but Margaret 
controlled her schedule to be done by early after-
noon. For much of their careers, they were the 
only dual-physician couple in Syracuse. Margaret 
retired in 1989 at age 62 and Arthur in 2000 at 75.

CHaLLeNges: In addition to his busy surgical 
practice, Arthur was a clinical professor who was 
active teaching and on committees at Upstate. 
Consequently, his workdays often ran from 6 
a.m. until 8 p.m. “Surgery is a jealous mistress,” 
says Arthur. “I was home very little and Margaret 
raised these children virtually single-handedly. It 
required a lot of compromising and much more on 
her part than mine.” 

BeNefIts: Margaret understood Arthur’s career 
demands and motivations in a way his peer’s wives 
did not, he says. “They were lonely and didn’t 
understand why their husbands had to put so 
much time in,” he says. “I was putting my own 
time in and didn’t have time to worry about it,” 
she quips. 

fUN faCt: Three generations of Vercillos have 
received their medical education at Upstate. Son 
Arthur Vercillo, MD ’82, is a Syracuse surgeon.  
His daughter, Natalie Vercillo, MD ’11, is an oto-
laryngology resident in Pennsylvania.

JamEs RosE, md ’58 aNd  
maRIE RosE, md ’57

HoW tHey Met: They started out in the same 
medical school class. “It was a small, friendly class 
and we all got to know each other,” says Marie, 
one of four women who started, and two that 
graduated. At the end of the year, Marie men-
tioned to Jim that she was spending the summer 
working as a “beach girl” at a hotel in the Adiron-
dacks. One weekend he showed up to visit, and 
they began dating.

arthur Vercillo, Md ’47

Margaret Vercillo, Md ’49

arthur, Md ’47, and Margaret, Md ’49, at their 
at their upstate graduations (top), and with their 
son, art Jr. ’82, at alumni Reunion 2012



WHeN tHey MaRRIeD: Christmas vacation during 
their third year of medical school.

tHe eaRLy yeaRs: Because Jim took a year off 
during medical school, Marie finished a year ear-
lier and did her internship. After Jim completed 
his intern year, they spent three years in Germany 
for Jim’s military service. Marie worked for the 
Department of the Army as a civilian doctor. They 
also had the first two of their four children. When 
they came home, Jim did his residency at Upstate, 
Marie worked as a house physician at Community 
Hospital, and they had baby number three. 
WoRk/LIfe BaLaNCe: After Jim’s training, the 
couple settled in Auburn, where Jim started a 
group OB-GYN practice. Marie had their fourth 
child and worked part-time at several clinics until 
their youngest entered first grade. She then joined 
the emergency medicine staff full time at Auburn 

Community Hospital, working primarily nights, 
where she remained for 22 years.  A babysitter 
filled in the gaps. “We always tried to have dinner 
together as a family,” Jim says.  

CHaLLeNges:  Finding time alone together.  
During their residency, University Hospital  
had a separate call 
room for the women 
house officers. 
“There weren’t many 
of us. One night I 
was the only female 
doctor on call, so 
Jim slept in my call 
room. The clean-
ing woman was very 
upset” Marie jokes. 
“You just didn’t do 
that in those days.”

BeNefIts: They spoke 
the same language. “We 
always had something 
to talk about,” says Jim. 
“If you were late or you 
had to take classes out 
of town, it was under-
stood,” adds Marie. “It 
was never an issue.”

fUN faCt: After they 
both retired in 1994, the 
Rose’s spent two and-
a-half years travel-
ing the country in their 
motor home, managing 
to visit every national 
park “except those you 
have to fly into,” Marie 
says. 

James and Marie Rose 
today and (left) at their 
wedding

continued on page 26
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Second Chances
B y  J o H n  M c c a R T H y ,  M D  ’ 6 9

“J ane, you’ll never guess  
who I just bumped into:   
MA-CAAAH-THEE! And he’s 
a sigh-KYE-AAH-tryst!”  

David Falkenstein, MD ’69, 
had just called his wife, Jane Lowinger 
Falkenstein, MD ’69, from Fort Benning, 
Georgia, about an unexpected encounter 
with me, his Upstate classmate, for the 
first time since we all graduated med-
ical school together 27 years before. As 
U.S. Army Reservists from two differ-
ent units (David from New York and me 
from Hawaii), we’d both been called up 
in early December 1996 in support of the 
United States’ effort to quell political 
and ethnic turmoil in Bosnia. David and I 
had just arrived at Fort Benning to begin 
our deployment to Germany. None of us 
could have predicted the significance of 
this moment in foreshadowing our inter-
twining futures.  

The Army assigned David, a gastro-
enterologist, to its Health Clinic in Augs-
burg, and me, a child and adolescent 
psychiatrist, to the Department of Psy-
chiatry at their Community Hospital 
in Wurzburg. Three bitter cold months 
passed before our tour of duty ended in 
April 1997, time I saw very little of David.  
What I do remember was his quick wit 
and dry sense of humor, his love of his 
wife, Jane, and his four children, and his 
fluency in German. 

About a month after David’s return to 
his family and work at the Manhattan VA 
Medical Center, he was diagnosed with an 
aggressive pancreatic cancer. “I’m a dead 
man,” Jane recalls him saying at the time. 
Eleven months later, his dire prediction 
sadly came true. Meanwhile, in Honolulu, 
my marriage unraveled; my wife and I sep-
arated, with divorce on the horizon. This 
was the summer of our discontents, 1998. 

Fall 1999 marked our 30th class reunion 
at Upstate Medical University. Jane, still 
in mourning, attended with ambivalence. 
Despite registering for the reunion (my 
first), I too, hesitated and needed my  
sister’s encouragement to actually make 
the trip from Hawaii.

As I approached the registration desk 
at Upstate, Jane was the first person I saw.  
I had been shocked to learn of David’s 
death from the Alumni Journal and had 
hoped she would be at the reunion so I 
could convey my condolences in person. I 
could see she was still grief-stricken over 
her terrible loss and we shared a long and 
soulful conversation about David’s illness, 
their intimate final days together, and 
how she was coping.

 Although we promised to stay in 
touch, several months passed before I 
e-mailed Jane to tell her about one of our 
former Upstate classmates who was now 

residing in Hawaii. Our e-mail com-
munications became steadier and more 
personal.  At one point, Jane com-
mented, “Something is happening 
here.”  

I agreed, and suggested that we 
call each other. Jane worried we might 
not have anything to talk about. Hap-
pily, she was wrong. We spoke regularly 
and sometimes for hours. In July 2000, 
I flew to New York. At the airport, Jane 
welcomed me with a very affectionate 
embrace that marked a significant new 
direction in our lives. 

For about a year, we carried on a 
long distance relationship until I could 
sell my home in Honolulu and leave my 
position as a child and adolescent psy-
chiatrist at the University of Hawaii 
School of Medicine.  On September 11, 
2001, I was sitting in Jane’s apartment 
in Lower Manhattan stunned by the 

horrific events of that day on TV.  Oddly 
enough, that led to me being offered a 
job at the New York University School 
of Medicine’s Child Study Center as part 
of a mental health team working within 
selected public schools surrounding 
Ground Zero.

As they say, “the rest is history.”  
With the blessing of our families—includ-
ing David’s then 92-year-old mother—
Jane and I wed on October 7, 2007. It’s 
now five years and counting.  Being mar-
ried to Jane has been one of the most 
rewarding things in my life and has 
enabled me to be a part of a large blended 
family that includes five adult children 
and eight grandchildren. 

“And . . . We still haven’t killed each 
other yet,” adds Jane.

Jane Falkenstein and John Mccarthy



laWRENCE KERR, md ’72 aNd  
ChERyl KERR, md ’72

HoW tHey Met: Over a cadaver. They’d both been 
clued in that it was advantageous to have a thin 
cadaver and ended up as anatomy partners. They 
were engaged by February and got married in June. 

tHe fIRst HURDLe: Finding residencies in the 
same city. While the National Resident Matching 
Program was in full swing, the “couple’s match” 
did not yet exist. They were told they were one of 
two couples nationwide trying to match together. 
Larry was going into surgery and Cheryl into pedi-
atrics. The night before the match, they were told 
they were being placed in separate cities, lead-
ing to a flurry of late-night phone calls. “It had to 
be settled by 7 a.m.,” Cheryl recalls. “At one point, 
Watts Webb, MD, was trying to get me a cardiac 
surgery spot, just so we could be together.” Larry 
received a call from the Chief of Surgery at UPenn 
wondering why he wasn’t on their list. When Larry 
explained the problem, an internship at Thomas 
Jefferson University Hospital for Cheryl suddenly 
materialized. 

tHe eaRLy yeaRs: Four years en route to becom-
ing a cardiac surgeon, Larry switched gears to 
become a cranio-facial reconstructive plastic sur-
geon, training that would require another four 
years. Meanwhile, in the last year of her residency 

at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Cheryl was 
expecting their first child. The hospital did not 
allow female residents to have children, so they 
prayed she’d make it through June 30 before the 
baby came so she wouldn’t have to repeat the year. 
Fortunately, their daughter was born on July 2. 
Cheryl then worked at Children’s Hospital as an 
attending while Larry continued his training.

WoRk/LIfe BaLaNCe: The couple had two of their 
three children by the time Larry finished his train-
ing. With an eye toward a more family-friendly 
lifestyle, they moved to Binghamton, NY, where 
Larry was from. He joined a progressive plastic sur-
gery group; Cheryl became medical director of a 
new clinic, which would grow into the Binghamton 
Pediatric Center. As Larry’s busy surgical practice 
continued to grow, Cheryl needed to be in at least 
two places at once—which gave rise to the first tele-
medicine link between school-based health cen-
ters and the UHS pediatric office. Subsequently they 
both worked together to expand 
the telemedicine program.

CHaLLeNges:  Getting every-
one where they needed to be 
required a delicate balance. 
They limited their children to 
one activity at a time. When 
the oldest picked ballet, the 

cheryl and 
larry Kerr at 
their wedding 
(above) and 
today.
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two younger kids got roped in as well. 
“The ballet school took our son for 
free because they never had enough 
boys. He became quite accom-
plished,” Larry says. The children not 
only made rounds with their par-
ents but on occasion sat in the corner 
of the operating room reading a 
book. “It’s never really a challenge 
if you’re with the right person,” 
Cheryl adds. 

BeNefIts: They think alike, which led to the joint 
business venture, ClickCare, and the innovative 
mobile health app for medical collaboration via the 
Internet. ClickCare is used now by practitioners 
in 34 states and received endorsement from Apple 
co-founder Steve Wozniak at the recent Ameri-
can Telemedicine Association conference. Cheryl 
now practices pediatrics half time (with no night 
call) and spends the rest of her time on ClickCare. 
“This business takes a lot of time, but we’re build-
ing something good together,” says Larry, com-
pany CEO.

fUN faCt: The couple are both licensed pilots and 
have a small plane they use for business and plea-
sure. 

JEffREy CaRlbERg, md ’80 aNd 
maRybETh CaRlbERg, md ’80

HoW tHey Met: In the fall of their first year of 
medical school, Marybeth’s roommate, Ruth Hart, 
MD ’80, brought Jeff home from class one day for a 
tuna fish sandwich. She walked in the door saying, 
“Marybeth, I’ve brought home a man for you to 
marry!” Marybeth glibly asked Jeff to marry her; 
Jeff stammered and ate his tuna sandwich. A few 
weeks later, Jeff had a party at his apartment. “He 
was a great dancer, and it was all over for me at 
that point,” Marybeth recalls. They married after 
their second year of medical school.

tHe eaRLy yeaRs: Both docs did their family prac-
tice residencies at St. Joe’s in Syracuse, although 
they were always on different rotations and rarely 
saw each other. During their third year, a family 
practitioner in nearby Skaneateles, New York, died 
unexpectedly and an opportunity arose to rent the 
practice space. It wasn’t what they were planning, 
but the couple took a leap of faith. While they 
worked to get that new practice on its feet, they 
split a night position in the emergency room at St. 
Joe’s. In time, the Carlberg’s bought a split-level 
house on the outskirts of the village, moving their 
office upstairs and their living space downstairs.  

WoRk/LIfe BaLaNCe: The Carlberg’s had three 
children. Their combined home/office integrated 
their work and family life in a unique and spe-
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Jeff and Marybeth carlberg on their wedding day

the carlberg family: Marybeth, Jeff, Megan ’14, Katie Md ’11, and Mark ’16
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cial way. “We alternated hours so we only needed 
someone to come in to watch the kids a couple 
days a week,” Marybeth says. “We went down and 
had lunch together everyday and we had won-
derful staff who was very much part of the family, 
too,” adds Jeff. “Even though we worked long 
hours, we were there with the kids. We could do 
our chart work in the living room while they were 
doing their homework, not stuck in some far off 
hospital or office.” 

CHaLLeNges: Even with the convenience of their 
situation, “Making sure your family is your first 
priority without compromising patient care is 
always a challenge for physicians,” says Marybeth. 

BeNefIts: “Having my wife as my business partner 
is a huge plus,” says Jeff. “We’ve gotten to spend 
one other aspect of our lives together.”

fUN faCt: The Upstate connection runs deep. 
Their oldest daughter, Katie Carlberg, MD ’11, is a 
pediatric resident at the University of Wisconsin. 
Middle child Megan is in her third year of Upstate’s 
combined MD/MPH program, and youngest, 
Mark, is in his first year at the College of Medicine. 
“I think they saw the best of what medicine could 
be,” says Marybeth.

JEffREy gElfaNd, md ’92 aNd  
ChRIsTINa moRgaNTI, md ’92

HoW tHey Met: At an orientation breakfast at 
the CAB. Chris was late and sat in one of the few 
available seats left. Jeff arrived even later—he’d 
been out for a run—and came and sat at Christi-
na’s table. They started talking about running and 
had an instant connection. They dated throughout 
medical school and residency.

WHat Next: Both docs were pursuing orthope-
dic surgery but Chris took a year off after med 
school to do research in Boston, so she ended up a 
year behind. Jeff did his residency training in New 
York City at Lenox Hill and Chris in Syracuse. They 
married at the end of his training and he came to 
Syracuse for a fellowship in hand surgery while 
she completed her final year. A proud Italian, she 
retained her maiden name. “I did invite Jeff to 
change his name, but he declined,” she says.

tHe eaRLy yeaRs: Chris had their first child at the 
end of her residency. He was six-weeks old when 
she began a fellowship in sports medicine at Johns 
Hopkins Hospital. They thought they were moving 
to Baltimore for just one year. Three months in, 

Jeff got a job in Annapolis he 
expected to be temporary, but 
turned out to be a great prac-
tice opportunity. Chris joined 
the following year and they’ve 
both been there ever since.

WoRk/LIfe BaLaNCe: Chris 
has worked part-time since 
nearly the beginning, which 
has meant different things 
over the last 14 years. “Now, I 
work most days, but a shorter 
day so I am home for home-
work and dinner,” she says.  
“I take call, but only on the 
weekends so that Jeff can be 
there for the kids.”

CHaLLeNges: “Early on there were some real  
challenges when we would both get stuck in the 
OR late at night,” says Jeff. “We burned through a 
lot of babysitters coming home later than expected. 
Chris decided to adjust her schedule and really 
deserves the credit for all the juggling. It took a  
few years to figure out, but it works well.”

BeNefIts: “Jeff paved the way for me into the cul-
ture of our practice, which was really important 
in a specialty that is male dominant, and allows 
me to work part time in my specialty, which is 
highly unusual,” Chris says. “It is great having a 
spouse who understands the challenges of the job, 
and can really give useful, practical advice. We 
even discuss cases and help each other in the OR. 
Sometimes our dinnertime conversations can be 
boring for the kids, though.”

fUN faCt: Dr. Gelfand received Upstate’s 2012 
Young Alumnus Award at his 20th reunion in  
September (see page 10). 

KEdaR saNKholKaR, md ’08  
aNd KRITI saNKholKaR, md ’08

HoW tHey Met: At orientation. On first impres-
sion, Kriti thought Kedar too social. He thought 
she was an introvert. Later that year, they spent 
long evenings together preparing for the South 
Asian Medical Students’ Association (SAMSA) 
annual cultural show. They became friends, and 
eventually best friends. During their third year, 
Kriti went to India for vacation while Kedar was 
doing his OB/Gyn rotation. “With the demand-

christina Moganti  and Jeffrey Gelfand

continued on page 30
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ing call schedule and Kriti not around, I felt I had 
lost my support system. It was then that I realized 
just how much she was a part of me. When she 
returned, it was all hugs and kisses,” he recalls.

WHeN tHey MaRRIeD: The couple became 
engaged their last year of medical school and 
married during the fall of their intern year. Both 
trained in New York City: Kriti in anesthesiology at 
St. Vincent’s Hospital and Kedar in internal medi-
cine at Beth Israel Medical Center.

tHe eaRLy yeaRs: The couple has been in train-
ing for most of their marriage. As a resident, Kriti 
worked 60-70 hours per week with 24-hour calls. 
Kedar’s residency demands were similar, although 
most of his calls were on weekends and not in sync 
with his new bride. He is currently a fellow in car-
diology at New York Medical College/Westchester 
Medical Center, with plans to pursue subspecialty 
training in interventional cardiology. Kriti recently 
started work as a “part-time” anesthesiologist at 
a private practice group in the suburbs, working 
about 40 hours a week, but does not work over-
night or on weekends. “The change to being an 
attending without taking call has been a fortunate 
transition and now I have more time to pursue 
other interests and be at home,” she says.

tHe WoRk/LIfe BaLaNCe: Kriti says she chose 
anesthesia, in part, because of its potential flexi-
bility. “I can work for a group or a hospital instead 
of building a patient base and an office. If Kedar 
needs to move to another city for fellowship or 
a job, then I am able to move with him without 
‘abandoning’ any patients and can continue work 
seamlessly, provided I am hired,” she says.  Kedar 
aspired to be a cardiologist before medical school 
and will likely be training for three more years. 
“But now that I am a second-year fellow, the 
workload has lightened, I am more comfortable 
with my responsibilities as a cardiologist, and my 

work life is fun,” he says. The couple chose to put 
off children while they were both in training.

CHaLLeNges: Time. “One minute of our time 
is now more precious to me than any salary I 
can imagine,” says Kedar. “It was a challenge to 
find time to go on a honeymoon. It was a chal-
lenge when I was told I had to be on call on New 
Year’s Eve . . . twice in a row, without my wife.” 
And money. “During residency, every moment of 
our lives seems to have been filled with physician 
duties. There was certainly no time to cook, clean, 
and do laundry in New York City, so we ate out 
and sent our clothes to the laundry,” he says. “Of 

course, this didn’t help our student loans at all, so 
now that Kriti has become an attending, a large 
chunk of her money is spoken for.”

BeNefIts: The mutual understanding of what the 
other is going through. “We are able to commu-
nicate much of what happens during our workday 
without needing to give each other much back-
ground,” Kriti says.” It’s not something that can 
be easily explained to someone outside of medi-
cine, and it’s very nice when your spouse just gets 
it.” “Being a two-physician couple is particularly 
kickass,” adds Kedar. “It is becoming clear that we 
can make a real impact in people’s lives, and most 
importantly, we can do it together.” l

Kedar and Kriti sankholkar 
at their wedding

Kedar and Kriti sankholkar on their wedding day
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Legacy Society
Peter J. adasek, Md ’65
stanley a. august, Md ’69*
leo s. bell, Md ’38*
Mat G. boname, Md ’26*
arline i. bourner*
Kathryn* and George J. buchholtz, Md ’52*
bernard J. burke, Md 3/’43*
Ruth* and leonard d. carpenter, Md ’33*
edwin t. dailey, Md ’68*
Frederick dushay, Md ’57
Walter F. erston, Md ’70
edwin J. Foley, Md ’31*
Robert h. Gara, Md ’56*
Martha* and samuel Gersten, Md ’39*
amy and leon i. Gilner, Md ’74
catherine and P. William haake, Md ’65
James b. hanshaw, Md ’53
emma M. Kent, Md ’35*
stanley d. leslie, Md ’51*
Geraldine G. lynn, Md ’40*
david t. lyon, Md ’71
William G. McKechnie, Md ’54*
sydney l. Mclouth, Md ’40*
Roy s. Moore, Jr., Md ’45*
cheryl Morrow brunacci, Md ’97
lloyd s. Rogers, Md*
Rose* and Jules R. setnor, Md ’35
K. bruce simmons, Md ’79
Margery W. smith, Md ’50
Julius stoll, Jr., Md 12/’43*
William Wickman, Md ’36*

*deceased

2011-2012  
Report of Gifts

All gifts received between October 1, 2011, 
and September 30, 2012.

drs. lucia Pastore ’77, 
Prosper igboeli ’77, Vincent 
Waite ’77, and sheila 
Morehouse

linda and John isaac, Md ’52

hayes Wanamaker, Md ’85, and  
Mrs. barbara Wanamaker
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Leadership Gifts
WEIsKoTTEN soCIETy
$25,000 and above
douglas W. halliday, Md ’79
ann Kasten-aker, Md ’79
Ralph l. stevens, Md ’81
Frank e. young, Md ’56

ElIZabETh blaCKWEll 
soCIETy
$10,000-$24,999
Zaven s. ayanian, Md ’59
lynn M. cleary, Md
department of Psychiatry
national board of Medical 

examiners
onondaga county Medical 

society, inc.
Joseph t. Pedersen, Md ’94
Ralph Reichert, Md ’60
betty Reiss, Md ’68
Jacob Reiss, Md ’68
hansen a. yuan, Md
Micheline yuan

JaCobsEN soCIETy
$5,000-$9,999
emanuel cirenza, Md ’84
Joseph P. deVeaugh-Geiss, 

Md ’72
Robert a. dracker, Md ’82
brian J. Gaffney, Md ’72
bruce M. leslie, Md ’78
diane and brian Maloney, Md
Marcia Mathews
Peggy and adolph Morlang, 

Md ’66
lori J. Mosca, Md ’84
Ralph Mosca, Md ’85
Patricia J. numann, Md ’65
upstate orthopedics, llP
suzy and herbert M. 

Weinman, Md ’65

plaTINum soCIETy
$2,500-$4,999
arlene brandwein, Md ’68
elliot brandwein, Md ’67
hugh d. curtin, Md ’72
Joseph P. dervay, Md ’84
ellen cook Jacobsen, Md ’50
christina labella, Md ’91
John labella, Md ’91
Priscilla R. leslie
Gary J. levy, Md ’71
steven Mamus, Md ’80
Rudolph J. napodano, Md ’59
Mark s. Persky, Md ’72
anne h. Rowley, Md ’82
stephen M. Rowley, Md ’82
charles J. Ryan, iii, Md ’82
susan stearns, Phd

Peter d. swift, Md ’77

gold soCIETy
$1,000-$2,499
luz alvarez, Md ’85
barrie anderson, Md ’67
Georgianne arnold, Md ’86
Frederick arredondo, Md ’78
steven a. artz, Md ’62
Frederic s. auerbach, Md ’70
theodore bacharach, Md ’46
Robert baltera, Md ’85
James a. barnshaw, Md ’67
cynthia a. battaglia, Md ’79
Joseph G. battaglia, Md ’79
Rosemary bellino-hall, Md ’71
douglas bennett, Md ’92
Jane s. bennett, Md ’92
n. barry berg, Phd
thomas a. bersani, Md ’82
Melvyn d. bert, Md ’67
Richard bolt, Md ’71
Malcolm d. brand, Md ’94
stephen d. brenner, Md ’70
Jerry brown, Md ’74
debra a. buchan, Md ’87
erick c. bulawa, Md ’88
linda burrell, Md ’84
Robert b. cady, Md ’71
lawrence c. calabrese, Md ’86
William canovatchel, Md ’85
Robert l. carhart, Jr., Md ’90
Michela t. catalano, Md ’71
samuel chun, Md ’87
Kenneth J. cohen, Md ’87
steven b. cohen, Md ’84
Mary e. collins, Md ’44
Kevin M. coughlin, Md ’83
James J. cummings, Md ’82
dennis d. daly, Md ’83
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. doust
david b. duggan, Md ’79
Frederick dushay, Md ’57
Kenneth a. egol, Md ’93
alan ehrlich, Md ’72
daniel W. esper, Md ’86
excellus, blue cross blue 

shield
stanley a. Filarski, Jr., Md ’67
Mary G. Fischer and anni 

campbell
Ronald a. Fischman, Md ’74
stuart Forster, Md ’80*
Philip a. Fraterrigo, Md ’94
Jill Freedman, Md ’90
barry Freeman, Md ’70
hugh s. Fulmer, Md ’51
Marcia Gaffney
Richard and elaine Gergelis
lawrence F. Geuss, Md ’71

Richard a. Goldman, Md ’71
lori J. Goldstein, Md ’82
alan J. Goodman, Md ’82
Geoffrey M. Graeber, Md ’71
Janet e. Graeber, Md ’72
Paul a. Granato, Phd
seth s. Greenky, Md ’83
Patrick b. Gregory, Md ’91
edward c. Gross, Md ’80
Kenneth M. Grundfast, Md ’69
andrew W. Gurman, Md ’80
allan e. hallquist, Md ’80
steven hassig, Md ’85
health Professions alumni 

association
e. Robert heitzman, Md ’51
George c. heitzman, Md ’47
helen hepplewhite
edward F. higgins, Jr., Md ’78
donald W. hillman, Md ’54
timothy s. huang, Md ’95
Mark d. iannettoni, Md ’85
John J. imbesi, Md ’99
Rajesh K. Jain, Md ’00
Johnson & Johnson Family of 

companies
Peter c. Johnson, Md ’80
danielle a. Katz, Md ’97
Mark h. Katz, Md ’75
david Kennedy
donald W. King, Md ’49
Gerald a. King, Md ’65
alan s. Kliger, Md ’70
Patrick W. Knapp, Md ’77
Paul J. Kronenberg, Md ’69
Michael a. Kwiat, Md ’87
Joseph labella
amy l. ladd, Md ’84
John a. larry, Md ’89
Margaret a. leary, Md ’94
Michael l. lester, Md ’04
barbara a. levey, Md ’61
david a. lynch, Md ’75
Madison county Medical 

society
alphonse a. Maffeo, Md ’72
c. david Markle, Md ’64
Maureen e. Mccanty, Md ’78
timothy Mccanty, Md ’85
daniel G. Mcdonald, Md ’67
Patricia Merritt, Md ’91
donald s. Miller, Md ’88
bradford K. Mitchell, Md
Gregory F. Montgomery,  

Md ’78
douglas G. Mufuka, Md ’73
leon Mullen, Md ’76
henry P. nagelberg, Md ’86
national analysts, inc
david nelson, Md ’90

arlene neporent
brian y. ng, Md ’02
david M. novick, Md ’82
nursing alumni association
louis M. Papandrea, Md ’81
Michael J. Parker, Md ’82
clayton a. Peimer, Md ’71
Jack Peretz, Md ’57
Paul e. Perkowski, Md ’96
beverly Khnie Philip, Md ’73
James h. Philip, Md ’73
Kirk P. Rankine, Md ’98
Michael a. Riccione, Md ’85
harold Richter, Md ’82
Kim l. Rickert, Md ’00
stephanie s. Roach, Md ’93
Judah Roher, Md ’56
louis a. Rosati, Md ’66
andrew J. Rurka, Md ’70
sybil sandoval, Md ’89
Gary G. sauer, Md ’85
louise Judith schwartz
susan schwartz  

Mcdonald, Phd
Robert J. segal, Md ’75
lawrence seidenstein, Md ’70
Russell silverman, Md ’78
Zella M. small, Md ’77*
carol smith
William snearly, Md ’86
dawn M. sweeney, Md ’89
nancy l. teodecki
Robert l. tiso, Md ’86
Raymond c. traver, Jr., Md ’68
Paula trief, Phd
christopher G. ullrich, Md ’76
Joseph d. Verdirame, Md ’75
John J. Walker, Md ’87
John R. Wanamaker, Md ’87
R. douglas Wayman, Md ’55
bradley a. Woodruff, Md ’80
donald i. Woolfolk, Md ’61
Jack e. yoffa, Md ’69
Jason t. Zelenka, Md ’96
Phuong a. Zelenka, Md ’96
Gloria Zimmerman
Richard G. Zogby, Md ’84
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1942
Total giving $300

percentage of  
giving 67%

$100-$499
alson F. Pierce  ♦

Frederick n. Roberts  ♦ 

March 
1943
Total giving $535

percentage of  
giving 29%

$500-$999
Miriam b. swift  ♦ 

$1-$99
harry l. Gilmore, Jr.Q

1944
Total giving $1,325

percentage of  
giving 44%

$1,000-$2,499
Mary e. collins   ♦ 

$100-$499
harry P. Felger

$1-$99
edmund Furcinito   ♦

donald c. samson ♦ 

1945
Total giving $750

percentage of  
giving 36%

$500-$999
thomas M. Flanagan ♦ 

$100-$499
George R. Gillmore
Franklin J. youngs

$1-$99
eloise e. Johnson

1946
Total giving $2,200

percentage of  
giving 55%

$1,000-$2,499
theodore bacharach

$500-$999
Wesley h. bradley      Q

$100-$499
Frank J. Kroboth  ♦

Robert c. lockwood     Q  ♦

anthony J. oropallo  ♦

George a. Roberts
s. William Ross

1947
Total giving $3,130

percentage of  
giving 71%

$1,000-$2,499
George c. heitzman

$500-$999
carl i. austin ♦ 

$100-$499
lynne t. Greene  ♦

Maerit b. Kallet  ♦
Wolfram G. locher
Muriel c. silbar  ♦
arthur a. Vercillo
Warren Winkelstein, Jr.  Q

$1-$99
Richard K. dickinson
shirley M. Ferguson 

Rayport  ♦
George P. Fulmer ♦

1948
Total giving $200

percentage of  
giving 22%

$100-$499
William levy
donald n. schwing

1949
Total giving $1,830

percentage of  
giving 53%

$1,000-$2,499
donald W. King ♦ 

$100-$499
Frank a. bersani, sr.  ♦
stuart K. cohan  ♦

leona c. laskin  ♦

Robert Meyer  ♦
shirley M. stone cohlan
Margaret s. Vercillo

$1-$99
bernard R. lustick  ♦
charles b. Marshall
thomas e. snyder ♦

1950
Total giving $4,000

percentage of  
giving 31%

$2,500-$4,999
ellen cook Jacobsen ♦ 

$500-$999
Kenneth F. Golden

$100-$499
John W. esper  ♦
charles b. teal ♦ 

$1-$99
Karl easton ♦

1951
Total giving $3,280

percentage of  
giving 46%

$1,000-$2,499
hugh s. Fulmer  ♦
e. Robert heitzman ♦ 

$100-$499
Martin M. black  ♦
edward dunn  ♦

helen R. early

$1-$99
alice J. turek

1952
Total giving $1,895

percentage of  
giving 38%

$500-$999
anonymous  ♦
Frank J. staub ♦ 
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$100-$499
aldona l. baltch
edward s. Konwinski  ♦
norman R. loomis
Ronald a. Miller ♦ 

$1-$99
norma b. Granville  ♦

John R. isaac

1953
Total giving $1,836

percentage of  
giving 48%

$500-$999
sheldon J. horowitch ♦ 

$100-$499
donald s. abelson
donald l. brooks, Jr.
Robert t. buran
Murray l. cohen  ♦

James b. hanshaw  ♦   ♣

irving a. Rothe  ♦

norman c. staub  ♦

Frederic F. taylor ♦ 

$1-$99
John s. Forrest  ♦
J. Robert huszar
James e. lewis  ♦
stuart s. Pines
Paul P. stobnicke
Roy P. Walchenbach

1954
Total giving $4,385

percentage of  
giving 46%

$1,000-$2,499
donald W. hillman ♦ 

$500-$999
Philip l. Ferro  ♦

david c. Green
Robert h. Zimmer

$100-$499
Marvin h. Gellen  ♦

William h. hampton, Jr.  ♦
carl W. Janovsky  ♦

erich h. loewy Q

albert F. Mangan
bertram s. Mersereau  ♦

arnold M. Moses
William M. nicholas

William i. staples  ♦
Mallory stephens
thomas a. treanor  ♦

$1-$99
Keith R. dahlberg
Jesse h. Marymont, Jr.
bradley t. Pinkernell
Robert e. sostheim

1955
Total giving $4,845

percentage of  
giving 49%

$1,000-$2,499
R. douglas Wayman ♦ 

$500-$999
John e. bloom  ♦

bernard Portnoy
Richard J. Rice

$100-$499
Fernando c. cocca
irving h. Goldman
William h. hartmann  ♦

aram Jigarjian
eleanor M. luce  ♦

deMaris b. Matteo

Richard s. Matteo
Monroe Richman  ♦

Philip J. speller  ♦
Robert G. spiro

$1-$99
Robert e. austin
Robert h. drachman
howard e. Fink, Jr.
eugene R. Jacobs  ♦
c. brent b. olmstead
arnold d. Pearlstone
Ronald h. spiro
edward P. Wandersee ♦

1956
Total giving $108,020

percentage of  
giving 67%

$25,000 and above
Frank e. young ♦ 

$1,000-$2,499
Judah Roher ♦ 

$500-$999
bertram G. Kwasman  ♦

irwin M. Weiner ♦ 

$100-$499
c. William aungst
Jerome h. blumen  ♦

stanley d. chovnick  ♦
Willard cohen  ♦

Michael l. del Monico
John G. egner
henry M. eisenberg  ♦

david M. essom  ♦

donald M. ettelson  ♦

albert Frankel  ♦
James P. Giangobbe  ♦

Joseph Gold
howard W. Goldbas
Marshall a. Greene
arvin J. Klein
W. Frederick lahvis
douglas s. langdon
John W. lawrow  ♦

Robert d. lindeman
donald n. Mantle
Robert Penner  ♦
lawrence h. Port
donald e. Robins
John c. sanborn
Wesley P. sauter
ira h. scheinerman
arthur i. segaul  ♦
James l. sterling
arthur M. stockman  ♦

harvey i. Wolfe ♦

1957
Total giving $5,575

percentage of  
giving 40%

$1,000-$2,499
Frederick dushay  ♦  ♣

Jack Peretz  ♦

$500-$999
Marvin a. leder  ♦
Ronald a. nackman ♦ 

$100-$499
Melvin e. cohen
arnold h. derwin  ♦

Francis J. Froehlich
eugene a. Kaplan
bertram G. Katzung
david b. levine
howard t. Rosenbaum
Jerome b. shapiro  ♦

bertram Warren ♦ 

$1-$99
M. arthur budden
Gene l. cary  ♦

Michael G. Gvardijan
Paul l. Maglione Q

J. Walden Retan
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1958
Total giving $2,630

percentage of  
giving 46%

$500-$999
Joseph s. lunn ♦ 

$100-$499
Jon bjornson
benjamin h. button  ♦

sidney t. dana
Karl G. Fossum  ♦

allen s. Goldman
ella b. noble
david s. Pearlman
Julius Rein
l. Robert Rubin  ♦

Richard schoenfeld
howard l. Weinberger  ♦
seymour Zimbler

$1-$99
dennis R. derby  ♦

Paul M. Fine
Welton M. Gersony  ♦

John F. Gorman
George b. Jacobs  ♦
Martin l. nusynowitz
howard J. osofsky
George e. Randall  ♦
donald h. Wilsey

1959
Total giving $27,263

percentage of  
giving 54%

$10,000-$24,999
Zaven s. ayanian ♦ 

$2,500-$4,999
Rudolph J. napodano ♦

$500-$999
sheldon Kapen  ♦

angeline R. Mastri
stanley Zinberg

$100-$499
Martin berkowitz  ♦
samuel J. braun
sheldon P. braverman  ♦

Philip J. burke
Frank t. cicero
byron b. hamilton
henry K. hasserjian
samuel hellman  ♦

ira J. langer
Richard J. lubera  ♦

Myron Miller  ♦
allen c. Minser
barry P. Pariser  ♦
andrew c. sabey  ♦

david a. scheer  ♦
carl e. silver ♦ 

$1-$99
hamilton s. dixon
Gerald e. epstein  ♦

George a. lamb
Garo h. taft
Philip Zetterstrand

1960
Total giving $18,506

percentage of  
giving 55%

$10,000-$24,999
Ralph Reichert ♦ 

$500-$999
carmen c. calescibetta

$100-$499
Robert e. alessi  ♦
Mary G. ampola  ♦

Julian M. aroesty
Robert a. bornhurst  ♦
angelo R. brigandi  ♦
lynn J. deFreest
daniel l. dombroski  ♦
harvey R. Gold  ♦

Mark Greenspan  ♦

harold J. hubis
eugene J. Karandy
William b. Kremer  ♦
Frank Paoletti  ♦
samuel o. thier  ♦
allen h. unger  ♦

lewis Wexler  ♦
Philip a. Wolf

$1-$99
leonard R. Friedman  ♦

Jerome Glazer
howard i. levine  ♦

leonard levy
Richard P. Malsan
James P. Moore  ♦

Roger d. Moore  ♦

Ronald a. naumann
Robert R. siroty  ♦

Frank J. Weinstock

1961
Total giving $3,995

percentage of  
giving 25%

$1,000-$2,499
barbara a. levey  ♦

donald i. Woolfolk

$500-$999
schiele a. brewer  ♦
stanley P. Meltzer  ♦

$100-$499
carlo R. deRosa
Peter Greenwald  ♦

stuart hodosh
Robert c. Kelly
bennett l. Rosner  ♦
Joseph d. silverberg

$1-$99
howard R. nankin
Robert i. Raichelson ♦ 

1962
Total giving $8,100

percentage of  
giving 54%

$1,000-$2,499
steven a. artz

$500-$999
david J. albert  ♦
steven n. berney
lee b. harbach
Martin lerner  ♦
bedros Markarian
burton a. scherl ♦ 

$100-$499
Morris asch
Richard h. bennett  ♦
Richard a. courtney
Gerald a. Glowacki
Reynold s. Golden  ♦

Joseph e. Golonka
Kirtland e. hobler
Peter a. Klem
Robert e. lubanski
William J. Mesibov  ♦
Mead F. northrop
Walter J. okunski  ♦
albert J. olszowka

Robert Poss
younger l. Power  ♦
Jeanette s. schoonmaker
stuart J. schwartz  ♦
Richard K. shadduck  ♦
Philip W. silverberg
theodore K. tobias
Jack Wittenberg  ♦

donald J. Ziehm

$1-$99
howard b. demb  ♦

Jerome M. Reich
alan solomon

1963
Total giving $3,700

percentage of  
giving 35%

$500-$999
Gustave l. davis
Marcia c. Kirsch ♦ 

$100-$499
bernard W. asher  ♦
Paul e. berman  ♦

Richard F. carver
Franklin Fiedelholtz
Philip M. Gaynes
stephen Z. Gervin
irwin P. Goldstein  ♦

i. bruce Gordon  ♦

Robert M. Klein
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James R. Moyes  ♦
Janice s. olszowka
david F. Pearce
Frank a. Pedreira
carl salzman
Raymond W. shamp
Martin J. silverstein
Kenneth t. steadman
Richard J. Wells

$1-$99
arnold R. cohen
arlen K. snyder
edward d. sugarman  ♦

1964
Total giving $6,230

percentage of  
giving 52%

$1,000-$2,499
c. david Markle ♦ 

$500-$999
Robert F. agnew
edward burak
Jack c. schoenholtz ♦ 

$100-$499
anonymous
stanley l. altschuler
Michael andrisani
Jay G. barnett  ♦
Frank J. bruns
donald W. curtis
seymour Grufferman

nathan M. hameroff  ♦
carl a. hammerschlag  ♦

Ronald G. harper  ♦
Phineas J. hyams  ♦
louis s. Jagerman
lewis W. Johnson  ♦

Gary c. Kent  ♦
Kennard c. Kobrin
stephen F. Kucera  ♦

Murray J. Miller
lawrence W. Myers
alan J. noble  ♦

alan M. Roth
stephen Z. schilder
Robert J. snowe
a. a. tripodi
anthony e. Voytovich
Richard J. Werner Q ♦ 

$1-$99
donald R. birnbaum
John P. Fitzgibbons
daniel l. harris
elizabeth hatton
Mark d. Kiviat  ♦
david s. lederman
Gene R. Moss
david W. Watson  ♦

Milton a. Weiner ♦ 

1965
Total giving $15,260

percentage of  
giving 45%

$5,000-$9,999
Patricia J. numann  ♦

herbert M. Weinman ♦ 

$1,000-$2,499
Gerald a. King ♦ 

$500-$999
Peter J. adasek ♦ ♣

$100-$499
bruce e. baker  ♦
alan l. breed
Jack egnatinsky  ♦

herbert Fellerman  ♦

david b. Gelles
P. William haake  ♦ ♣

John P. hemmerlein
Paul J. honig  ♦

dirk e. huttenbach  ♦

donald l. Jeck  ♦
aaron Kassoff
George a. Knaysi
Robert G. noble  ♦

terrence M. o'neill
Ronald a. Rohe  ♦

thomas G. Rumney  ♦

Philip s. schein  ♦

Roy t. young

$1-$99
donald s. bialos  ♦
daniel K. creighton  ♦

Robert a. nover
James R. tobin  ♦

stephen F. Wallner
daniel h. Whiteley

1966
Total giving $12,450

percentage of  
giving 43%

$5,000-$9,999
adolph Morlang ♦ 

$1,000-$2,499
louis a. Rosati

$500-$999
Jerome Goldstein  ♦

elizabeth R. Mcanarney ♦

$100-$499
Mark d. aronson
nathan billig
charles e. cladel
alvin cohen
Malcolm d. davidson
norman dishotsky
norman l. Fienman  ♦

neal M. Friedberg  ♦

a. Michael Kaplan  ♦

ernest Kovacs
Michael s. levine  ♦

Robert P. Morris  ♦
bonnie M. norton  ♦

stuart n. novack
John W. Petrozzi
alan F. Pritchard

irwin schlossberg  ♦

William h. story  ♦

Gerald sufrin
Russell F. Warren
stephen a. Wilson ♦ 

$1-$99
Richard R. Jamison
lawrence Panitz
austin M. Pattner

1967
Total giving $16,497

percentage of  
giving 53%

$2,500-$4,999
elliot brandwein ♦ 

$1,000-$2,499
barrie anderson  ♦

James a. barnshaw  ♦

Melvyn d. bert
stanley a. Filarski, Jr.
daniel G. Mcdonald  ♦

$500-$999
alfred P. coccaro
Michael d. horn  ♦

ira d. levine  ♦

bruce l. Mcclennan
Martin R. Post  ♦
hollis a. thomas ♦ 

$100-$499
Joel a. berman
Janet o. bernstein  ♦

abba e. borowich  ♦

Roger a. breslow  ♦

leslie M. burger  ♦
charles F. converse  ♦

Paul a. deMare  ♦

Warren c. Gewant  ♦
Mark a. Goodman
Jay Grossman  ♦

Gilbert b. Mandel  ♦
norman J. Marcus
daniel c. Mccabe  ♦

steven M. Mirin
John R. Moore
deWitt c. niles
allan J. Press
Robert s. Rhodes
harvey a. Rubenstein
steven d. salsburg
charles t. sitrin  ♦

aaron n. tessler  ♦
Jesse Williams  ♦
elizabeth d. Woodard
bertram Zarins

$1-$99
Joseph c. Martino
Robert M. Quencer  ♦
stephen R. shapiro

1968
Total giving $51,460

percentage of  
giving 42%

$10,000-$24,999
betty Reiss  ♦
Jacob Reiss ♦ 

$2,500-$4,999
arlene brandwein ♦ 

$1,000-$2,499
Raymond c. traver, Jr. ♦

$500-$999
Karl G. baer
bruce W. berger  ♦
david J. Greenfield ♦ 

$100-$499
stephen P. blau
harvey K. bucholtz
Peter F. coccia  ♦

Richard J. Feinstein
Kathryn d. iorio  ♦

allan i. Kanter
barton W. Kaplan
Philip Kaplan
david l. Katz  ♦
Marvin Kolotkin  ♦

Robert J. Kurman
William W. Macdonald  ♦

betty Miller  ♦
Wayne a. Miller  ♦
douglas F. newton
John o. olsen  ♦

david h. Postles  ♦
Michael h. Ratner  ♦
david a. Ross
stanley Rothschild
nicholas c. Russo  ♦

charles salinger
Gary P. schwartz  ♦
arthur J. segal
Michael l. silverstein  ♦

eleanor Williams ♦ 

$1-$99
Vincent a. andaloro
William s. halsey
elliott Rosenworcel ♦ 

ThE Class of 1967 RECEIvEd ThE hIghEsT pERCENTagE of gIvINg aWaRd

Patricia J. numann, Md ’65 
endowed department  
chair of surgery

anonymous
thomas a. bersani, Md ’82
Rosemarie bundy
catherine and P. William haake, Md ’65
ellen cook Jacobsen, Md ’50
eugene a. Kaplan, Md ’57
Richard F. Kasulke, Md ’75
Robert a. Kozol, Md ’79
amy l. ladd, Md ’84
bradford K. Mitchell, Md
Gregory F. Montgomery, Md ’78
Robert d. nesbit, Md
John d. nicholson, Md ’73
Patricia J. numann, Md ’65
therese tischler
Richard J. Wells, Md ’63
hansen yuan, Md
Micheline yuan
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1969
Total giving $10,285

percentage of  
giving 46%

$1,000-$2,499
Kenneth M. Grundfast
Paul J. Kronenberg
Jack e. yoffa ♦ 

$500-$999
nicholas bambino  ♦

noah s. Finkel  ♦
aart Geurtsen
Michael F. noe  ♦

lee F. Rancier
William h. Roberts ♦ 

$100-$499
allan l. bernstein
laura l. bernstein
Joan e. berson  ♦

larry a. danzig  ♦

Robert s. davis
Ruth b. deddish
daniel J. driscoll  ♦
Jane l. Falkenstein
Frederic c. Fenig  ♦

James h. Fleisher
Warren l. Gilman  ♦

Joel Greenspan
Jeffrey G. Kaplan
Robert i. Klein
sherwood b. lee
Zan i. lewis
Richard i. Markowitz  ♦
Martin d. Mayer  ♦
John t. Mccarthy
Michael novogroder  ♦
Robert h. osofsky  ♦

stanley i. Rekant
Ronald M. Rosengart  ♦
harvey a. taylor

$1-$99
Robert V. davidson  ♦

Richard hillel
Richard hochberg
edward M. nathan
Ronald J. saxon  ♦

andrew J. swinburne ♦ 

1970
Total giving $11,127

percentage of  
giving 34%

$1,000-$2,499
Frederic s. auerbach  ♦

stephen d. brenner  ♦
barry Freeman  ♦

alan s. Kliger  ♦
andrew J. Rurka
lawrence seidenstein ♦

$500-$999
Roy a. Kaplan
Paul l. Kupferberg  ♦

steven h. lefkowitz

$100-$499
Paul e. buckthal  ♦
barry bzostek
Richard R. capone  ♦

dennis a. ehrich  ♦

William J. Goodman
donald M. haswell  ♦
John P. Marangola  ♦

steven a. Metzger
lloyd i. sederer
William d. singer  ♦
bruce P. smith  ♦

Joel a. strom  ♦

Richard l. sullivan
lawrence a. Virgilio
alan l. Williams  ♦

Mark l. Wolraich
howard d. Wulfson
nathan J. Zuckerman

$1-$99
alan d. drezner  ♦
Peter a. Freedman  ♦

Richard M. Gritz
Frida G. Parker
linda M. simkin ♦ 

1971
Total giving $15,875

percentage of  
giving 39%

$2,500-$4,999
Gary J. levy ♦ 

$1,000-$2,499
Rosemary bellino-hall
Richard bolt
Robert b. cady  ♦

Michela t. catalano
lawrence F. Geuss
Richard a. Goldman
Geoffrey M. Graeber
clayton a. Peimer

$500-$999
Robert J. cirincione
steven R. hofstetter  ♦
charles J. Matuszak
charles l. Rouault  ♦
John J. Zone

$100-$499
Philip altus
dominic cappelleri  ♦
Richard J. hausner  ♦
bruce hershfield
Michael hertzberg  ♦

norman F. Jacobs
eugene M. Kenigsberg
Jeffrey a. Klein
Robert t. liscio
david a. ostfeld  ♦

James F. Parks
Paul i. schneiderman
Richard M. stratton  ♦

ernest b. Visconti  ♦
edward J. Zajkowski ♦ 

$1-$99
Walter c. allan  ♦

Jay b. brodsky  ♦

Michael ende
tomas M. heimann
ira d. lipton

1972
Total giving $27,230

percentage of  
giving 38%

$5,000-$9,999
Joseph P. deVeaugh-

Geiss
brian J. Gaffney ♦ 

$2,500-$4,999
hugh d. curtin  ♦

Mark s. Persky ♦ 

$1,000-$2,499
alan ehrlich
Janet e. Graeber
alphonse a. Maffeo ♦ 

$500-$999
stephen P. Michaelson  ♦

david n. osser
stephen c. Robinson
John l. sullivan ♦ 

$100-$499
dennis l. allen
carol l. bender
Robert s. block
Ronald s. bogdasarian
John W. ely
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Robert e. ettlinger
bruce e. Fredrickson
Richard b. Gould
l. Robert hanrahan, Jr.
Richard c. hawley
thomas i. osborn  ♦

Janice e. Ross
sanford P. temes  ♦
Paul F. torrisi
dwight a. Webster
Michael l. Weitzman
eva Z. Wiesner  ♦
stephen J. Winters

$1-$99
alan G. Kenien
William J. Malone  ♦

stephen a. silbiger

1973
Total giving $10,125

percentage of  
giving 34%

$1,000-$2,499
douglas G. Mufuka
beverly Khnie Philip  ♦

James h. Philip ♦ 

$500-$999
Melvyn c. Minot
lewis Robinson
Gregory a. threatte  ♦

daniel R. Van engel ♦ 

$100-$499
blanche a. borzell
david M. davis  ♦
harold P. dunn  ♦

neil M. ellison  ♦

timothy Fenlon
Paul G. Fuller, Jr.  ♦
benjamin R. Gelber  ♦
William M. harmand
thomas l. Kennedy
Martha s. Kincaid Q

lars c. larsen
edward h. lipson
Joseph Maloney
John d. nicholson  ♦

lee Rosenbaum  ♦

steven M. Rothman  ♦

harold a. sanders  ♦
steven a. schenker
barry shapiro
Warren steinberg
Paul l. sutton  ♦

Ralph J. Wynn  ♦

John F. Zdrojewski

Class scholarship gifts 

1955 Class scholarship 
aram Jigarjian, Md ’55 
eleanor M. luce, Md ’55 
bernard Portnoy, Md ’55 
Richard J. Rice, Md ’55 
R. douglas Wayman, Md ’55 

1966 Class scholarship 
norman l. Fienman, Md ’66 
neal M. Friedberg, Md ’66 
a. Michael Kaplan, Md ’66 
lisa lefkowitz and Family 
louis a. Rosati, Md ’66 

1971 Class scholarship 
Philip altus, Md ’71 
Rosemary bellino-hall, Md ’71 
Richard bolt, Md ’71 
Robert b. cady, Md ’71 
Michela t. catalano, Md ’71 

Michael ende, Md ’71 
lawrence F. Geuss, Md ’71 
Richard a. Goldman, Md ’71 
Geoffrey M. Graeber, Md ’71 
Janet e. Graeber, Md ’72 
norman F. Jacobs, Md ’71 
eugene M. Kenigsberg, Md ’71 
Jeffrey a. Klein, Md ’71 
Gary J. levy, Md ’71 
Robert t. liscio, Md ’71 
clayton a. Peimer, Md ’71 
charles l. Rouault, Md ’71 
edward J. Zajkowski, Md ’71 
John J. Zone, Md ’71 

1980 Class scholarship 
steven Mamus, Md ’80 
Robert M. Vandemark, Md ’80 
bradley a. Woodruff, Md ’80 
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$1-$99
Richard F. adams
daniel c. ellison
Jo-ann Grizzanto-

Michalak
Michelle hirsch
G. Robert taylor

1974
Total giving $6,945

percentage of  
giving 29%

$1,000-$2,499
Jerry brown
Ronald a. Fischman

$100-$499
Jack a. aaron  ♦

Jeffrey a. abend  ♦

thomas l. applin
Joseph a. blady
James h. brodsky  ♦

Rosalind M. caroff
Janet F. cincotta
stephen cooper
Robert a. edelman
howard M. Fillit
alan d. Freshman
aaron l. Friedman  ♦

leon i. Gilner  ♦ ♣
david e. Gorelick
charles W. hewson  ♦

John M. horan

Joseph P. liPuma
James t. Marron
howard e. Miller
dennis R. novak
Jay M. Ritt
Richard M. Rozanski
leo J. scarpino
Roni i. sehayik
Peter R. simon
Michael W. slome  ♦

stuart o. tafeen  ♦

albert i. tydings

1975
Total giving $11,610

percentage of  
giving 38%

$1,000-$2,499
Mark h. Katz
david a. lynch  ♦

Robert J. segal
Joseph d. Verdirame

$500-$999
donald Fagelman  ♦

Robert M. Green
louis Korman
Gretchen h. Rooker

$100-$499
Glenn champagne  ♦

Joseph a. cincotta
James a. dispenza  ♦

Jay a. erlebacher  ♦
Judy s. Fuschino  ♦

emile h. Galib  ♦

Phillip c. Gioia
Mark d. Goldman  ♦

Paul M. Grossberg
Jeffrey e. Grossman
neil K. hall
Joseph W. helak
Richard F. Kasulke
Robert J. Kasulke
david n. lisi  ♦
Jonathan lowell
dennis M. Mahoney Q

Glen Mogan
david J. novelli  ♦
samuel n. Pearl
Robert s. Pyatt, Jr.  ♦
anthony J. scalzo
Walter h. short
Jay P. slotkin
James a. terzian
James a. truax  ♦
Jay M. Walshon
albert l. Zens

$1-$99
Jeffrey J. boxer  ♦
Joseph eshagian
ira Kastenberg

1976
Total giving $7,675

percentage of  
giving 27%

$1,000-$2,499
leon Mullen
christopher G. ullrich ♦

$500-$999
Richard M. cantor
irving huber
deborah Reede

$100-$499
allen d. alt  ♦
adrienne altman
byron h. chesbro  ♦

Gerald a. cohen
stephen d. conrad
James F. cornell  ♦
susan J. denman  ♦

thomas W. Furth
Patrick J. hayes
stephen hellems
Robert a. hoch
Grace d. holmes  ♦
Frank J. Kroboth  ♦

Marc levenson
leonard h. Madoff  ♦
Michael h. Mason
Julia a. McMillan
William M. nauseef
Janice M. nelson

lorinda J. Price
thomas J. Rakowski  ♦
Patrick J. Riccardi
Margaret a. sennett
eve shapiro
Maurice J. Whalen

$1-$99
Mary daye
Michael a. Finer ♦

1977
Total giving $12,960

percentage of  
giving 38%

$2,500-$4,999
Peter d. swift ♦ 

$1,000-$2,499
Patrick W. Knapp
Zella M. small Q ♦ 

$500-$999
Richard J. baron
charles c. Gibbs  ♦
Robert M. Kellman
John M. Manring

$100-$499
Paul F. bachman
Jeffrey berman
Peter birk
Jody s. bleier
Johana K. brakeley
stephen c. brigham

arunas a. budnikas  ♦
larry consenstein
John J. cucinotta  ♦

Gary dunetz
henry s. Friedman
Peter J. Gencarelli
alfred l. Gianfagna
thomas R. holmes  ♦
catherine J. husa
steven Kant
lester Kritzer
steven Kuchta
debra Kuracina
thomas J. laclair
drake M. lamen  ♦

celeste M. Madden
lucia Pastore
Mark J. Reger  ♦
anthony scardella
James a. schneid
carolyn a. smith  ♦

donald s. stevens  ♦
neil e. strickman  ♦

cynthia s. terry  ♦

Robert J. Whelpley
Joanne l. Wible-Kant
Gary Wood
George c. Wortley
Kok-Peng yu
Mark Zilkoski

$1-$99
Robert h. Fabrey, ii

1978
Total giving $17,903

percentage of  
giving 41%

$5,000-$9,999
bruce M. leslie ♦ 

$1,000-$2,499
Frederick arredondo  ♦

edward F. higgins, Jr.  ♦
Maureen e. Mccanty  ♦

Gregory F. Montgomery
Russell silverman

$500-$999
stephen l. cash  ♦

diane F. Green-el  ♦
Robert a. hirsch
Michael J. Moeller ♦ 

$100-$499
anonymous
anonymous
david auerbach
Judy a. beeler  ♦
stephen W. blatchly  ♦

Patricia l. chapman
Patrick s. collins  ♦
barbara edlund
Robert Fulop  ♦

Marie a. Ganott
Gerald n. Goldberg
James l. Greenwald
Robert J. Kitos
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Ronald d. Klizek  ♦
thomas Kristiansen  ♦

Michael lustick  ♦
colleen e. o'leary  ♦

Michael R. o'leary  ♦

Jean-bernard Poulard
stephen e. Presser  ♦
William G. Reeves  ♦
leon Rosenberg
david J. seeley
Jerrel l. stanley  ♦

John n. talev
James J. Vacek  ♦
irene o. Werner
Patricia M. Williams
Gary M. yarkony

$1-$99
arthur d. newkirk
Ronald W. Pies
neal Rzepkowski
Richard J. steinmann ♦ 

1979
Total giving $64,475

percentage of  
giving 45%

$25,000 and above
ann Kasten-aker  ♦
douglas W. halliday ♦ 

$1,000-$2,499
cynthia a. battaglia  ♦

Joseph G. battaglia  ♦

david b. duggan ♦ 

$500-$999
sharon l. abrams  ♦
Peter d. chapman
Robert M. constantine
Joan s. dengrove  ♦

Mark s. erlebacher  ♦
Richard M. Goldberg  ♦

lawrence semel  ♦

K. bruce simmons  ♦ ♣
Marc a. subik ♦ 

$100-$499
david R. ancona  ♦

Robert J. balcom
Jay W. chapman
Jeffrey K. cohen
James P. corsones  ♦
Peter t. curtin
edward P. daetwyler
Jonathon diamond
david h. dube
Mary e. Fallat  ♦
bruce e. Gould  ♦

adrienne Greenblatt  ♦
Karl F. hafner
Margaret a. hellems-

stanley
douglas K. hyde
barry F. Kanzer  ♦
Joseph c. Konen
Robert a. Kozol  ♦

John M. Manfred  ♦

John b. Mccabe  ♦

Richard a. Muller
stephen Munz
William G. Patrick
elizabeth a. Rocco  ♦

Marilyn Ryan  ♦

neil F. shallish  ♦

Ronald J. siegle  ♦

howard M. simon
Joby swerdlow  ♦

James a. trippi
Gregory White

$1-$99
anonymous
henry adam
stephen l. Ferrante
Karen M. Kaplan
Mark l. Moster  ♦
Marlene R. Moster ♦ 

1980
Total giving $19,100

percentage of  
giving 44%

$2,500-$4,999
steven Mamus

$1,000-$2,499
stuart h. Forster Q
edward c. Gross
andrew W. Gurman  ♦

allan e. hallquist
Peter c. Johnson
bradley a. Woodruff ♦ 

$500-$999
Robert d. bona  ♦

Peter t. brennan
Mark d. brownell
Gary c. enders  ♦
Reginald Q. Knight

Robert Mitchell
stewart J. Rodal
neal M. shindel ♦ 

$100-$499
anonymous
Jeffrey s. abrams  ♦
Marc h. appel  ♦
calla M. bassett
Mary blome  ♦

Michele a. cook  ♦
bruce c. corser
timothy e. dudley
John F. Fatti
ernest M. Found
Robert t. Friedman  ♦

david a. Goodkin  ♦

david Greenblatt  ♦
scott R. Greenfield  ♦

bonnie Grossman
lowell l. hart
Ruth hart
Patricia herko-Romano  ♦

n. barry berg, Phd scholarship for Musculoskeletal Medicine
Jerrold abraham, Md
Jeffrey a. abrams, Md ’89
Jennifer a. adair, Md ’05
Joseph albano, Md ’89
lindy and steven altmayer, Md ’08
dr. and Mrs. ira h. ames
chandra and Ramaseshu anne
Marc h. appel, Md ’80
Michael baccoli, Md ’92
Jarrod bagatell, Md ’93
anne F. barash, Md ’90
n. barry berg, Phd
shelley R. berson, Md ’86
W. barry biddle, Phd
brian M. bizoza, Md ’00
donald blair, Md
andrew blank, Md ’96
Mary blome, Md ’80
david boyland
Matthew R. brand, Md ’91
cynthia briglin-Mavady, Md ’91
debra a. buchan, Md ’87
erick c. bulawa, Md ’88
Robert s. cady, Md ’99
Richard M. cantor, Md ’76
britton M. chan, Md ’09
brandon chase, Md ’07
James h. chen, Md ’95
eileen and Joseph y. choi, Md ’03 
larry consenstein, Md ’77
andrew P. crane, Md ’06
John J. cucinotta, Md ’77
Moira davenport, Md ’00
Matthew R. dicaprio, Md ’98
lesa and Pierre e. dionne, Md ’83
nienke dosa, Md ’94
Gary J. drillings, Md ’85
Jill dungey, Pt, dPt, Ms, Gcs
lynn M. and Gregory l.  

eastwood, Md

sarah c. ellestad, Md ’99
Mark s. erlebacher, Md ’79
sarah e. Fabiano, Md ’10 and scott 

brzezinski
Faculty of the upstate college of 

nursing
brian t. Fengler, Md ’05
Gregory Fink, Md
Michael G. Fitzgerald, Md ’10
stuart Forster, Md ’80*
Gary M. Freeman, Md ’86
christopher J. Fullagar, Md
steven P. Galasky, Md ’81
Jeffrey Gelfand, Md ’92
yauvana V. Gold, Md ’05
arnold Goldman, Md ’81
Michael K. Gould, Md ’87
christine Granato, Md ’09
Paul a. Granato, Phd
seth s. Greenky, Md ’83
timothy J. d. Gregory, Md ’96
Jennifer a. hamm, Md ’00
dr. and Mrs. lee J. herbst, Md ’94
nidia iglesias, Md ’87
John J. imbesi, Md ’99
ellen cook Jacobsen, Md ’50
Rajesh K. Jain, Md ’00
Jennifer Jarosz, Md ’08
Roberta M. Johnson, Md ’84
ann and burk Jubelt, Md
ellen M. Kaczmarek, Md ’81
ellen b. Kaplan, Md ’83
danielle a. Katz, Md ’97
erin R. King, Md ’06
brian R. Kline, Md ’11
Michaela c. Kollisch-singule, Md ’11
Peter Kouides, Md ’86
Ruth Kouides, Md ’87
Vincent J. Kuss, Mba
sivia K. lapidus, Md ’03

dario a. lecusay, Jr., Md ’98
eugene lee, Md ’03
Michael l. lester, Md ’04
Jing liang, Md ’07
scott e. liebman, Md ’97
christina M. liepke, Md ’00
Matthew J. liepke, Md ’00
Maria tasso longo, Md ’84
Robert lowinger, Md ’83
Robert e. lubanski, Md ’87
daniel luthringer, Md ’86
Paul n. lutvak, Md ’87
celeste M. Madden, Md ’77
Kenneth Mann, Phd
Peter J. Mariani, Md
Matthew Mason, Md ’08
James l. Megna, Md ’88
stanley P. Meltzer, Md ’61
Valerie K. Merl, Md ’96
sakti Mookherjee, Md
christina Morganti, Md ’92
barbara a. Morisseau, Md ’98
elizabeth and John Mosher, Md
Jennifer Muniak, Md ’10
Kenneth Murphy, Md ’87
andrew J. najovits, Md ’04
deirdre neilen, Phd
brian y. ng, Md ’02
tina nguyen, Md ’08
stacy ostapko, Md ’00
todd R. Peebles, Md ’94
Michael Plevyak, Md ’93
dave c. Prakash, Md ’03
tamara a. Prull, Md ’98
Patricia Randall, Md
Rissa and Michael Ratner, Md ’68
Vicki c. Ratner, Md ’84
Patrick J. Riccardi, Md ’76
Kim l. Rickert, Md ’00
Russell Rider, Md ’86

Marc s. Rudoltz, Md ’89
Richard F. Russell, Md ’83
drs. Joseph and Jean sanger
Kedar sankholkar, Md ’08
Kriti sankholkar, Md ’08
Mark schmitt, Phd
anna shapiro, Md ’04
oleg shapiro, Md ’02
alice s. y. shen, Md ’11
Jessica F. sherman, Md ’03
William M. sherman, Md ’03
elinor spring-Mills, Phd
susan stearns, Phd
Marc a. subik, Md ’79
Rebecca swan, Md ’08
Robert swan, Md ’08
elvira szigeti, Phd, Rn  
christopher tanski, Md ’10
Mary ellen trimble, Phd
tanya n. turan, Md ’00
david c. turner, Phd
Won-hong ung, Md ’09
upstate orthopedics, llP
Robert Van Gorder, Md ’09
thomas and Geralyn Van Gorder
darvin Varon, Md ’93
Ruben d. Victores, Md ’85
John J. Walker, Md ’87
John a. Watts, V, Md ’06
howard l. Weinberger, Md ’58
alexander e. Weingarten, Md ’80
Frederick Werner, MMe, Pe
irene o. Werner, Md ’78
Karen and bill Williams, Md
Mary and John K. Wolf, Phd
Kristin yannetti, Md ’07
Mariam e. youssef, Md ’05
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Gregory G. Kenien
nancy s. Knudsen
Robert l. levine
theodore J. Maniatis  ♦
Marjie l. Persons
Michael d. Privitera
John e. Ritchie  ♦

John shavers
stephen M. silver  ♦
John h. soffietti  ♦
Peter J. stahl  ♦
Marshall trabout
Robert M. Vandemark
i. Michael Vella
alexander e. 

Weingarten  ♦

dale R. Wheeler
david Withers
Joanna Zolkowski-

Wynne

$1-$99
Kenneth Friedman
Paul Menge  ♦

deborah W. Robin

1981
Total giving $55,933

percentage of  
giving 34%

$25,000 and above
Ralph l. stevens ♦ 

$1,000-$2,499
louis M. Papandrea ♦ 

$500-$999
brian P. anderson
William P. berkery
c. Michael Franklin
arnold Goldman  ♦

Martin P. Jacobs  ♦
carol a. simmons

$100-$499
Paul l. asdourian  ♦

Wendy l. balopole
Jody s. blanco
samuel J. casella
steven M. connolly
Gary d. dean
John F. eppolito
steven P. Galasky
Michael R. Gilels
louis h. Gold  ♦

david G. Greenhalgh  ♦

Kent n. hall
William P. hannan  ♦

elizabeth c. henderson
linda hu
ellen M. Kaczmarek  ♦
david e. Kolva
Paul l. Kuflik

steven a. lerner
Gerard R. Martin
Gary l. Robbins  ♦
Peter G. Ronan  ♦

ira F. selss
stephen a. spaulding  ♦

Kathleen stoeckel  ♦
barbara e. strassberg  ♦

stuart W. Zarich ♦ 

$1-$99
Glen d. chapman
david c. Goodman
Rachel F. heppen
Jeffrey c. long
Gary M. Russotti
William d. Ryan
Jonathan R. sporn  ♦

scott a. syverud
anthony J. Viglietta ♦ 

1982
Total giving $35,833

percentage of  
giving 46%

$5,000-$9,999
Robert a. dracker ♦ 

$2,500-$4,999
anne h. Rowley  ♦

stephen M. Rowley  ♦

charles J. Ryan, iii ♦ 

$1,000-$2,499
thomas a. bersani  ♦
James J. cummings  ♦
lori J. Goldstein
alan J. Goodman  ♦

david M. novick  ♦
Michael J. Parker

harold Richter

$500-$999
brett P. Godbout
Gary b. Kaplan
susan h. leeson
ann M. lenane  ♦

norman R. neslin  ♦

sophia socaris

William s. Varade  ♦

amy J. yale-loehr ♦ 

$100-$499
dennis J. arena * ♦

bruce K. barach
Frederick J. bunke  ♦

Joseph cambareri  ♦
charles J. cattano  ♦

ThE Class of 1982 RECEIvEd ThE gREaTEsT REuNIoN Class  
aTTENdaNCE aWaRd
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Qdeceased ♣legacy society ♦loyalty society

louis M. cohen
barbara J. connor
thomas e. coyle  ♦

Robert c. cupelo
John d. diMenna
John a. esper
Joseph J. Fata  ♦

Valerie J. Fein-Zachary
Michael e. Foster
harold Frucht  ♦
John J. Giannone
Monica M. Goble
Gloria Korta

J. scott Kortvelesy  ♦

dorothy R. lennon
charles W. Mackett  ♦
Patricia a. Mangan
leon Martin, Jr.
Robert Mccann
John c. Morris  ♦
John J. Mucia
eileen M. Murphy
Michael J. Murray  ♦

dennis s. Poe
Robert b. Poster
Martha a. Reitman

Frank Rhode  ♦

Michael a. Ricci
Richard c. Rothman
Mark a. Rothschild
Joseph a. smith  ♦

lawrence c. stewart
shari stirling
Pamela l. sunshine
William s. sykora
James s. teryl
Pamela d. unger  ♦
arthur P. Vercillo

$1-$99
Richard V. abdo
diane h. lubkeman
Matthew J. Robinson
Jeffrey d. spiro  ♦

John s. tsakonas  ♦
Jeffrey n. Verzella

1983
Total giving $10,065

percentage of  
giving 31%

$1,000-$2,499
Kevin M. coughlin  ♦

dennis d. daly  ♦

seth s. Greenky ♦ 

$500-$999
larry n. bernstein  ♦

cheryl a. deVito  ♦

Karen K. heitzman  ♦

terry h. lapsker  ♦
Gary d. usher

$100-$499
anonymous
Jerry R. bartleson
sandra a. bebak
Richard G. birkhead
debra a. brown-norko
Michael G. burke
Pierre e. dionne
Ronald R. domescek
eric l. Fremed  ♦

david M. Friedel
Patrick J. Fultz  ♦
Jules Greif  ♦
ellen b. Kaplan
lya M. Karm  ♦

Joseph h. Keogh

Joseph P. laukaitis  ♦
Robert lowinger
Michael a. norko
Robert J. ostrander  ♦
debra i. Poletto  ♦

david l. Rifken
Paul P. Romanello
Richard F. Russell
Joan l. thomas  ♦
charles i. Woods  ♦
darryl a. Zuckerman

$1-$99
Michael l. black  ♦
James P. blanchfield
susan Jensen
Marcy e. Mostel  ♦
larry s. sandberg
douglas l. seidner
Jenny K. stern  ♦

andrea R. stewart
sandra d. Wiederhold ♦

1984
Total giving $33,998

percentage of  
giving 35%

$5,000-$9,999
emanuel cirenza
lori J. Mosca ♦ 

$2,500-$4,999
Joseph P. dervay

$1,000-$2,499
linda burrell  ♦
steven b. cohen  ♦

amy l. ladd
Richard G. Zogby ♦ 

$500-$999
david J. anderson  ♦

Robert M. black
Michael a. deVito  ♦

Kenneth J. edwards
Frederick d. Grant  ♦
William M. hartrich  ♦

howard M. heller  ♦
Roberta M. Johnson
hisham e. Kashou
Michael Komar  ♦
Maria tasso longo  ♦

John M. Marzo  ♦

donald Patten  ♦

Pamela J. Reinhardt  ♦
Richard d. scheyer
elizabeth s.  

yerazunis Palis ♦ 

$100-$499
sam t. auringer  ♦
eva F. briggs
William P. bundschuh  ♦

Richard d. cornwell
anthony n. donatelli
Philip a. Falcone
George t. Fantry  ♦

barbara l. Feuerstein
dean R. Gambino
david P. haswell  ♦
cynthia e. Johnson
thomas J. Ketterer
Richard lichenstein  ♦

hindi t. Mermelstein  ♦

erik a. niedritis
Kathleen M. Piacquadio
Vicki c. Ratner  ♦
david c. Richard  ♦

hal Rothbaum  ♦

dorothy F. scarpinato  ♦

Michael d. schwartz
Ronald M. shelton
steven R. urbanski

Joseph c. Fischer, Md ’79 Memorial scholarship

Mr. and Mrs. Mark adiletta
James balben
banach & toomey, inc
calla M. bassett, Md ’80
dennis J. beaudette
brett bickford
Mary blome, Md ’80
brian cannon
cooper carbone
the carmody agency, inc
Mary and James carpenter, dds
Joe casey
Patrick and Kathleen cataldo
nancy a. collins and bob schalk
James P. corsones, Md ’79
hillary t. damon
dannible & McKee, llP
dr. sanders and Kathryn  

Fischer davis
Paul and suzanne deMartino
sean P. dennison
tim donohue
shiobhan donohue herzog
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph dudiak
endries Wealth Management, llc
John M. endries
Mark s. erlebacher, Md ’79
barbara and Philip a. Falcone, 

Md ’84
brian W. Fischer
christopher J. Fischer
drs. thomas and susan Fischer
John J. Fischer, Jr.
Kathleen Fischer
Mary G. Fischer and anni 

campbell
William and Maureen Fischer
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Flynn
Jim Futscher
John and Maureen Futscher
James and Kathleen Gade
brian J. Gaffney, Md ’72
taylor Galbraith
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Gormley
nancy W. Greenleaf
Raymond and barbara hamel
haughey, Philpot & laurent Pa

indeed.com
industrial tire cny
linda and John R. isaac, Md ’52
Will Kunkel
elliott and bess labiner
William e. larzelere
elizabeth b. levaca
Kyle lighton
brendan lynch
Mr. and Mrs. Rocco Mangano
bernard l. Markowitz, Md
nicholas and terry Mastine
Phil Mendes
Katherine Mikoloski and Kathleen 

cataldo
Mr. and Mrs. Michael P. Moran
terrance Moran
col. Michael Moseley
andrew Murphy
Miriam nagler
Mr. and Mrs. david J. Pelligrini
Patti Plymire
anthony Pontosky, Jr.
Priest law office
Richard d. Priest, sr.
Prudential cny Properties
nancy Purdy
bob Quigley
eleanor Fischer Quigley
Realty Ventures, inc
Michael Reilly, cPa
Joseph Resti, Md ’09 
dr. and Mrs. stephen Rothenberg
charles J. Ryan, iii, Md ’82
Robert d. shallish, Jr.
Kathleen sheridan
Richard sleeper, Md
carol smith
Marc a. subik, Md ’79
James a. terzian, Md ’75
James a. trippi, Md ’79
upstate Medical alumni 

Foundation
Gregory White, Md ’79
Mr. and Mrs. timothy J. Witz
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond l. Wright

ThE Class of 1982 RECEIvEd ThE laRgEsT REuNIoN Class gIfT aWaRd
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Qdeceased ♣legacy society ♦loyalty society

daniel c. Wnorowski
brian d. Woolford

$1-$99
daniel J. duprey
holly Kent
Kevin o'connor

1985
Total giving $29,370

percentage of  
giving 40%

$5000-$9,999
Ralph Mosca ♦ 

$1,000-$2,499
luz alvarez
Robert baltera
William canovatchel
steven hassig
Mark d. iannettoni  ♦
timothy Mccanty  ♦

Michael a. Riccione  ♦

Gary G. sauer ♦ 

$500-$999
yuk-Wah n. chan
Peter J. christiano  ♦

Grace chung
Mary deguardi
stephen Federowicz

Rosemary Jackson
Mitchell R. lebowitz
carol lundin-schwartz
lauren Michalakes
Joel schwartz
Ruben d. Victores
hayes h. Wanamaker
sandra K. Wechsler
Robert M. Zielinski  ♦
Mitchell Zipkin  ♦

neal Zung ♦ 

$100-$499
Robyn agri
Joseph P. augustine  ♦

andrew becker
Robert c. berlin
Jonathan d. bier
Jo-ann blaymore-bier
debra J. clark  ♦
Gerard a. compito  ♦

Mark costanza  ♦

coleen K. cunningham  ♦

anthony J. diGiovanna  ♦

Gary J. drillings  ♦
lori e. Fantry  ♦

Karl Gauss
Paula a. Gauss
Jill c. hertzendorf  ♦
thomas Kantor
Michael W. Kelberman
Vito J. losito  ♦

stephen nash  ♦

anthony Petracca, Jr.
Michael P. Pizzuto
Maura J. Rossman  ♦

Marc i. Rozansky
Michael d. Rutkowski  ♦
alan M. schuller
andrew shaer
Jonathan P. yunis

$1-$99
Jane b. birnkrant
Michelle M. davitt
drew Malloy
Frank M. o'connell
anthony n. 

Passannante ♦ 

1986
Total giving $16,457

percentage of  
giving 32%

$1,000-$2,499
Georgianne arnold
lawrence c. calabrese
daniel W. esper
henry P. nagelberg
William snearly
Robert l. tiso

$500-$999
tammy l. anthony
Pedro J. cepeda
Gary M. Freeman
sharon hertz
Peter Kouides
John labiak
Michael e. Rettig  ♦

Russell Rider  ♦
Mitchell s. shek
barbara c. tommasulo

$100-$499
Marc behar  ♦
andrew s. bensky  ♦

Gregg s. berkowitz
shelley R. berson  ♦

brian boyle
Peter capicotto
James b. carroll
Gabriel M. cohn
arthur F. coli
Paul Fragner
daniel luthringer  ♦
thomas J. Madejski
Gerald V. McMahon
niel F. Miele  ♦

sarah b. nemetz  ♦
steven P. nicolais
anthony Peluso
elizabeth a. Prezio
toufic a. Rizk
david l. Rocker  ♦

Richard a. Romer
donna e. Roth
ernest M. scalzetti  ♦
edwin J. sebold
lee M. shangold
scott sheren
brian K. smith
steven tawil
andrew topf

$1-$99
Michael P. cuda
Richard Rubin

1987
Total giving $16,775

percentage of  
giving 30%

$1,000-$2,499
debra a. buchan  ♦

samuel chun
Kenneth J. cohen
Michael a. Kwiat  ♦
John J. Walker  ♦
John R. Wanamaker ♦ 

$500-$999
John J. callahan, Jr.
Michael Farrell
Joseph F. Femia  ♦

Joseph t. Flynn  ♦

Ronald s. Gilberg
Ruth Kouides
Paul b. Kreienberg  ♦

Michael Weiner

$100-$499
anonymous
bernadette albanese
helen burstin
neil R. connelly  ♦

Mary delaney
Richard demme
Michael K. Gould
elizabeth s. Grace
cynthia b. heller
stafford c. henry
nidia iglesias
Roberto e. izquierdo
dennis Kelly  ♦

Robert e. lubanski
Paul n. lutvak
Kirsten P. Magowan
lisa a. Manz-dulac  ♦
Jeffrey W. Miller
R. Keith Miller  ♦
Jeanine M. Morelli  ♦
Peter J. Morelli  ♦
Rebecca K. Potter  ♦
Julia M. shi  ♦
John shim
edward J. spangenthal  ♦
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Qdeceased ♣legacy society ♦loyalty society

Victor szemetylo  ♦

James tyburski
steven Weinreb

$1-$99
dan Gerstenblitt
Kenneth Murphy
anthony R. Russo ♦ 

1988
Total giving $8,485

percentage of  
giving 24%

$1,000-$2,499
erick c. bulawa  ♦

donald s. Miller

$500-$999
Rajendra achaibar
louis bonavita, Jr.
larry s. charlamb  ♦

leo Katz
thomas summers ♦ 

$100-$499
Penny borenstein
donald calzolaio
susan dinges-burak
Frank dolisi
Kurt Foxton

andrew M. Goldschmidt  ♦
eric M. Grabstein
John M. Gray
Jeffrey King
Michael lastihenos
denise lawrence
Michael Mahelsky
Michael s. McGarrity
James l. Megna  ♦

anne Mirth
Mary K. Morrell
anthony nostro
scott Palmer
elissa s. sanchez-speach
timothy scholes
Maureen l. sheehan
andrew M. sopchak
david P. speach
david t. terasaka
Paul a. Zimmermann

$1-$99
ellen Reich
Michael schwartz
nancy e. strauss

1989
Total giving $8,581

percentage of  
giving 25%

$1,000-$2,499
John a. larry
sybil sandoval
dawn M. sweeney

$500-$999
Jeffrey a. abrams
lawrence l. Greenwald  ♦

andrew G. Moskovitz

$100-$499
Joseph albano
susan l. auffinger
scott beattie
brian s. brundage
linda a. bulich
donald a. chiulli  ♦
Pamela l. Foresman
teresa c. Gentile
thomas a. holly  ♦

Gloria a. Kennedy
Joseph P. Markham
Mark Milner
Gordon M. ortiz
Roger Padilla
linda J. Powell
Guillermo Quetell
Mark a. Rubenstein  ♦

elaine M. silverman  ♦

William J. smith
christopher t. strzalka
nicholas c. trasolini  ♦

Josef J. Vanek  ♦
John d. Wrightson
elizabeth Zick

$1-$99
deborah b. aquino
Victor M. aquino
Paul J. orioli
Marc s. Rudoltz
Ronald c. samuels
denise Wolken

1990
Total giving $9,072

percentage of  
giving 27%

$1,000-$2,499
Robert l. carhart, Jr.
Jill Freedman
david nelson

$500-$999
Gregg Foos
heidi F. Moskovitz
John stock

$100-$499
Kevin abrams
elsie alvarez
anne F. barash

John d. bisognano
Kenneth bizovi
lawrence s. blaszkowsky
christina M. brown
david diamant
elizabeth donohue
Kecia Gaither
Robin Gross
Kerry e. houston
Kelly R. huiatt
Keri lavigne-langenstein
Joseph Marsicano
edward K. onuma
Joan e. Pellegrino
Gail Petters
Pasquale Picco
Mark R. Pisik
Julianne Randall
susan V. Rockwell
Joanne Giambo Rosser
John Rosser
ninad samant
John h. Van slyke
stacia l. Van slyke

$1-$99
ann barton
timothy Kitchen
clark Philogene
timothy Quinn
Philip Remillard
anthony sanito

1991
Total giving $11,222

percentage of  
giving 18%

$2,500-$4,999
christina labella
John labella

$1,000-$2,499
Patrick b. Gregory
Patricia Merritt ♦ 

$500-$999
bradley P. Fox
thomas larkin
anne M. Ranney

$100-$499
Matthew R. brand  ♦

Molly a. brewer
cynthia briglin-Mavady
Gwenneth o. cancino
carl c. d'andrea
steven W. Falen
edward c. Gabalski
hayley a. Gans
Gordon d. heller
christopher P. Keuker
James a. Krukowski  ♦
ashok Kukadia
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louise G. ligresti
naomi R. Rappaport
Joanne samant
cheryl d. Wills

$1-$99
david Rosen
abdul Wali

1992
Total giving $9,425

percentage of  
giving 24%

$1,000-$2,499
douglas bennett
Jane s. bennett

$500-$999
david caucci
andrew cooperman
Joseph W. Flanagan
Jeffrey Gelfand
nancy Giannini
steve y. Kim
lawrence J. Kusior
christina Morganti

$100-$499
Rosa e. atkinson
Michael baccoli
Robert beckmann
Patricia a. belair
Kathrin J. berg
barbara l. clayton-lutz  ♦
lisa cupit
dorothy t. damore
Mirlande Jordan
timothy d. Kane

Kara c. Kort-Glowaki
alan Kravatz  ♦
steven Kushner  ♦
dwight ligham
dino Messina
stephanie schwartz-

Kravatz  ♦
eric seybold

$1-$99
david e. abel
deborah bassett
Joseph P. Gale  ♦

theresa lipsky
Kenneth Mayer
steven c. scherping, Jr.

1993
Total giving $7,570

percentage of  
giving 19%

$1,000-$2,499
Kenneth a. egol
stephanie s. Roach

$500-$999
aditya bulusu
Matthew Karen
William b. lewis
Philip Mondi

$100-$499
Philip amatulle
Jarrod bagatell
Peter hogenkamp
charles J. lutz  ♦
Joan Mitchell
sandra nurse

Florence M. Parrella  ♦

Michael Plevyak
Joanne c. Pohl  ♦
lyle Prairie
John sveen
Robert e. todd
darvin Varon

$1-$99
daniel alley
Janice a. bedell
donald curran
Gregory dubel
Jason Feinberg
brian Gordon
sean P. Roche
Jeanne M. Wilson

1994
Total giving $18,215

percentage of  
giving 22%

$10,000-$24,999
Joseph t. Pedersen

$1,000-$2,499
Malcolm d. brand
Philip a. Fraterrigo
Margaret a. leary

$500-$999
Jean c. Fox
Willie underwood, iii

$100-$499
daniel F. brown
nienke dosa
Robert J. Gadawski
lee J. herbst

Robert G. hogan
lisa M. hogenkamp
Michele Jamison
christian Knecht
Richard Mascolo
sharon a. McFayden-eyo
todd R. Peebles
James M. Perry
Michael s. 

Ramjattansingh
scott t. Riebel
John P. Risolo
bruce h. schwartz
anne R. sveen
edward h. tom
alan Wang
Russell Wenacur
anson K. Wurapa

$1-$99
thanayi barone-smith
timothy s. boyd
Matthew P. dever
caroline W. Keib-cramer
Michael M. Moussouttas
George l. stanley

1995
Total giving $4,050

percentage of  
giving 16%

$1,000-$2,499
timothy s. huang

$100-$499
lynn c. berger
david e. carney
shari a. carney

Karen M. clary
steven J. colwell  ♦
yves a. Gabriel
Michael d. Gitman
Richard M. ingram
seth M. Jacobson
scott a. Keschner
chong s. Kim
Kathleen M. lawliss
carolyn l. Marasco
thomas P. Morrissey
Joseph d. Pianka
Peter a. Pinto
Juliette l. Wohlrab

$1-$99
James h. chen
deborah l. Meester
anthony Vigliotti
laura b. Zucker

1996
Total giving $10,400

percentage of  
giving 22%

$1,000-$2,499
Paul e. Perkowski
Jason t. Zelenka
Phuong a. Zelenka

$500-$999
edgar bacares
andrew blank
laura R. carucci  ♦
surinder s. devgun
alicia K. Guice
adam P. Klausner  ♦
Valerie K. Merl

$100-$499
luis J. castro
Michael coriale
daniel s. crough
barbara s. edelheit
Jennifer a. ehmann
Wendy l. Garrity
timothy J.d. Gregory
ileen y. herrero-szostak
Jennifer h. Johnson
amy c. Kasper
sonja M. lichtenstein-

Zayneh
Melinda b. Mcminn
Jaime h. nieto
Philip t. ondocin
William G. schultz
Michael J. szostak
elizabeth tanzi

$1-$99
Kristine M. Joseph
sean M. Mclaughlin
Gary s. shapiro

1997
Total giving $4,450

percentage of  
giving 20%

$1,000-$2,499
danielle a. Katz

$500-$999
christina t. langdon
Michelle torres

$100-$499
William P. boxer

onondaga county Medical society 

medical student scholarship fund
anonymous
anwar s. ahmad, Md
excellus, bluecross blueshield
Gerald n. hoffmann
onondaga county Medical  

society, inc.

White Coat Ceremony fund
stephen a. albanese, Md
Joseph P. augustine, Md ’85
carl i. austin, Md ’47
bruce e. baker, Md ’65
Richard a. beers, Md
thomas a. bersani, Md ’82
Robert a. bornhurst, Md ’60
Mitchell brodey, Md
debra a. buchan, Md ’87
duane M. cady, Md
cardiac electrophysiology 

consultants, llc

central new york ear, nose & 
throat consultants

Janet F. cincotta, Md ’74
Joseph a. cincotta, Md ’75
clearpath diagnostics
lynn M. cleary, Md
cny anesthesia Group, Pc
cny eye care
Robert c. cupelo, Md ’82
carlo R. deRosa, Md ’61
James a. dispenza, Md ’75
Robert a. dracker, Md ’82
dr. and Mrs. arthur dube
Frank dubeck, Md
david b. duggan, Md ’79 
Precha emko, Md
John epling, Jr., Md
Philip l. Ferro, Md ’54
John F. Gorman, Md ’58
diane F. Green-el, Md ’78
david R. halleran, Md

George c. heitzman, Md ’47
Gerald n. hoffmann
Randy Kalish, Md
Richard Keene
Kristine M. Keeney, Md ’99
david e. Kolva, Md ’81
leonard levy, Md ’60
Marybeth Mccall, Md 
James l. Megna, Md ’88
stanley P. Meltzer, Md ’61
Robert R. Michiel, Md
James l. Mostrom, Md
ovid o. neulander, Md
steven P. nicolais, Md ’86
Patricia J. numann, Md ’65
colleen e. o’leary, Md ’78
Michael R. o’leary, Md ’78
onondaga county Medical  

society, inc
orthopedics east Pc
david Page, Md

Paul e. Phillips, Md
Mark R. Pisik, Md ’90
barry Rabin, Md
Patricia Randall, Md
Kendrick a. sears, Md
Jeffrey s. sneider, Md
George a. soufleris, Md
Philip J. speller, Md ’55
Kenneth h. spitzer, Md
syracuse ent surgeons, Pllc
teamsters local union no. 1149
Gregory a. threatte, Md ’73
George P. tilley, Md
Robert e. todd, Md ’93
upstate urology, inc
darvin Varon, Md ’93
William J. Williams, Md
edwin yarwood, Md
Robert h. Zimmer, Md ’54
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Michael R. edwards
Michael c. Fischi
William h. Gans
caridad d. isaac
shani l. lipset
shelly s. lo
James J. lynch
david nesbitt
Robyn a. osrow
colleen M. Quinn
Rola h. Rashid
andrew b. Reese
stacy J. spiro
beth Wiedeman

$1-$99
Melissa K. brandes
aaron Garber
darlene henderson 

Forbes
timothy G. Keenan
Genevieve a. lama
Michelle e. liebert
scott e. liebman
Jeffrey M. Riggio

1998
Total giving $8,530

percentage of  
giving 22%

$1,000-$2,499
Kirk P. Rankine

$500-$999
timothy K. atkinson
Jennifer M. bocock
Matthew R. dicaprio
deepak G. nair
harshit M. Patel
tamara a. Prull

$100-$499
Gina M. abbruzzi
cindy h. baskin
drew M. caplin
david M. deVellis
david s. edelheit
alexander n. Greiner
Mohir h. hedeshian
Jeffrey R. laduca
dario a. lecusay, Jr.
barbara a. Morisseau
Karen y. ng
amy l. Pierce
sherri e. Putterman 

caplin
Jennifer M. salm
Wendy M. scinta
sean J. sheehan
eric M. spitzer
Katherine a. Vansavage

$1-$99
Jennifer e. allen
laura a. allen
Felice a. caldarella
Pedro J. del Pino
Michael d. George
seungwon Kim

yuliya Rekhtman
John M. Russo
andrew M. schulman

1999
Total giving $3,875

percentage of  
giving 14%

$1,000-$2,499
John J. imbesi

$500-$999
Jerry caporaso, Jr.

$100-$499
anonymous
Robert s. cady
sarah c. ellestad
andrew d. Feingold
christine b. Franzese
navjit K. Goraya
Meghan e. hayes
Kristine M. Keeney
binh V. lam
Ganga R. nair
scott R. oosterveen
Ronald P. Pigeon
Michael s. 

shoemakermoyle
craig s. see
Joshua s. simon
John P. stoutenburg
John a. ternay

$1-$99
Kenneth K. cheng
bradley J. Goldstein
Jennifer G. summer

2000
Total giving $6,115

percentage of  
giving 17%

$1,000-$2,499
Rajesh K. Jain
Kim l. Rickert

$500-$999
anonymous
hana F. Jishi
christina M. liepke
Matthew J. liepke

$100-$499
brian M. bizoza
david J. cywinski
laura dattner
Ron elfenbein
adam P. ellis
Jennifer a. hamm
amy P. huang
newrhee Kim
christopher R. leach
stacy J. ostapko
dana c. Ranani
Girish t. Reddy
ashish P. shah

candice e. shah
shelley V. street 

callender
tanya n. turan

$1-$99
Moira davenport
Penelope hsu
brian n. King

2001
Total giving $1,978

percentage of  
giving 9%

$500-$999
suzanne M. Mesidor

$100-$499
lynn e. Fraterrigo boler
Meghan e. ogden
christie Perez-Johnson
danielle l. Petersel
Jamie d. shutter
anthony J. sousou
lia M. spina
danit talmi
christopher W. Wasyliw
edward J. Wladis

$1-$99
sanjay Jobanputra
elizabeth Vonfelten
Katherine M. Walker

2002
Total giving $3,626

percentage of  
giving 12%

$1,000-$2,499
brian y. ng

$500-$999
Rebecca l. bagdonas

$100-$499
anonymous
Roline l. adolphine
erica d. berg
cynthia l. bodkin
alison K. conlin
Madison c. cuffy
Matthew J. downey
amir Garakani
Michael t. Gaslin
Farahnaz Joachim
Jessica J. lee
Vanessa e. lowe
sarmistha Mukherjee

$1-$99
sophia bichotte-ligonde
christian s. Klein
oleg shapiro

2003
Total giving $1,922

percentage of  
giving 13%

$100-$499
Jonathan i. berg
bo chao
Joseph y. choi
natasha Fievre

setnor academic  
building Gifts

anonymous
Mary arseneau
Michael baccoli, Md ’92
Kathleen bigelow
Marcia Gaffney
Paul M. Grossberg, Md ’75
Meghan hayes, Md ’99 
health Professions alumni association
helen hepplewhite
R. Michael Kirchner
louis Korman, Md ’75
thomas larkin, Md ’91
arlene neporent
nursing alumni association
carol smith
Gloria Zimmerman
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Qdeceased ♣legacy society ♦loyalty society

nathaniel s. Gould
sivia K. lapidus
shannon e. Routhouska
Jessica F. sherman
William M. sherman
ann e. thomas

$1-$99
lois chiu
Michelle de lemos
Joseph M. Ferrara, Jr.
ari i. Jonisch
anju s. Kuruvilla
eugene lee
Robert s. levy
sean P. o'Malley
dave c. Prakash
Mark Vaynkhadler
erica d. Weinstein

2004
Total giving $3,361

percentage of  
giving 14%

$1,000-$2,499
Michael l. lester

$500-$999
natalie M. Roney

$100-$499
chris c. bannerman
James K. Farry
Jimmy Feng
Kimberly a. Giusto
evan b. Grossman
nickolas Katsoulakis
amit Kumar
Jennifer l. Mungari
andrew J. najovits
Joshua a. Parker
Jason P. scimeme
Maria Vasilyadis
anselm h. Wong

$1-$99
Matthew J. egan
William d. losquadro
Jason M. Matuszak
chad J. nadler
John P. o'brien
anna shapiro

2005
Total giving $1,046

percentage of  
giving 9%

$100-$499
Jennifer a. adair
brian t. Fengler
daniel R. lefebvre
alice c. Miller

$1-$99
Marcy l. canary
dana R. cohen
Michael de la cruz
erin R. de Rose
yauvana V. Gold
Matthew c. Martinez
Rupesh R. Mehta
Rachel M. Pessah Pollack
Kelly M. Willman
Mariam e. youssef

2006
Total giving $1,168

percentage of  
giving 11%

$500-$999
Melissa a. Price

$100-$499
Jill-ann e. cilente
andrew P. crane
James G. distefano

erin R. King
Gerald y. Park
elyssa l. Pohl
John a. Watts, V
Joanne Williams

$1-$99
Katrine J. enrile
shimon M. Frankel
daniel d. hayes
lisa M. hayes
erin K. hill
Robert h. hill, iii
Matthew a. Wert

2007
Total giving $884

percentage of  
giving 11%

$100-$499
brandon chase
yvonne cuffy
Roan Glocker
Miranda harris
Kendra smith
Kristin yannetti

$1-$99
Justin dexter

Paige dorn
sara Karjoo
Jing liang
Jeremy liff
Ralph Milillo
arash Radparvar
Marny shoham
edward smitaman

2008
Total giving $874

percentage of  
giving 11%

$100-$499
Jennifer Jarosz
Kedar sankholkar
Kriti sankholkar

$1-$99
steven altmayer
tyler call
lisa Figueiredo
Matthew Mason
Marissa Mincolla
Michael Mincolla
Pavlina natcheva-

smitaman

tina nguyen
Megan sick
Rebecca swan
Robert swan
Matthew thornton
Melissa urckfitz nelson

2009
Total giving $620

percentage of  
giving 5%

$100-$499
Joseph Resti
Won-hong ung
Robert Van Gorder

$1-$99
britton M. chan
Kathryn cheney
chad cornish
christine Granato
leo urbinelli
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 Qdeceased ♣leGacy society  ♦loyalty society

2010
Total giving $535

percentage of  
giving 5%

$100-$499
anonymous
sarah e. Fabiano
Michael G. Fitzgerald

$1-$99
Jennifer Muniak
Julie Rombaut
christopher tanski
Jason a. Williams

2011
Total giving $300

percentage of  
giving 2%

$100-$499
brian R. Kline
alice s. shen

$1-$99
Michaela c. Kollisch-

singule

Friends
Jerrold abraham, Md
century club of syracuse
lynn M. cleary, Md
the community 

Foundation of 
herkimer & oneida 
counties

Michael J. corwin, Md
sami husseini, Md
david Kennedy
colleen Kiefer
Frank lancellotti, Md
Roberta loewy
Madison county Medical 

society
national board of 

Medical examiners
onondaga county 

Medical society
Michael Pede
steven J. scheinman, Md
Mark schmitt, Phd
nancy l. teodecki

Matching 
Gift 

Companies
corning incorporated 

Foundation
General electric 

Matching Gift 
Program

Johnson & Johnson 
Family of companies

Pfizer Foundation 
Matching Gift 
Program

sarah loguen Fraser, Md  
class of 1876 scholarship

anonymous
tammy l. anthony, Md ’86
arthritis health assoc, Pllc
chris c. bannerman, Md ’04
thanayi barone-smith, Md ’94
n. barry berg, Phd
sophia bichotte-ligonde, Md ’02
Richard J. blair, Md
Jody s. bleier, Md ’77
shaun a. blumin
elma b. boyko
Jerry brown, Md ’74
stephen and shari cohen
William and sylvia cohen
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. doust
Jane l. Falkenstein, Md ’69
natasha Fievre, Md ’03
yves a. Gabriel, Md ’95
Kecia Gaither, Md ’90
Jack and Marian Glisson
diane F. Green-el, Md ’78
alicia K. Guice, Md ’96
Roger and estelle hahn
Roberto e. izquierdo, Md ’87
Rosemary Jackson, Md ’85
Farahnaz Joachim, Md ’02
david Kennedy
dr. david J. Kennedy
the Family of Marty Kennedy
Jeffrey J. Kirshner, Md and lorraine Rapp
lawrence W. Krieger, Md
denise lawrence, Md ’88
Vanessa e. lowe, Md ’02
Magnetic diagnostic Resources of cny, llP
Master sun chongs tae Kwon do center

John b. Mccabe, Md ’79
John t. Mccarthy, Md ’69
Medical Management Resources, inc
suzanne M. Mesidor, Md ’01
Joanne Morganti
Pierre and Joye Morrisseau
William and Kathleen Murphy
donna e. neal
Patricia J. numann, Md ’65
david Patruno
Patruno electric, inc
Ronald Pelligra
Guillermo Quetell, Md ’89
Kirk P. Rankine, Md ’98
deborah Reede, Md ’76
lewis Robinson, Md ’73
Martin and laurie Rothschild
dr. and Mrs. Richard M. Rozanski
andrew J. Rurka, Md ’70
bernard schneider
Richard d. schneider
david J. seeley, Md ’78
James and Maureen sheedy
K. bruce simmons, Md ’79
susan stearns, Phd
shelley V. street callender, Md ’00
syracuse chargers track club, inc.
syracuse sunrise Rotary club
Mr. and Mrs. George theis
the theis Family of Fort Worth, tX
stephanie and Gregory a. threatte, Md ’73
hayes h. Wanamaker, Md ’85
evelyn d. White
cheryl d. Wills, Md ’91
beatrice d. and albert l. Zens, Md ’75

upstate President, david R. smith, Md, greeting 
ann and Frederick Roberts, Md ’42, at the dean’s 
luncheon

sabine Khan ’15 and 
dami oluyede ’15, 
Presidential scholarship 
recipient

Paul d. Parkman, Md ’57, and elmerina Parkman
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Gifts to the Parents and Family Association
gold soCIETy
$1,000-$2,499
Richard and elaine Gergelis

sIlvER soCIETy
$500-$999
ashok and shilpa Patel

CENTuRy soCIETy
$100-$499
eileen and stephen a. albanese, Md
orit and Mark antosh, Md
deborah and Joseph P.  

augustine, Md ’85
Mr. and Mrs. Fai auyoung
Mr. and Mrs. Paul baranco
Patricia and Joseph a. bax, Md
susan bergenn
Michael and diane berry
bisram bhagwandin
Mr. and Mrs. timothy buel
Patricia and Joseph cambareri, Md ’82
lynnette caputo
carl and emelyne casimir
donna charitable
Mr. and Mrs. anthony chiarello
Mr. and Mrs. nicholas cifra
James cirbus
William and colleen connelly
corning incorporated Foundation
dr. and Mrs. Peter costa
barbara and Robert c. cupelo, Md ’82
Mr. and Mrs. timothy daugherty

Joan s. dengrove, Md ’79
Mr. and Mrs. John diescher
anne dziuba
Mr. and Mrs. Michael elsner
emily elugbadebo
John and suzanne evans
lynn e. Fraterrigo boler, Md ’01
Xiaodong Fu and Xiaobo tang
Mr. and Mrs. John Gamble
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Green
lauren and david P. haswell, Md ’84
david and Martha haughey
Mr. and Mrs. larry herr
James hoag
Mr. and Mrs. terrence Kane
yoshihiko and sayumi Kashiwazaki
dr. John and Marie Klopfer
thomas and susan laGrotta
bishamber lal and chand ahuja
dr. and Mrs. Kenneth liegner
Mr. and Mrs. lawrence lin
Mr. and Mrs. arturo llenes
Margaret and Vito losito, Md ’85
barbara Rickler, Md and Michael 

lustick, Md ’78
darryl Mann
Joel Marasigan
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Martell
Mr. and Mrs. William Mccarthy
Mr. and Mrs. daniel McGraw
catherine McQuillan
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Milczarski

Mr. and Mrs. alan Minchenberg
lori a. Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. Princewill ogbuji
Mr. and Mrs. Richard osgood
alsacia Pacsi
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pericozzi
Mr. and Mrs. stuart Rabinowtiz
orin Rossett
Florence sabbat
Jesse sanders and cheryl davis
Mr. and Mrs. duncan savage
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph sheehan
Mr. and Mrs. eduard shimonov
neal M. shindel, Md ’80 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard stram
Russell and Maria titone
helen trigazis
tenlin tsai
toan Vo and Mai le
david and elaine Wackerow
Robyn and Michael Weiner, Md ’87
nancy Whiting
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Wiese
Glenn l. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Zagieboylo
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ziolkowski

$1-$99
norman angelino and theresa lee
Rose asante
lauryn belton
Kenneth and Kathleen caiola
Joseph and lori calleo
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey campbell
Frank and stephanie chiaravalloti
Mr. and Mrs. Mark delaney
nicholas and evelyn Fiorenza
Jan Gould
edward and Joanne Grove
Mr. and Mrs. eli halpern
Kevin and Jeanne harris
barry and sarah heitner
Mr. and Mrs. dale Janson
Mr. and Mrs. John lemley
Kong luk and sio leng chio
William and alice Mcnamara
Mr. and Mrs. seymour Pepper
Mr. and Mrs. Muralidhar Reddy
Warren and andrea Replansky
Mr. and Mrs. stephen Rossettie
Mr. and Mrs. simon G. saba
Mr. and Mrs. thomas santacrose
Mr. and Mrs. Richard schwartz
Mr. and Mrs. thomas stimson
Mr. and Mrs. Michael storonsky
Gertrude sylin
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wiener
douglas and bridget Zimmerman

Robert lubanski, Jr., Md ’87, and 
Robert lubanski, sr., Md ’62. Robert 
Jr. was back to celebrate his 25-year 
reunion while Robert sr. was cele-
brating his 50-year reunion.

George Fulmer, Md ’47, with daughters, ann 
Fulmer and Kathleen Fulmer booth during 
Reunion Weekend 2012

Richard cantor, Md 
’76, with daughter, 
liza cantor ’16 at 
her White coat 
ceremony  
in august
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Qdeceased 

Honor, Memorial Gifts
In memory of shirley bender
claudia leslie and louis lipschutz

In memory of audrey bethel
Priscilla R. leslie

In memory of John s. and frances  
p. bisognano
John d. bisognano, Md ’90

In memory of patrick bolton
ethel and Martin M. black, Md ’51

In memory of arthur brook
claudia leslie and louis lipschutz

In memory of frances Columbo
claudia leslie and louis lipschutz

In memory of stephen E. Cummings
James J. cummings, Md ’82

In memory of andrew Cusher
sharon hertz, Md ’86

In memory of Reuben denenberg
claudia leslie and louis lipschutz

In memory of alfred W. doust,  
md ’35 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. doust

In memory of Robert h. Eich, md
larry s. charlamb, Md ’88
Priscilla R. leslie

In memory of alfred f. Enwright
ahPia solutions inc

In memory of leon fein
Valerie J. Fein-Zachary, Md ’82

In memory of J. howard  
ferguson
anonymous

In memory of stuart h. forster,  
md ’80
timothy e. dudley, Md ’80

In memory of Edward T.  
gaffney, md ’61
Marcia Gaffney

In memory of morey geenbaum
claudia leslie and louis lipschutz

In memory of Rosalie gill
claudia leslie and louis lipschutz

In memory of sol gill
claudia leslie and louis lipschutz

In memory of sid green
claudia leslie and louis lipschutz

In memory of James W. 
hepplewhite, md ’48
helen hepplewhite

In memory of abraham huber and 
Richard muellerleile
irving huber, Md ’76

In memory of E. gregory  
Keating, phd
evan b. Grossman, Md ’04
burk Jubelt, Md

In memory of martha s. Kincaid, 
md ’73
david cowell
donald day
Joseph Kuder
thomas J. Madejski, Md ’86
Gerard Palmer
Jim Wood

In memory of sonya a. labella
christina labella, Md ’91
John labella, Md ’91
Joseph labella
diane and brian Maloney, Md
lori J. Mosca, Md ’84
Ralph Mosca, Md ’85
Wallace l. Philips

In memory of Ellen lawson  
stevens, md
thomas and shannon dixon
tom and suzanne hennessey
shaun and Julie laVancher
oneida savings bank
terrence and carrie Quain
Gerard and ellen Romagnoli
Janice a. Romagnoli
John and Marybeth Romagnoli
Joann and Ralph l. stevens, Md ’81

In memory of leonard lax
claudia leslie and louis lipschutz

In memory of stanley d.  
leslie, md ’51
shawky Z. a. badawy, Md
Philip l. Ferro, Md ’54
bruce M. leslie, Md ’78
claudia leslie and louis lipschutz
Priscilla R. leslie
cynthia b. stewart

In memory of Erich h. loewy,  
md ’54
Roberta loewy

In memory of Irene “Iloo” lynch
clara baker
heidi brouillette
M. louise brouillette
Roger and nancy brouillette
susan h. coad
clare e. collins and louis Post
Martha b. debrule
Patrick and Patricia diFlorio
stephen and beryl Gavitt
Joan c. hatfield
bud and nancy haylor
steve and Karlene Keysar
Robert and lee Kiborn
donald and louise Knight
carolyn Komar
david and Mary littlefield
catherine M. o’brien and laurie smith
ed and Janet Paine

Frances b. Pierpoint
George and Marilyn Richardson
M. catherine Richardson, esq
F. Michael and Kathleen stapleton
James and linda tiedje
irene o. Ward
Marvin and Judith Weber
Joan e. Wood
Zeke and Marilyn Zerkel

In memory of patrick T.  
mathews md ’03
n. barry berg, Phd
Marcia Mathews

In memory of marty  
michaels, md ’81
c. Michael Franklin, Md ’81

In memory of Ethel miller
claudia leslie and louis lipschutz

In memory of lewis m.  
Neporent, md ’57
arlene neporent

In memory of leslie Neulander
Martin M. black, Md ’51

In memory of adrienne panitz
norman l. Fienman, Md ’66

In memory of Julius schwartz,  
md ’33 
national analysts, inc
louise Judith schwartz
susan schwartz Mcdonald, Phd

In memory of Zella m. small, md ’77
tammy l. anthony, Md ’86
arthritis health assoc., Pllc
n. barry berg, Phd
Richard J. blair, Md
Jody s. bleier, Md ’77
shaun a. blumin
elma b. boyko
Jerry brown, Md ’74
stephen and shari cohen
William and sylvia cohen
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. doust
Jane l. Falkenstein, Md ’69
Jack and Marian Glisson
diane F. Green-el, Md ’78
Roger and estelle hahn
david Kennedy
dr. david J. Kennedy
the Family of Marty Kennedy
Jeffrey J. Kirshner, Md and lorraine 

Rapp
lawrence W. Krieger, Md
Magnetic diagnostic Resources  

of cny, llP
Master sun chongs tae Kwon  

do center
John t. Mccarthy, Md ’69
Medical Management Resources, inc
Joanne Morganti
Pierre and Joye Morrisseau
William and Kathleen Murphy
donna e. neal

Patricia J. numann, Md ’65
david Patruno
Patruno electric, inc
Ronald Pelligra
Martin and laurie Rothschild
dr. and Mrs. Richard M. Rozanski
andrew J. Rurka, Md ’70
bernard schneider
Richard d. schneider
david J. seeley, Md ’78
James and Maureen sheedy
K. bruce simmons, Md ’79
syracuse chargers track club, inc
syracuse sunrise Rotary club
Mr. and Mrs. George theis
the theis Family of Fort Worth, tX
stephanie and Gregory a. threatte, 

Md ’73
hayes h. Wanamaker, Md ’85
evelyn d. White
cheryl d. Wills, Md ’91
beatrice and albert l. Zens, Md ’75

In memory of Joseph a.  
smith, md ’72
carol smith

In memory of John p. Tasso
Maria tasso longo, Md, ’84

In memory of Windsor s. Thomas
beth Wiedeman, Md ’97

In memory of dr. oscar and  
mrs. luba Trief
adam himmelsbach
daniel himmelsbach
Paula trief, Phd

In memory of harold h.  
Wanamaker, md ’56
anonymous
tammy l. anthony, Md ’86
Michael Gordon, Phd
Wendy Gordon, Phd 
Vincent J. Kuss, Mba
hayes h. Wanamaker, Md ’85
John R. Wanamaker, Md ’87

In memory of Edward Weinberg
drew and teresa alexandrou

In memory of Elaine yoffa hornung
Gary and tammy hornung
Jack e. yoffa, Md ’69

In memory of sidney p. Zimmerman, 
md 12/’43
Gloria Zimmerman

In honor of a. geno andreatta
Paul F. bachman, Md ’77
Mark s. Persky, Md ’72

In honor of lynn Cleary, md
national board of Medical examiners

In honor of Norman  
fienman, md ’66
lisa lefkowitz along with Mike, alex, 

Zach and claire
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In honor of Roan glocker, md ’07 
& his graduation from the univ 
of Rochester’s general surgery 
program
Mr. and Mrs. david Glocker

In honor of geraldyne hobika
Joy Flaschner

In honor of maryanne and Neil 
hornung’s Nuptial Celebration
Jack e. yoffa, Md ’69

In honor of Ellen Cook Jacobsen, 
md ’50
department of Psychiatry
Michael Gordon, Phd
Wendy Gordon, Phd 
eugene a. Kaplan, Md ’57

In honor of the R-med fund for 
Northern Ny
hugh s. Fulmer, Md ’51

In honor of John J. Regan, md ’78
Gerald n. Goldberg, Md ’78

In honor of the marriage of Kelly 
and steven J. scheinman, md
dr. Paul and Mrs. stephanie Kross

In honor of Elinor spring-mills, phd
Michael baccoli, Md ’92

In honor of susan b. stearns, phd
anonymous
Jennifer h. abbott
carol l. bender, Md ’72
sarah c. burns
amy t. campbell, Md
lois chiu, Md ’03
barbara Ferro
Jamie shutter, Md ’01
K. bruce simmons, Md ’79
susan stearns, Phd

In honor of the upstate medical 
alumni foundation staff
colleen Kiefer

In honor of Kok-peng yu, md ’77
Paul M. Grossberg, Md ’75 

Honoring the Philanthropy that  
Created Endowed Scholarships
Peter J. adasek, Md ’65 scholarship 
a. Geno andreatta scholarship
benjamin n. and Mollie P. aronovitz  

Memorial scholarship 
the ayanian Family scholarship  

(endowed by Zaven ayanian, Md ’59)
n. barry berg scholarship for  

Musculoskeletal Medicine
the Martin black Family scholarship (endowed by  

drs. Martin, Gerald, Michael and Robert black)
George J. buchholtz, Md ’52 scholarship
bernard J. burke, Md ’43 scholarship
leonard d. carpenter, Md ’33 and Ruth e.  

carpenter Memorial scholarship
class of 1966 scholarship 
carol Kavanagh and class of 1973 scholarship 
douglas e. cox, Md ’63 scholarship
edwin t. dailey, Md ’68 Memorial scholarship 
the dracker Family scholarship
Robert eitches Md ’78 scholarship in honor of  

shirley and irving eitches
alfred F. and shirley d. enwright endowed scholarship 

(endowed by Michael o’leary, Md ’78 and colleen 
enwright o’leary, Md ’78)

Joseph c. Fischer, Md ’79 Memorial scholarship 
sarah loguen Fraser, Md, class of 1876 scholarship
Joseph J. Gadbaw, Md 12/’43 and ann Gadbaw 

scholarship
Max Gara and Robert h. Gara, Md ’56 scholarship 
the Garakani Family scholarship
samuel Gersten, Md ’39 and Martha Gersten endowed 

scholarship
Jerome c. Goldstein, Md ’63 and Rochelle  

Goldstein scholarship
Frances a. harmatuk, Md ’41 scholarship 
Grant hobika, Md ’52 scholarship 
Robert V.P. hutter, Md ’54 and Ruth l.  

hutter scholarship 
Kasten aker Family scholarship
e. Gregory Keating, Phd Memorial scholarship
sonya a. labella Memorial scholarship
stanley d. leslie, Md ’51 Memorial scholarship
the lynch Family scholarship
alphonse a. Maffeo, Md ’72 scholarship
b. dale Magee, Md ’75 scholarship
Patrick t. Mathews, Md ’03 Memorial scholarship
James l. McGraw, Md ’41 scholarship
Medical alumni Foundation Founders scholarship
Medical alumni Foundation student Fund
Gustave P. Milkey, Md ’43 and Janet b.  

Milkey Merit scholarship 

Peggy and adolph Morlang, Md ’66 scholarship
Rudolph J. napodano, Md ’59 scholarship 
sam and carol nappi endowed scholarship 
onondaga county Medical society Medical  

student scholarship
betty Reiss, Md ’68 and Jacob Reiss, Md ’68  

Family endowed scholarship
esther and Monroe Richman, Md ’55 scholarship 
samuel Rosenthal, Md ’64 scholarship 
sanders/Kilkelly scholarship 
the schein Family scholarship
Jack J. schneider, Md ’66 scholarship 
Julius schwartz, Md ’33 scholarship 
John b. and henrietta e. simeone scholarship in Memory 

of Fiorindo a. simeone, Md 
Frederick W. sloan, Md ’74 scholarship
susan b. stearns, Phd scholarship for  

community engagement
susan b. stearns, Phd scholarship for  

international travel
stevens Madison oneida counties scholarship
subik Family scholarship
dr. oscar and Mrs. luba trief Memorial scholarship
barbara and harold h. Wanamaker, Md ’56 scholarship
andrew d. Weinberg, Md ’78 Memorial  

Geriatric scholarship
susan and Jack yoffa, Md ’69 in Memory of  

elaine yoffa hornung scholarship
leanne and Frank e. young, Md ’56  

scholarship 

aWaRds
alfred W. doust, Md endowed Program in 

otolaryngology
Medical alumni Recruitment awards
student citizen awards
herbert M. Weinman, Md ’65 and suzy  

Weinman scholarship award

fElloWshIps
ellen cook Jacobsen, Md ’50  

Fellowship in Psychiatry

lECTuREshIps
the lawrence Pickett, Md endowed lectureship  

in Pediatric surgery
the donald and Mary elizabeth King endowed lectureship

pRofEssoRshIps
Medical alumni endowed Professorship in bioethics
Patricia J. numann, Md ’65 endowed Professorship
lloyd s. Rogers endowed Professorship in surgery
leanne and Frank e. young, Md ’56 Phd endowed  

chair in biomedical science
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Helping Hands
uPstate Medical students iMPact the syRacuse coMMunity  

thRouGh a day oF VolunteeR seRVice.

people who choose medicine as 
a career tend to be people who 

like to help others. A group of first 
and secondyear Upstate medical 
students demonstrated that clearly 
during a studentorganized volunteer 
day event.

on September 8, more than 150 
students spent the day lending some 
muscle at nine nonprofit agencies 
throughout the greater Syracuse 
community, engaged in tasks ranging 
from painting and yard work to muck
ing horse stalls and planting trees. 

The event was conceived and 
organized by secondyear students 
Alyson Weiner and Matthew Wiese. 
“Most students are already volun
teering somewhere in the communi
ty,” says Wiese. “But sometimes it’s 
hard to fit a regularly weekly com
mitment into the academic demands 
of medical school. For some people, 
a oneday event is more accessible.”

Weiner and Wiese brainstormed 
the event during a road trip to 
Boston at the beginning of the sum
mer. When they returned, they 
contacted Upstate’s Center for Civic 
engagement, which manages student 
volunteer opportunities.

With the Center’s stamp of 
approval, they began lining up vol
unteer locations, starting first with 
the regular volunteer sites visited 
weekly by Upstate students, such as 
the Southwest Community Center 
and the Rescue Mission, then lined 
up additional agencies to provide 
enough work for the 150 anticipated 
volunteers. The students secured 
donations from local businesses to 
provide meals and snacks for the 
volunteers, and solicited local physi
cians’ offices for sponsorship of the 
five projects that required supplies.

“It was important to us that we 
didn’t impose on the organizations 
in any way,” says Weiner, who says 
nonperishable supplies (such as 
shovels) were donated to the organi
zations where they were used.

Despite less than ideal weather 
conditions, including heavy rain 
and strong winds, students turned 
out in force for the event and most 
were able to stay at their designated 
sites for the duration of the day. 
one group was sent back due to 
the weather, so instead of picking 
vegetables at a community farm, 
they spent the day sorting medical 
supplies to be sent to thirdworld 
countries at the Center for Civic 
engagement offices. 

Wiese led a team of 10 students 

at the Salvation Army. Instead of 
doing yard clean up as originally 
planned, they painted hallways in the 
building. Weiner spent the day at the 
Syracuse Parks Conservancy, lead
ing a group of 40 students weeding, 
clearing brush, and planting trees, 
wet weather and all.

At the end of the day, students 
regrouped in the Setnor lobby for 
dinner, sponsored by the Medical 
Alumni Association, and the opportu
nity to trade stories about their expe
riences and accomplishments. “We 
were all impressed by how grateful 
all of the sites were for our help,” 
says Weiner. “They really appreciated 
our efforts and that made everybody 
feel great. We were all exhausted, 
but it was a day well spent.”

But that wasn’t the end of it. 
Plans are already underway to make 
student volunteer day an annual 
event, which Weiner and Wiese want 
to expand to include students from 

second-year students 
david berke, nicole 
thompson, and lauren 
Zagieboylo at Matthew 
25 Farm

Zoe Kostarellis ’16 volunteering at 
brady Faith center
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all four colleges at Upstate. “We all 
have the same common interest in 
helping others and being part of our 
community,” says Wiese.

At least one of the sites has gone 
from being a “done in a day” project, 
to a regular student volunteer site, 
thanks to the efforts of one of the 
student volunteers.

Secondyear student Sarah leahy 
spent volunteer day at From the 
Ground Up, a farm that provides a 
therapeutic riding program for people 
with physical, emotional, and learn
ing disabilities. 

Although she spent the day 
mucking horse stalls and cleaning the 
riding arena, leahy learned the orga
nization was in need of volunteers 
willing to be trained as side walkers, 
to walk alongside those undergo
ing therapy. When she got back to 
Upstate, she talked with Siobhan 
Arey, program director at the Center 
for Civic engagement, about the pos
sibility of adding From the Ground 
Up to the roster of regular student 
volunteer sites.

“She was as excited about it as I 
was,” leahy recalls. Four days later, 
leahy and seven other medical and 
nursing students were getting trained 
at From the Ground Up, where stu
dents have continued to volunteer 
every Wednesday since. 

“It’s been amazing to see how 
much people get out of this therapy,” 
says leahy. “It’s part physical therapy 
and part animal therapy, and hon
estly, I think I get some therapy out 
of it, too.”

That’s a common theme. As 
much as students contribute to the 
community, they all express getting 
just as much back in return.

“All of the organizations we part
nered with were impressed by and 
grateful for the work our students 
did on volunteer day and are excited 
to have us back to help out in the 
future,” says Arey. “our students have 
so much to offer our community, and 
so much to learn from it as well.” 

above: students working  
through the rain at 
Matthew 25 Farm

left: Michael enechukwu 
’16, Rahul shah ’15,  
and dami oluyede ’15  
volunteering at From  
the Ground up

upstate student volunteers at the  
southwest community center

More community 
outreach

Upstate students made a lot of Syracuse 
thirdgraders happy by taking part in the 

Corporate Volunteer Council of Central new york 
(CVC) Dictionary Project, which distributed english 
and Spanish dictionaries to more than 1,600 students 
in the Syracuse City School District.

Upstate students delivered 103 dictionaries to 
the Rev. Martin luther King Jr. magnet elementary 
school, which is one of Upstate’s Center for Civic 
engagement‘s community partners.

The CVC is a coalition of businesses, organizations 
and associations that recognize the importance of vol
unteerism in our community.  The CVC functions as a 
partner of United Way of Central new york, operating 
independently but receiving support from United Way. 
It was the seventh year Upstate students participated 
in the project.

upstate medical students corey Vasisko ’15 and 
chelsea debolt ’15 with students at the Rev.  
Martin luther King magnet school on national 
dictionary day.
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1942
frederick N. Roberts, of 
Syracuse, ny, notes “there 
are not many of us left 
from the Class of 1942. 
Those 70 years flew by too 
fast.”

1947
Richard k. Dickinson, of 
Jamesville, ny, and Miriam 
are still going strong. “A 
family wedding at Block 
Island, RI, prevented our 
being with you this past 
fall.”

1948
Donald N. schwing, of 
onekama, MI, retired six 
months ago and is still 
alive and energetic at 90.

 1951
Hugh s. fulmer, of 
northborough, MA, was 
awarded the Alumni Award 
of Merit at Harvard School 
of Public Health in the Fall 
2011. This award is the 
highest honor presented to 
an alumnus and recognizes 
professional excellence in 
the field of public health.

1954
William H. Hampton, 
Jr., of Greenwich, CT, has 
been married 60 years to 
Syracuse alumna Carol 
Anthony, Class of 1950. 
He has three children, 
eight grandchildren, and 
one greatgrandchild. 
He still works fulltime 
in the private practice of 
psychiatry and still makes 
house calls.

albert f. Mangan, of Port 
Angeles, WA, is not doing 
much fishing or golfing 
anymore. He’s been retired 
for 30 years, still wintering 
in Arizona, but it’s a solo 
trip now since Helen 
passed away this winter.

1956
Donald N. Mantle, of 
Alex Bay, ny, is doing fine!

arthur I. segaul, of 
Carbondale, Co, moved 
to Colorado full time from 
Florida last February. He 
will try to make the 60th 
reunion.

1958
seymour Zimbler, of 
Boston, MA, was honored 
by the Massachusetts 
orthopedic Association 
with the orthopedist of the 
year Award in May.

1959
Zaven s. ayanian, of 
Matawan, nJ, writes 
that his son, John Zaven 
Ayanian, MD, MPP, has 
been appointed as the first 
director of the University 
of Michigan Institute of 
Healthcare Policy and 
Innovation. In this position, 
John will work to develop 
the Institute’s potential as 
one of the nation’s pow
erhouses of health service 
research, health care 
policy development and 
innovations in health care 
delivery. His second son, 
Mark Armen Ayanian, MD, 
is a practicing pediatrician 
with offices in Winchester, 
MA. His daughter, Susan 

Ayanian Pereles, BSn, MPH, 
is employed by Autism 
Speaks as an event director 
of the national Capital area 
in Washington, D.C. She is 
also the volunteer founder 
and director of an annual 
July 4th 5K Race, held in 
Potomac, MD, to benefit 
Autism Speaks. Through her 
efforts, this race has raised 

stuart K. Cohan ’49,  of 
Houston, TX, has retired for 
the second time, this time 
from teaching pediatric 
residents at the University 
of Texas, Houston, Medical 
School, which he’s done for 
11 years since retiring from 
practice. “Try it, you’ll like 
it!” he writes.

The Lubera family

The Ayanian family
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WIllIam TuCKER, md ‘61

A Clear Vision
the Dalai lama brought his vision of world peace and 

inner harmony to Syracuse University during a two
day visit in october. When he departed, the Buddhist 
leader left with something of his own: clearer vision in 
the more physical sense.

It came compliments of William M. Tucker, MD 
’61, a Fayetteville, new york, ophthalmologist who was 
asked to treat the Dalai lama for a vision problem.

“every time you see the Dalai lama, you’ll know 
that the glasses centered on his face were made in 
Syracuse,” says Dr. Tucker.

notice of the surprise visit began when his office 
manager received a phone call from an area doctor 
referring the Dalai lama as a patient. Tucker said he 
initially thought it was a joke, responding that he could 
probably fit the Dalai lama in that afternoon, in the 
appointment canceled by elvis.

Reality hit when the office was informed a short 
time later that the entire northeast Medical Center 
building would have to undergo security clearance 
before the Dalai lama could arrive the following day. 

“There was an entourage of more than 40 secu
rity cars — a whole fleet of black SUVs and Cadillac 
escalades and smaller cars. It was not a small undertak
ing,” says Tucker, who spent a restless night in nervous 
anticipation. 

Those nerves disappeared almost immediately when 
the Dalai lama was ushered into the office. “He was 

one of the friendliest, warmest, most welcoming, 
downtoearth human beings that I have met in 
decades,” Tucker says. “He made us all feel wel
come right from the beginning.”

Tucker greeted the holy man with a tradi
tional gift, a red scarf that he purchased the night 
before, and then shared a wideranging conversa
tion while waiting for eye drops to take effect.

“He was very open to listening to others’ 
opinions, especially when they are reasonable,” 
Tucker says of the visit, which lasted twoanda
half hours. “He asked me about Judaism, and he 
asked about questions of humanity in general. He 
was very willing to listen — and listen intently — 
about what I had to say about Judaism. I don’t 
think I converted him, but we did have a great 

commonality connecting as human beings.”
Tucker asked the Dalai lama to bless his office staff, 

his two daughters, and his ability to help others.

“He said, ‘no, no, my friend. The blessing comes 
from within you, not from within me,’” Tucker said. “The 
way he said it, he was so selfassured, that blessings 
come from within. It was probably the single most strik
ing thing that he said to me.”

once the examination was complete, Tucker had a 
local optician fit three pairs of the Dalai lama’s dated 
frames with new lenses, which were overnighted to him 
later that week. 

Before the Dalai lama left, Tucker was presented 
with a traditional white Buddhist scarf and praise that 
caught the doctor off guard.

“He bowed and said, ‘It was a pleasure and privilege 
to meet you. you are a great man,’” Tucker recalls. 

“And I was thinking to myself, that’s just the total 
opposite of how I feel. It was my privilege, my pleasure 
and my honor to have helped him.”

—Chris Wagner
Adapted with permission by the Syracuse PostStandard. 
Copyright 2012.

Dr. William Tucker with the Dalai Lama

approximately $2.5 million 
dollars over the past 12 
years. Dr. Ayanian is retired, 
but continues to volunteer 
at the Parker Health  
Center in Red Bank, nJ.  
The Ayanians have been 
blessed with 10 grand
children, five of whom are 
currently college students.

Dick Lubera, of Grosse 
Pointe, MI, has a very busy 
fulltime internal medicine 
practice. He usually finds 
the greatest honors he 
receives are from his 
patients, however, he was 
recently voted by physician 
peers in Southeastern 
Michigan, as a “TopDoc” in 
the Internal Medicine cat
egory of the metropolitan 
Detroit monthly magazine 
Hour Detroit 2012 “Top 
Doc” issue. The “Top Docs” 
of his hospital, St. John 
Providence, will be honored 
at its “Top Doc” awards 
banquet. He and his wife, 
liz, are greatly enjoying 
their wonderful children 
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and grandchildren, all their 
company and activities; 
academics, sports and 
music. Their oldest grand
child, Sarah, was the first 
to leave for college this 
fall, to loyola University. 
The others will soon follow. 
He and liz love to spend 
time in the outer Banks, 
nC, and had a great time 
there last summer with the 
family. In spite of his busy 
schedule, he manages to fit 
in playing his violin with his 
quartet and enjoys tennis 
with family and his tennis 
group. He says he finds 
his life as stimulating and 
exciting as it was when he 
started his practice in 1966.

1960
Julian M. aroesty, 
of lexington, MA, has 
retired from active patient 
management but is still 
teaching, writing (two 
chapters in an internal 
medicine board review 
book), reviewing mal
practice cases for Harvard 
and Massachusetts jurors, 
consulting for a medical 
device company, and 
visiting family. He’s also 
reading a Kindle book, 
mostly history, every week 
or so. “Idle hands are the 
devil’s workshop. no idle
ness here,” he writes.

1961
arthur sternberg, of 
Suffern ny, retired from 
the active practice of 
psychiatry (private) after 
38 years but remains an 
attending staff psychiatrist 
at elmhurst Hospital in 
Queens, where he’s been 
on staff 45 years.

1962
William J. Mesibov, of 
Mill neck, ny, invites 
alumni to visit his website: 
smartpediatricadvice.com.

John Ritrosky, Jr., of Fort 
Myers, Fl, is still working 
fulltime: pediatrics, hos
pital rounds, regular night 
call, and eMR.

1963
Carl salzman, of 
Watertown, MA, is 
professor of psychiatry at 
Harvard Medical School 
and is affiliated with 
Massachusetts Mental 
Health Center and Beth 
Israel Deaconess Medical 
Center. He also continues a 
clinical practice of psycho
therapy and psychophar
macology. His nonworking 
life has also been grati
fying, but he lost his wife 
of 45 years unexpectedly 
last April, when she sud
denly died of an myocardial 
infarction. “She was an 
extraordinary woman, wife, 
mother, and grandmother, 
as well as a practicing 
psychologist, researcher, 
novelist, and opera singer,” 
Salzman writes. “Her loss 

has left a big hole in my 
life, although my two 
children and two grandsons 
have been spectacular in 
their love and support.” 
He remains in touch with 
classmates gus Davis and 
arnie Cohen. “They are 
both well and continuing 
to thrive, and have been 
enormously helpful and 
supportive at this time of 
loss and adjustment.”

1964
edward Burak, of 
englewood Cliffs, nJ, writes 
that his son, Jarett Burak 
‘02, is now a muscular 
skeletal radiologist at 
north Shore, long Island 
Jewish Medical Center. He 
has three grandchildren 
and is expecting the fourth 
in March 2013.

Murray J. Miller, of 
lauderdaleByTheSea, 
Fl, is still practicing endo
crinology full time in Fort 
lauderdale, his 39th year. 
“Feeling pretty good at age 
74,” he writes.

1965
peter J. adasek, of 
Colorado Springs, Co, 
and little Falls, ny, was 
recently promoted to 
clinical professor in the 
Department of Pediatrics at 
the University of Colorado 
School of Medicine. He is 
semiretired and continues 
to lecture on child abuse 
issues nationally and 
internationally. This past 
August, he and his fiancée, 
Sun Creecy, traveled in 
new york, new england, 
and Canada. 

Robert Mindelzun, of 
Palo Alto, CA, was born in 
Warsaw, Poland, on the eve 
of World War II and has 
written a book describing 
the first 14 years after his 
family’s imprisonment in 
the Arctic regions of the 
Soviet Union. The book, 
The Marrow of Memory, 
is available from lulu 
Publishing:  http://www.
lulu.com/shop/. He con
tinues to work as professor 
of radiology at Stanford 
University.

1966
Louis a. Rosati, of Mesa, 
AZ, has retired from private 
practice of pathology with 
Clinical Pathology and 
Associates and Sonora 
laboratory Sciences, 
but continues teaching 
at University of Arizona 
College of Medicine, 
Phoenix. He was honored 
for CMe commitment 
with the Rosati education 
Center at Banner Desert 
Medical Center.

1967
Roger a. Breslow, of new 
Hartford, ny, works in 
internal medicine with the 
SlocumDickson Medical 
Group in the Utica area. 
He’s learning Spanish, 
Russian, and Serbo
Croation from patients.

Peter Adasek and fiancé  
Sun Creecy
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Norman J. Marcus, of 
new york, ny, published 
his second book with 
Simon & Schuster, End 
Back Pain Forever, last June.

1969
John t. McCarthy and 
Jane L. falkenstein, of 
Troy, ny, are enjoying their 
nonhammock retirement 
immensely but can’t figure 
out why the days are so 
short when they get up 
earlier and go to bed later 
than when they were gain
fully employed.

Jon D. shanser, of 
olympic Valley, CA, has 
retired from active practice 
of diagnostic radiology at 
Saint Francis Memorial 
Hospital in San Francisco, 
where he had been 
since 1981. He’s working 
parttime from home as 
medical director of clinical 
service for HealthHelp, 
Inc. located in Houston, 
Tx, doing radiology benefit 
management to try to curb 
unnecessary overutilization 
of hitech imaging services. 
He and his wife, Carol, 
sold their home in Marin 
County, CA, in 2010, and 
are enjoying a very active 
lifestyle in the mountains: 
skiing at Squaw Valley, 
hiking and biking the 
trails around lake Tahoe, 
and more recently, doing 
stand up paddle boarding 
on one of the most scenic 
lakes in America. Their son, 
Micah, a 2009 graduate of 
University of Denver, lives 
in Bellingham, WA, where 
he is doing wilderness and 
ecotherapy with “troubled” 
teenage boys,  while at 

the same time pursuing 
his master’s degree. “If 
any classmates happen to 
find themselves skiing in 
the Tahoe area, please get 
in touch so we can make 
some turns together!”

1970
frederic s. auerbach, of, 
Portland, oR, works with 
overseas nGos. His son, 
Joshua auerbach ’08, is 
completing a fellowship in 
regional anesthesia at the 
University of Pittsburgh. 

Walter erston, has been 
retired for the past eight 
years, spending time 
with his wife, Suzanne, in 
both Charlotte, nC, and 
Charleston, SC. He writes 
an aviation safety blog 
(www.operationsafeflight.
blogspot.com) aimed at 
the general aviation pilot, 
which is based upon his 
40plus years of involve
ment with aviation.

Lloyd I. sederer, of new 
york, ny, is chief medical 
officer for the new york 
State office of Mental 
Health and his new book, 
The Family Guide to Mental 
Health Care (WW norton), 
will be released in spring 
2013. He is also medical 
editor for mental health for 
the Huffington Post, where 
his posts appear several 
times a month.

Mark L. Wolraich, of 
oklahoma City, oK, 
received the C. Anderson 
Aldrich Award from the 
American Academy of 
Pediatrics for outstanding 
work in the area of child 
health and human develop
ment. He and his wife are 

well and finally married 
off their third child, while 
a third grandchild (a girl) 
was born last spring, 
with a fourth expected in 
January. He continues as 
the chief of the Section 
of Developmental and 
Behavioral Pediatrics at the 
University of oklahoma 
Health Sciences Center and 
plans to retire in 2015.

Nathan J. Zuckerman, 
of langhorne, PA, is no 
longer in oB/Gyn practice 
and is currently a medial 
director with United 
Healthcare. He is enjoying 
golf and his grandchildren 
while dividing his time 
between naples, Fl, and 
Pennsylvania.

1971
eugene M. kenigsberg, 
of Woodland Hill, CA, is 
semiretired but sill prac
ticing allergy and clinical 
immunology at Kaiser 
Permanente in Woodland 
Hills, CA.

1972
David N. osser, of 
needham, MA, is sorry 
he was unable to make 
his 40th reunion but was 
thinking of everyone.

1973
James H. philip and 
Beverly khnie philip, 
of Chestnut Hill, MA, 
were speakers at the 
2011 World Congress of 
Anesthesiologists held in 
Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 
March 2012. They lectured 
about their respective 
specialty areas of inhala
tion drug kinetics and 
anesthesia for ambulatory 
surgery. The week of work 
also included enjoying the 
beautiful city. Afterwards, 
they visited Cuzco, Peru, 
and then did an exhila
rating  fourday trek on the 
original Inca Trail along the 
heights of the Andes into 
Machu Picchu, the “lost 
city of the Incas.” Beverly 
and Jim see their grand
daughter often, who will 

Peter F. Coccia ’68,  of Omaha, NE, is 
the Ittner Professor and vice chairman 
of the Department of Pediatrics at the 
University of Nebraska Medical Center. His 
article, “Don’t Give Up - They Eventually 
Grow Up: Issues in AYA Medicine,” was 
recently published in the Journal of National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network.
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be two in February; their 
physician son (her dad) and 
the PhD researcher son are 
doing well.

1974
Robert a. edelman, of 
Mill neck, ny, and wife, 
ellen, are proud grandpar
ents of Saige, Morgan, luke, 
and elliot.

1975
James a. terzian,  of 
Vestal, ny, joined the 
Upstate Medical Alumni 
Foundation Board this year. 
His son, Jim terzian ‘07, is 
now an interventional radi
ologist and his daughter, 
Susan, practices law in 
D.C. He and his wife, Dolly, 
celebrated 41 years of  
marriage this past August.

1977
Charles C. gibbs, of 
Rainbow lake, ny, was 
elected Speaker of the 
House of Delegates for the 

new york State Society 
of Anesthesiologists in 
December 2011.

steven kant and Joanne 
Wible-kant, of easton, 
CT, write, “Best wishes to 
our fellow classmates. Wish 
we could have been there 
(reunion) with you.”

Robert M. kellman, of 
Fayetteville, ny, has been 
appointed president of 
the American Academy 
of Facial Plastic and 
Reconstructive Surgery. Dr. 
Kellman has been teaching 
medicine for more than 30 
years, and, in part, it was 
this commitment to educa
tion that helped earn him 
the AAFPRS presidency.

Carolyn a. smith, of 
Chicago, Il, is an adjunct 
professor of medicine at 
northwestern Medical 
School in Chicago.

1978
Mark Davis, of Abingdon, 
MD, has published a new 
book, Obamacare: Dead on 
Arrival, which details “the 
deficits and detriments 

of a legislation that never 
should have been rammed 
through Congress,” pub
lished by Healthnets.

Dana gage, of new york 
ny, traveled to Rome in 
May to speak at the Arts et 
Medicina Conference and 
has been asked to speak 
again next year. She has 
also been preparing for a 
presentation of her first 
play “Tandem Journey,” 
which was shown at the 
Performing the World 
Conference in new york 
City in october, and is 
running a series of narra
tive medicine workshops 
for caregivers and friends 
of patients with AlS. 
They meet at Burke 
Rehabilitation Center in 
White Plains. last month, 
they skyped in a home
bound patient and her 
sister from Pennsylvania. 
She is looking forward 
to her reunion next year 
where she, Barry abrams, 
and David ansel are 
hoping to do a writing 
workshop together. 

1979
Barry f. kanzer, of 
Baldwin, ny, and wife ellen 
are enjoying granddaugh
ters, Ava and olivia. Their 
oldest son, Robert, was 
married in August.

1980
andrew W. gurman, 
of Altoona, PA, has been 
reelected by the American 
Medical Association as 
speaker of its Board of 
Trustees for 20122013. 

1982
gregg f. gerety, of 
Albany, ny, is chief of 
endrocrine at St. Peter’s 
Hospital in Albany, ny, 
and is in practice at The 
endocrine Group, in Albany.

Michael a. Ricci, of 
Poland, Me, is practicing 
vascular surgery at Central 
Maine Heart and Vascular 
Institute in lewiston, 
Me, after 23 years at the 
University of Vermont.

 1984
george t. fantry, of 
Baltimore, MD, has been 
appointed assistant dean 
for student affairs, educa
tion, and research in the 
offices of Student Affairs 
and Student Research at 
the University of Maryland 
School of Medicine.

 1985
gerard Compito,  of 
Skillman, nJ, is president 
of the medical staff at the 
University Medical Center 
of Princeton, which just 
moved into a brand new 
hospital at Plainsboro in 
May. “As a member of our 
Board of Trustees, I am 
delighted to work with such 
a dedicated group that 
could make this a success.” 
His oldest daughter 
Daniela, who was born a 
week after he graduated 
from Upstate, was married 
in September. Her first 
babysitters, frank Dolisi 
’88 and wife Sandra, were 
there to celebrate.

Grace Holmes ’76 and Thomas Holmes ‘77, 
 are going to New Zealand for a year, where  
Tom will work as a general practitioner in a 
small community on the north island. They 
anticipate getting to know people in the 
town and seeing beautiful scenery on the 
north and south islands.
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susaN RIChTER, md ’89

Healing emotional Trauma
In locales as divergent as Upstate new york, Central 

America, and a South Dakota Indian reservation, Susan 
Richter, MD ‘89, finds commonality in the patients she 
treats.

“Many of them have been traumatized in some way 
during the course of their life experiences. That may 
not be the reason they are seeking treatment, but often 
emerges as an underlying cause,” she says. “If you can 
help people rearrange some of the beliefs they have stuck 
in their heads because of those experiences, they can feel 
better.”

Dr. Richter, an Albanybased psychiatrist, treats pre
dominantly lowincome patients, many of whose mental 
ailments are based in posttraumatic stress, stemming 
from life events that range from growing up with an abu
sive parent to falling victim to sex trafficking. 

What makes her unique is not necessarily her profes
sional focus, but the holistic way she has chosen to treat 
patients—encompassing psychopharmacology, psycho
therapy, diet, lifestyle choices, and spirituality. “People get 
better this way, they’re not just managed,” says Richter, 
who studied physical therapy as an undergraduate.

Richter runs what she describes as a “faithbased 
practice grounded in 
Christian principles,” shar
ing adjoining office space 
with a Christian family 
medicine group. 

“When I started prac
ticing, I realized I needed 
the solid foundation of the 
belief system that didn’t 
change with the prevailing 
winds of culture,” she says. 
“If you’re going to deal 
with people’s thoughts, you 
have to have a base that 
doesn’t shift.”

Richter began applying 
biblical principles to her 
therapy and found that to 
be an effective foundation 
on which to build cognitive 
therapy, particularly when 
dealing with traumatized 
patients.

“When people have 
dysfunctional beliefs, in 
order to find what is true, 
you have to find truth, 
which doesn’t shift,” she 
explains. For someone feel
ing despondent because 
they think they are worth
less, for example, Richter 
works from the foundation 
that every human being 
has inherent worth because 
he or she was created by 
God. 

“Thoughts create cir
cuits in the brain, and when 
you can help a person 
change their thinking to a 
different, more functional belief, you literally are changing 
their circuits,” she says.

Richter works to help people look differently at what 
happened to them in terms of what it means about them
self. For instance, a person with an abusive parent might 
infer, quite rightly, that their parent didn’t love them. 
However, the cognitive distortion comes in when this gets 
generalized to multiple other relationships. 

“My goal is to help them realize that their parents’ 
unloving, abusive behaviors were actions committed 
against them. It doesn’t mean anything about the per
sonal worth of the survivor, and certainly does not mean 
they are unlovable by God or others,” she says. “All of 
our feelings and actions come from thoughts. When you 
impact what people think, you subsequently impact what 
they feel, and then you impact what they do. ”

In addition to her private practice, Richter has par
ticipated in medical missions for the last 15 years, mostly 
to Central America but most recently to South Dakota, 
where she worked with the native American population as 
well as the mission staff. 

“Psychiatry is highly portable,” she says. And wherever 
she goes, there’s a shortage of psychiatrists, particularly 
psychiatrists who do therapy.

But Richter is enthusiastic about her specialty. 
“outpatient psychiatry is great. you really do see people 
heal from their trauma and have functional and produc
tive lives. People are incredibly resilient.”

—Renée Gearhart Levy

Dr. Richter volunteering at 
a house building project in 
Belize.
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Richter with her husband, John
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1987
Joseph flynn, of Seattle, 
WA, became chief of the 
Division of nephrology 
at Seattle Children’s 
Hospital last spring and 
also serves as president of 
the American Society of 
Pediatric nephrology.

Robert e. Lubanski, Jr., 
of Wilmington, nC, is chief 
of staff at new Hanover 
Regional Medical Center in 
Wilmington.

1988
teresa J. karcnik-
Mahoney, continues 
as chairman of medical 
imaging at St. Francis 
Hospital in Poughkeepsie, 
ny. She and her husband, 
Ray Mahoney, celebrate 
their 20th wedding anni
versary this year. Their 
oldest daughter is a 
freshman at SUny new 
Paltz and their younger 
daughter is a sophomore in 
high school.

1989
R. eugene Bailey, of 
Manlius, ny, opened a 
nonprofit community 
health center, Christian 
Health Service, in Syracuse 
this fall. 

gordon M. ortiz, of 
Saratoga Springs, ny, says 
“can’t wait until our 25th!!”

1993
Robert e. todd, of 
liverpool, ny, and wife 
Diane celebrated their 
40th wedding anniversary 
in Bethel, ny (home of 
the original Woodstock 
Festival), in the company 
of the Beach Boys. They 
were treated to front row 
seats for the concert and 
had backstage passes for 
a “meet and greet” with 
the members of the band. 
Robert is a neurologist in 
private practice in liverpool 
and Diane is the practice 
administrator. “life is 
Good” and they are looking 
forward to next year’s 20th 
reunion of the class of ’93.

1994

Dwight a. 
owens, of 
Atlanta, GA, 
has written a book called 
Am I in a Bad Relationship?

1997
alison Mitzner, and 
her husband welcomed 
daughter Serina Isabelle 
on november 17, 2011. 
They live in Manhattan and 
she is currently a Senior 
Director at Pfizer, Inc.

2002
erica D. Berg of new City, 
ny, and Jonathan Berg 
‘03, are proud parents  
to Alexis, who is now  
nearly two years old. erica 
still practices pediatrics 
parttime in new york City 
and Jon practices pulmo
nary/critical care and sleep 
medicine near their home 
in Rockland County.

2003
Lawrence Cecchi, of 
Skaneateles, ny, has 
joined Dr. John F. Griffin’s 
Practice in Syracuse and 
oneida. Cecchi special
ized in ophthalmology at 
Geisinger Medical Center 
in Danville, PA. Since 2007, 
he had been in practice at 
Bassett Medical Center in 
Cooperstown, ny. While 
there, he was attending 
ophthalmologist and was 
the first doctor at Bassett 
to use cataract surgery 
innovations including 

Serina, daughter of Alison Mitzner Lawrence Cecchi

Robert and Diane Todd with the Beach Boys



upstate Med student  
Wins syracuse Marathon

L ike many Upstate medi
cal students, Scott Ulberg 

’14 is disciplined. But Ulberg’s 
focus extends beyond his books. 
Regardless of his other demands, 
Ulberg carves out time to run 
every single day—whether it’s at 
the crack of dawn or after a full 

day at the hospital. He logs 110 to 120 miles per week. 
 “It’s not a matter of having time, it’s a matter of 

making time,” says Ulberg, a thirdyear med student 
who ran track and cross country at SUny Stonybrook. 

That “no excuses” attitude paid off on october 21 
when Ulberg finished first among 542 participants in 
the empire State Marathon in Syracuse, with a time of 
2 hours, 38 minutes and 49 seconds. It was his third 
marathonhe ran the new york City marathon last 
year (2:37:44) and the long Island Festival of Races in 
2010 (2:53:08). 

Since coming to medical school at Upstate, Ulberg 
has been active in running events throughout Central 
new york and trains with Kevin Collins, a threetime 
U.S. marathon olympic trials qualifier who’s now  
running director at the local yMCA.

Ulberg says he wasn’t leading the whole race. “I 
was in second place around mile 13,” he says. Then the 
runner he was following “pretty much came to a walk 
around mile 21,” and Ulberg passed him.

Also completing the marathon were firstyear 
medical student Matt Helm (3:56:13); CnyMPH stu
dent Kaushal nanavati (4:58:11), and faculty member 
Vladimir Sirotkin, PhD, assistant professor of Cell and 
Developmental Biology (4:08:59).

Jeremy Joslin, MD, HS ’10, Upstate assistant  
professor of emergency medicine, serves as medical 
director for the empire State Marathon.
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Alexis Berg, daughter of Erica  
and Jonathan Berg

Sari Eitches and Arun 
Ramachandran

correction of astigmatism 
and presbyopia. He also 
spearheaded resident 
education as associate pro
fessor of clinical medicine, 
maintaining affiliations 
with Albany Medical Center 
and at Columbia University. 
Besides cataract surgery, 
Cecchi is experienced in 
eyelid surgery, diagnosis 
and treatment of macular 
degeneration, glaucoma, 
and rarer medical condi
tions affecting the eyes.

2005
Bishwajit Bhattacharya, 
of Bethany, CT, completed 
his surgical critical care 
fellowship at yalenew 
Haven this year and joined 
yale School of Medicine 
as assistant professor of 
surgery in July.

2006
glenn e. groat, of Costa 
Mesa, CA, has started a 
new job with a radiology 
private practice group, 
Wieler Sein Medical Group, 
in orange County, CA, 
where he now lives with 

anne Marie tremaine. 
She is in her last year of 
dermatology residency at 
University of California at 
Irvine.

2008
gregory C. gardner, 
of South Burlington, VT, 
has accepted a fellowship 
position at the Children’s 
Hospital of Philadelphia 
in pediatric radiology 
beginning July 2013. He 
competed in the Ironman 
lake Placid Triathlon on 
July 22, 2012, an effort 
that required eight months 
of preparation balanced 
with radiology residency at 
Fletcher Allen Healthcare in 
Burlington. 

Jennifer Jarosz, of 
Durham, nC, and her 
husband, Jay Watts ‘06, 
had their second baby, 
Molly Sophia Watts, on 
April 30. Big brother Will is 
four and very excited about 
his new sister.

sarah e. Matt, and her 
family have moved to 
Austin, Tx, where she has 
joined a new practice. She 
will be providing housecall 
services to the underserved 
elderly population in the 
Austin area.

2009
Joseph Resti, of 
Pittsburgh, PA, will be 
completing his residency 
at University of Pittsburgh 
in June 2013 and going 
to Children’s Hospital of 
Philadelphia for a fellow
ship in pediatric anesthe
siology.

2010

sari B. eitches, of new 
york, ny, and arun 
Ramachandran married 
on August 25, the six 
year anniversary of their 
meeting at Upstate’s ori
entation Welcome Dance. 
They are living in new 
york City where she is an 
internal medicine resident 
at lenox Hill and Arun is a 
neurology resident at new 
york University.

House staff
Neel karne, of Beloit, WI, 
writes that Upstate has an 
excellent surgical residency 
program that truly prepares 
you for the real world.

Roscoe v. stuber, of 
Canon City, Co, is retired 
after 40 years of general 
surgical practice in Howell, 
MI. He also worked with 
Hospice for 20 years. His 
brotherinlaw, Ken Spitzer, 
is now retired from Upstate 
so he will visit periodically.

C l A S S  N o t e s
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1941
seyMoUR MaNN,  of eastchester, ny, died 
March 3. Dr. Mann served in World War II as a 
medical doctor with the U.S. Army Air Corps in the 
South West Pacific theatre. Dr. Mann practiced 
internal medicine in Tuckahoe and joined the staff 
of lawrence Hospital in Bronxville, serving his 
patients for more than 50 years. He is survived by 
his wife, Gertrude; his sons, Douglas and edward; 
daughter Janice; and several other relatives.

1946
WesLey H. BRaDLey, of Glenmont, ny, died 
october 18. Dr. Bradley practiced otology in 
Syracuse for more than 20 years and served on the 
faculty of Upstate Medical Center, teaching both 
medical students and residents. He was involved 
in pioneering work to restore hearing for those 
with otosclerosis, which involved microsurgical 
repair of the fused bones in the middle ear and 
often resulted in near complete restoration of 
hearing. Bradley served in the U.S. navy as a 
medical officer at the naval hospital in newport, 
R.I. He is survived by his wife, Barbara; sons James, 
Douglas, William and David; and several other 
relatives.

1947
WaRReN WINkeLsteIN, JR.,  of Point 
Richmond, CA, died July 22. Dr. Winkelstein was an 
epidemiologist considered a master at designing 
rigorous studies to answer tough questions about 
the cause, risk factors, and transmission of disease. 
He was best known for an AIDS project, the San 
Francisco Men’s Health Study. Winkelstein served 
in the Army during World War II. He is survived by 
his children, Rebecca, Joshua, and Shoshana; and 
several other relatives.

1949
BeRNaRD R. LUstICk, of Watertown, ny,  
died november 28. He began his pediatric training 
at Baltimore City Hospital. After serving in Korea 
as an army psychiatrist, he completed his pediatric 
residency at Upstate Medical Center in Syracuse. 
In 1954, he moved his family to Watertown to 
begin his life’s work as a pediatrician. After almost 
40 years in practice, Dr. lustick continued to  
work in retirement with children in need by 
serving as a volunteer at ohio Street School.  
He is survived by his wife, Renee; his five children, 
Ian, Michael, Susan, Marty and David; and several 
other relatives.

1951
JaCk M. LeveNe,  of lake Worth, Fl, died June 
11. Dr. levene practiced radiology in Binghamton, 
endicott, and Johnson City, ny, as well as Barnes 
Kasson Hospital in Susquehanna, PA, before 
retiring in 1985. He served during the Korean War 
and was attached to the Second General Hospital 
in lansdstuhl, Germany. He is survived by his wife, 
Jill; sons Richard, MD, and Stuart; daughter lisa; 
and several other relatives.

seyMoUR saLtZMaN,  of West Hartford, CT, 
died August 2. Dr. Saltzman served in Burma and 
India from 1943 through 1945 in the U.S. Army 
Air Corps 52nd Medical Supply Platoon.  He was 
born in Hartford Hospital, where he later served 
as an attending physician. He also ran an internal 
medicine practice.  He is survived by his wife, 
Helen; sons David and Robert; daughter lisa; and 
several other relatives.

1952
JaMes D. BoRge,  of napa, CA, died September 
12, 2011.  Dr. Borge joined the United States Air 
Corps in 1942. He was called into cadet training 
in February 1943. During his service, he flew 
with the Flying Tigers under General Chennault 
and saw fighter pilot combat duty in the 449th 
Fighter Squadron. Borge was board certified by the 
American Board of Surgery in 1959 with a subspe
cialty in cancer surgery. He practiced surgery in 
napa until he retired in 1986. He is survived by his 
wife, emilie; his children, Greg, lorna, and Tab; and 
two grandchildren.

1953
patRICk J. LafRate,  of Manlius, ny, died 
September 10. Dr. laFrate served in the navy 
during World War II as a pharmacist mate. He was 
the first pediatrician in oswego County practicing 
in Fulton, before moving his practice to liverpool. 
He retired after 42 years of private practice. He 
is survived by wife Donna; sons Carl, Michael, 
Patrick, Christopher, Thomas, Timothy, and David 
Campbell; daughters elisabeth, and Jennifer; and 
several other relatives.

1955
fRaNk C. BRoWNeLL,  of Syracuse, ny, died 
August 6. Dr. Brownell served in the U.S. Army and 
attained the rank of staff sergeant. He practiced 
at the St. Joseph’s Hospital Radiology Department 
until his retirement in 1993. He is survived by his 
wife, Marie; his seven children, Sat Shakti, Mark, 
Daniel, Catherine, Anne, James and Jane; and 
several other relatives.

1957
paUL LoUIs MagLIoNe,  of north Syracuse, 
ny, died August 24. Dr. Maglione was a solo 
practitioner in family medicine in north Syracuse 
for more than 50 years. He is survived by his 
wife, Jane; his daughters, Katharine and Anne; 
sons Matthew, David and louis; and several other 
relatives.

1959
sHeLDoN kapeN, of West Bloomfield, MI, 
died november 22. Dr. Kapen was a member 
of the Wayne State University Department of 
neurology and chief of neurology at the John 
Dingell Veterans Administration Hospital for 25 
years until his retirement in november 2011. He 
was a pioneer in the study and treatment of sleep 
disorders. The sleep laboratory at the John Dingell 
VA Hospital was recently named in his honor. He 
is survived by his wife, Rachel; children Rachel, 
Gilead, Alon, ehud, and Avi; and several other 
family members.

1964
LesteR e. aUstIN, JR.,  of lafayette, ny, died 
August 24. Dr. Austin was drafted and served as 
a medical corps captain at Fort Bragg, nC, and 
Fort Gordon, GA. He practiced at St. Joseph’s 
Hospital Health Center with the Anesthesia Group 
of onondaga from 1969 to 1995. He was also an 
attending at A.l. lee Memorial Hospital in Fulton 
and clinical professor in anesthesiology, at Upstate 
Medical Center. Dr. Austin is survived by his wife, 
Sheila; daughter Wendy; son Terrence; and several 
other relatives.

I N  M e M o r i A M
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1967 
peteR D. MagNUs,  of Bend, oR, died.

1973
MaRtHa s. kINCaID,  of Sodus, ny, died on 
September 19. Dr. Kincaid entered private practice 
in 1976 in Sodus, and with her husband, helped 
build the Rochester General Wayne Medical 
Group. She is survived by her husband, Richard F. 
endres, MD; her sons, nathan, eric, and Peter; and 
several other relatives.

1975
DeNNIs M. MaHoNey,  of Bridgeport, ny, died 
August 22. Dr. Mahoney began his career in anes
thesiology with olean General Hospital, in olean, 
ny. He practiced for 23 years at Faxton St. luke’s 
Healthcare in Utica, ny, retiring in 2007.  He is 
survived by his wife, Sue; eight children; seven 
grandchildren; and several other relatives.

1977
gLeNN f. ZURaWskI,  of Palm Springs, CA, died 
March 19. Dr. Zurawski went into private practice 
and affiliated with Mills Memorial Hospital in San 
Mateo, CA. He became Ceo of his medical group, 
Anesthesia Care Associates, and was instrumental 
in founding one of the first pain control clinics in 
the San Francisco Bay Peninsula region, as well as 
establishing a new surgery center at the hospital. 
He is survived by his mother and several other 
relatives.

1987
RoBeRt J. BRaNDoN,  of Williamson, ny, died 
June 12, 2011. Dr. Brandon was a board certified 
family practitioner who spent 20 years in primary 
care. The last 11 years, he operated a solo practice 
in Penfield, Brandon Family Medicine. He is sur
vived by his wife, Julie; his son, Robert; and several 
other relatives.

Faculty

tHoMas stepHeN sZasZ, MD,  of Manlius, 
ny, died on September 8 at age 92. Dr. Szasz 
was born in Budapest, Hungary, in 1920, and 
emigrated to the United States in 1938. He gradu
ated from the University of Cincinnati with an 
undergraduate degree in physics in 1941, and as 
valedictorian of the medical school in 1944. After 
medical internship at Boston City Hospital and 
psychiatry residency at the University of Chicago, 
he pursued psychoanalytic training. 

Following military service at the United States 
naval Medical Center in Bethesda, MD, Szasz 
began a distinguished career in 1956 as professor 
of psychiatry at Upstate Medical University. 
Although he retired in 1990, he continued 
publishing until his death. Szasz argued that 
what are called mental illnesses are often better 
described as “problems in living,” and he opposed 
involuntary psychiatric interventions. His reputa
tion in defense of these principles was launched in 
1961 with the publication of The Myth of Mental 
Illness. He published 35 books, translated into 
numerous languages, and hundreds of articles in 
the subsequent 50 years. Recognized worldwide 
as one of the most important critics of psychiatric 
coercion and a defender of individual responsibility 
and freedom, Szasz was the recipient of several 
honorary degrees and many awards, including 
the Humanist of the year, the Jefferson Award 
from the American Institute of Public Service, the 
Mencken Award from the Free Press Association, 
establishment of “The Thomas S. Szasz Award for 
outstanding Contributions to the Cause of Civil 
liberties” by the Center for Independent Thought, 
and the George Washington Award from the 
American Hungarian Foundation. 

He is survived by his daughters, Margot 
Szasz Peters, MD, and Suzy Szasz Palmer, MlS; a 
grandson, Andrew Thomas Peters; and his brother, 
George Szasz, PhD. Szasz will be remembered by 
the Upstate Department of Psychiatry with  
a symposium in his honor in Spring 2013.

HeLeN teppeRMaN,  of oakland, CA, died 
September 2. Dr. Tepperman moved to Syracuse 
in 1946 to join the Upstate faculty. She and 
her husband, Dr. Jay Tepperman, established an 
active laboratory and published numerous papers 
and a textbook. They also trained and taught 
medical students. She is survived by her husband, 
Jay Tepperman, MD; her daughters, Jean and 
Katherine; his son, James; and several other  
relatives.

House staff
gRegoRy LaRsoN,  of Fullerton, CA, died 
February 11, 2011.

asa J. sMItH,  of oneida, ny, died September 12. 
Dr. Smith practiced internal medicine in oneida 
for 43 years with Dr. leonard Argentine and the 
late Dr. George R. Kinsella. He is survived by 
daughters, Roselle, Renee, Patrice, and Valerie; and 
several other relatives.

Jay foRRest staRk,  of Canastota, ny, died 
August 26.  He was a longtime family practitioner 
in Chittenango, ny, and was the medical director 
at Mohawk Glenn Urgent Care. He is survived by 
his wife, Frances; daughters elizabeth and emily; 
and several other relatives.  

I n  M e M o R I a M

Mantosh dowan, Md, hs ’79, with  
thomas szasz, Md
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P
lanned gifts to the  
Legacy Society, whether 
they are made through 
a trust, stock, real estate 
or by naming the Upstate 

Medical alumni Foundation in your 
will, enable the institution to provide 
our students with an outstanding 
education that prepares them for a 
career of service, inquiry, and caring. 
The college of Medicine at Upstate 
Medical University carries a long and 
rich tradition of excellence that began 
with the Geneva Medical college in 
1834. Please consider the college of 
Medicine in your estate plans to ensure 
that future generations of student are 
able to carry on these traditions.

CReate yoUR oWN LegaCy. 
Consider a planned gift to 
the upstate medical alumni 
foundation’s legacy society

foR moRE INfoRmaTIoN about 
the Legacy Society, contact vince Kuss, 
executive Director at (315) 464-4361 or 
kussv@upstate.edu  
www.upstate.edu/medalumni

Legacy Society
uPstate Medical aluMni  

Foundation’s 



Career Advisory Dinners
syracuse
January 7 at 5:30 pm
9th floor dining room, Weiskotten hall
binghamton
January 29 at 6:30 pm
Wilson hospital, Picciano 4

USMLE Book Distribution
Eastwood atrium, setnor
January 11 at 12:30 pm

Upstate Medical Alumni Phonathon
throughout February

Elizabeth Blackwell Day
February 20 at noon • Medical Alumni Auditorium

Sarah Loguen Fraser Day
February 13

Bridge Day
March 14

Match Day
March 15

New York City Reception
April 12 at 6 pm • Cornell Club

Commencement 2013
May 19 • Mulroy Civic Center

Friends of Upstate Admissions 
Workshop
May 20

Albany Reception
June • Fort Orange Club

Fischer Golf Tournament
July • Timber Banks Golf Course

Reunion Weekend 2013
september 27 and 28

U p C O m I N g  e V e n T s

Legacy Society



upsTaTE mEdICal alumNI assoCIaTIoN/fouNdaTIoN
suny upstate Medical university
setnor academic building, suite 1510
750 e. adams st.
syracuse, new york 13210

non-PRoFIT 

oRGAnIZATIon

U.S. PoSTAGe 

p a I D
SyRACUSe ny

PeRMIT #994

on behalf of the dedicated students of your college of Medicine, thank 

you for your commitment to the upstate Medical alumni Foundation this 

year. Gifts to the alumni Foundation are essential to providing our stu-

dents the invaluable resources needed during their time here in medical 

school. never has financial aid been more crucial to keeping a quality 

medical education affordable to our students. at a time when the nation 

faces a shortage of physicians, producing tomorrow’s doctors is impera-

tive if a quality healthcare system is to be maintained.

for your gift this year!
Thank You


